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THE ETUDE 
PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE 
PRICE 25 CENTS JULY 1921 $2.00 A TEAR 
This Summer 
Music Lovers Will Find One or 
More of These Books an Enjoyable 
and Profitable Companion 
Great Pianists on Piano Playing Piano Playing with Piano Questions ^ 
Life Stories of Great 
IN THE COUNTRY, AT THE SHORE 
Descriptive Analyses of Piano Works 
By Edw. Baxter Perry Price, $2.01 
Pack One of These Reasonably Priced Albums in Your Bag 
While Vacationing there may be Occasions when it will Prove Valuable Forethought to Have at Hand a Large Variety of Numbers Such 
Will be Found in Any One of These Convenient Albums 
Piano Players’ Repertoire 
Price, 75 Centa 
Here one obtains thirty-nine pieces. 
Popular Home Collection 
Price, 75 Centa 
New and original, 
Standard Brilliant Album 
Sli 
Singers’ Repertoire 
MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS THEODORF PRFSSFR CO VICTROLAS. BRUNSWICK PHONOCrapHS 
MAILORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE VAA and cheney talking machine; 
1 
The World of Music 
the etu. Page J,26 JULY 1921 
Sumnigr Schools 
mm Salvini School of Singing 
Mario Salvini, Director 
206 West 71st St., New York City Telephone: Columbus 2202 
« A singing school living up to highest standards of art. The direct way to the 
“ manager, producer and impresario. Opera, concert, church, 
- oratorio, musical comedy and teachers’ courses, 
} PUBLIC APPEARANCES i 
- ^ourses for beginners, advanced students and courses of perfection for artists. * 
a °PCra departmcnt endorsed by Gatti Casazza, Director General of Metro- ' 
: poll tan Opera House, Arturo Toscanini, Giorgio Polacco, Gennaro Papi 1 
, and’others prominent in the musical world. i 
3 The method used by Mr. Salvini and assistants is of the Italian School ’} 
. of Bel Canto, comprising: breathing and vocal gymnastics, voice place- * 
; merit, solfeggio, development, diction, phrasing, analysis of the voice, 
its scope, functions and possibilities, development of the vocal rhythmi- i 
» cal' and musical faculties’ Songs, ballads, arias, operas in the different ® 
original languages. Address correspondence 
MARIO SALVINI 206 West 7Ht S 
a r York City 0 
Ithaca Conservatory 
A Conservatory that offers not merely the 
opportunity to study certain instruments, but 
a complete musical education; that develops 
not merely “performers” but true artists. 
Unique advantages (or those who look toward 
to concert work, for special attention is given to 
Lyceum training, the Conservatory being 
actively associated with a flourishing Entertain¬ 
ment Bureau and having several of its own 
companies in the Lyceum field. Ithaca C n- 
seryatory students are holding many of the 
best positions available in America. Graduates 
rn-e qualified to teach music in New York State 
Public Schools without the usual State exami¬ 
nation. A special course for teachers of physi¬ 
cal education—unusual demand for teachers 
throughout country. Large School of Express¬ ion and Dramatic Art. 
Schools of piano and organ, violin, singing, harmonv. comoosition. 
small string instruments, languages, painting’ 
expression, dramatic art. Beautiful, commo¬ 
dious buildings, concert hall and dormitories 
Resident and day students. Master cou s s 
with world-famous artists in all departments. 
Summer School sessions open June ytk and. 
July sth. School of Piano tuning in connection Terms moderate. Catalog. 
THE REGISTRAR. Ithaca Conserwlorv of Music 
1 DeWitl Park, Ithaca, N, Y. 
vest'*11 proportion to the ’MusidanshhiC^th'e'in- 
oSrgWHtcr“.abySC"thhee ideV'of th^woma"’ ha £ 
SSsSn far distant twhenn®fPrhfCS£i0‘dilnfi ** 
strongest force for M that^Gocff 
the Pub?er *h S|eI^Expressive Creative Music in 
The Summer Normal School (restricted to 10 members) will open Its 211rd Session In 
Akron. I,liter ill York Terrace <.‘or«v I1HL Rrimkn0.!? nltl* 
MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS 
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano 
for the Study of Teaching Material 
June 15-30-1921-July 14-29 
MONTREAT, N. C. 
letSSftom Teachers ^hohave tS^heC 9trong 
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA 
I Summer Music School 
W for 
Music and School Teachers 
Personal Direction of 
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD 
• June 6th to ne 25th 
Second Session^ August 20th 
l Third Session^ ^ugust 24th to Sept. 10th 
I Send for lull program of courses. Address 
Effa Ellis Perfield Music School, Inc. 
21S South Wabash Are.. Chicago; or 
U- 
CONSES^^EyfilJSIC 
PHILADELPHIA 
37th YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 12th 
Because of its distinguished faculty, original and scientific methods. Individual instruc¬ 
tion, high ideals, breadth of culture and moderate cost, combined with ellu k nt 
management, the COMBS CONSERVATORY affords opportunities 
not obtainable elsewhere for a complete musical education. 
All Branches. Normal Training Course For Teacher*. Public Per¬ 
formance. (Four Pupils’ Recitals a week.) Orcheatra and Band 
Departments. Two Complete Pupils’ Symphony Orchesti. 
Conductor’s Course. 
Reciprocal relations with University of Pennsylvania. 
SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 
(Theoretical and Applied Branches Taught Privately and in Claaaca) 
Faculty: Cilbert Reynolds Combs, Piano. Hugh A. Clark*. Mu*. Doc, 71e*r, Nelson A 
Cheanutt, Voice; Russell King Miller, Organ: William Ceigar, Mua.Bac., Violin. 
T. h’ { i ail b I es I nf SiC”OOL ^ 
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS n/rertoomce..s,ud,o.a„d.„, 
_Administration Building. ,33, So. Broad ^ 
PIANjC^tffoOL 
Carnegie Ml/, NeurYork 
SUMMER 
-r, ore.™ 'Auv/uivirAma 
——and HEARING System of Teaching, 
r-_ „ COURSES FOR 
PIANISTS 
TEACHERS 
CCOMPANIST! 
, classes ^ „.. 
- and Major,,1s. K 
„ITn Pittsburgh 
musical institute, INC 
Summer leim, June 20-July 30 
Newlimlding.611* Overmoy^dPittSbUrBh- 
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ALSO ON 
PACES 482, 483, 484, 485 AND 4 
W SUMMER TEACHER’S COURSES- ~P 
NEW YORK SCHOOL’S/ MUSIC AND ARTS 
c. U7 , _ 150 OVERSIDE DRIVE (CORNER 87th STREET) 
I — WeekSC°UrSeS f™ml^V Mth to September 1st 
Please mentton THE ETUDB when addressing our SEND PotobTUNE: n. Iwrion, lecture*. cIum. con© 7UfvreV,n®’ ^-a«en€ Salvatore 
THE ETUDE 
JULY mi Page 427 
Summer Specials! 
THE ETUDE . . $2.00) 
(For Music Lover*) \ 
McCalls.1-50 \ 
$290 
YOU SAVE 
1 60c 
THE ETUDE . . $2.00 
(For Music Lovers) 
Woman’s Home 
Companion . . 2.00 
$375 
YOU SAVE 
25c 
THE ETUDE . . $2.00) 
(For Music Lovers) \ 
Pictorial Review . 3.00 
$375 
. YOU SAVE 
I $1.25 
THE ETUDE . . $2.00 
Delineator . . . 2.50 
$425 
YOU SAVE 
25c 
THE ETUDE . . $2.00 
Modern Priscilla . 2.00 ( 
McCalls .... 1-50 
($465 
[ YOU SAVE ] 85c 
THE ETUDE . . $2.00 
(For Music Lovers) 
Delineator . . . 2.50 
Everybodys . . . 2.75 
$000 
( YOU SAVE ) $1.75 
THE ETUDEl . 
Modern Priscilla 
* * .' 
. . . $2.00) $2 60 
. . . 2.00 J y°40cVE 
SPECIAL SUMMER COUPON 
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Gentlemen: 
Enter my subscription for one year to---- 
Exceedingly Good Piano Numbers 
By W. M. FELTON 
Teachers will find in the listing below excellent sugges¬ 
tions for teaching and recital work. These are recent 
publications that quickly attained favor with many. 
tSo.4«8. TWILIGHT IN AUTUMN.j. . 
Grade iV REVERIE lAs^OCs* 
Cat No Title Grade Price 
si kms; 
lilll 
14679 ;80 
i EPESri ! 
iSSil'I 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. SMSf’S 
A look in the profession—don’t 
you feel that you could estab¬ 
lish yourself in a position of greater 
responsibility and incidentally enjoy 
a better financial future if you spent 
a little time on brushing up your own 
knowledge? 
e of proof is worth a pound' 
of promise. Making claims is easy— 
“making good” is the real test of 
merit. Man 
—teachers ; 
greatly benefited by our < 
others hav 
Sherwood Piano Lessons 
for Students 
Contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of piano playing. 
No stone has been left unturned to make this absolutely perfect. It would 
surprise you to know that Sherwood devoted to each lesson enough time to 
earn At least $100.00 in teaching. It is possible for you to get all this 
time and energy for almost nothing, compared to what it cost. The lessons 
are illustrated with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the piano. They 
are given with weekly examination papers. 
Sherwood Normal Lessons 
for Piano Teachers 
Contain the fundamental principles of successful teaching—the vital 
principles—the big things in touch, technic, melody, phrasing, rhythm, 
tone production, interpretation and expression—a complete set of physical 
exercises for developing, strengthening and training the muscles of the 
fingers, hands, wrists, arms and body, fully explained, illustrated and made 
clear by photographs, diagrams and drawings. 
Harmony 
__ _ performance of a 
position. 
5. Memorize Rapidly, 
very greater*- --“** ’ 
6. Substitute other notes when for 
any reason the ones written are 
inconvenient to play. 
_„__of the 
„__ benefits derived from 
study of Harmony. 
A knowledge of Harmony is necessary for every student and 
teacher. You can study the Harmony Course prepared especially 
for us by Adolph Rosenbecker, former Soloist and Conductor, pupil 
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Con¬ 
ductor and Teacher. You will receive the personal Instruction of 
Herbert J. Wrightson, Theorist and Composer. You need Harmony 
and this is your chance to study the subject thoroughly. 
Harmony Teaches You to 
1. Analyze Music, thus enabling 
you to determine the key of any 
composition and its various har¬ 
monic progressions. 
2. Transpose,at sight more easily 
accompaniments which you may be 
called upon to play. 
3. Harmonize Melodies correctly 
and arrange music for bands and 
orchestras. 
Unprecedented Special Offer ! 
Will you take advantage of our offer of 6 lessons which we offer 
to Etude readers without charge or obligation on their part? We 
will send you 6 lessons from the Normal Piano or Harmony Course 
or 6 lessons selected from some other subject, if you prefer. We 
have courses in Piano (one for students and one for teachers), Har¬ 
mony, Voice, Choral Conducting, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet, 
Guitar and Mandolin. Select the course you are interested in and 
write now for 6 lessons and catalog. You will receive full details of 
the course and be under no obligation to us. The cost is nothing 
and you will benefit much. 
University Extension Conservatory 
A107 Siegel-Myers Bldg. Chicago, Ill. 
addressing our advertisers. 
the etude 
Ask Mus 
Composers ~Teachers 
T NQUIRE among the knowing, and they will tell 
f y°u■ The Brunswick for years has been recog¬ 
nized as the accepted instrument of the musical 
world—the phonograph in the homes of greatest 
musicians, both in Europe and America. 
And now they will tell you too, that because of an 
entirely new Method of Interpretation, Brunswick 
Records have assumed the same Supreme position. 
Note what critics say 
“An amazing advance over anything heretofore accomplished 
m recording. . . . tones are almost unbelieveably true, 
sweeter and more beautiful.” 
“The musical fancy of the day, due to a refreshingly unique 
method of interpretation,” says another. 
“Music that brings the dance tingle to your toes,” says a 
famous ballroom dancer. “It’s not hard to understand, once 
you hear, why the whole dance world yielded, unreservedly, 
to the lure of Brunswick interpretation.” 
Hear them at their best 
To hear Brunswick Records on any phonograph is a revela¬ 
tion. Hear Godowsky, Karle, Chamlee, Rosen and other 
world-noted Brunswick artists. 
But to hear them c 
This is why 
Due to the exclusive Brunswick Method of Reproduction 
(embodying the Vltona, which cushions the path of the 
needle by proper suspension, and the Brunswick oval Tone 
Amplifier of moulded wood) perfect rendition of the so- 
called “difficult” tones is achieved-tones beyond the scope 
of the ordinary type of instrument. 
The piano is made to yield to true reproduction.’ Mighty 
crescendos of volume are conveyed with the same facilitv 
, *S™ned notes of me"ow quality. And even soprano 
High C obtained without the slightest “metallic” intrusion 
or vibration! 
Hence, buying any phonograph without at least hearing 
The Brunswick is a mistake. And those h ah 7 
Musical World will tell you so. Sh the 
Ask your nearest Brunswick dealer for a . . 
Remember The Brunswick plays 
Brunswick records can be played " u ‘hat 
Hear, compare-then judge for yourself.any P °n0graph' 
Hear these Brunswick 
Super - Feature 
Records 
If your fancy turns to dancinc-hcar 
Crooning (Fox Trot) and Your 
Eyes (One Step) by Carl Fenton's 
Orchestra, No. 2104—it has the dance 
lure as only Brunswick’s Intcrprcta- 
But for ,he seriously beautiful, by all 
means hear Watt* in C Sharp Minor, 
Pianoforte Solo, played by Leopold 
Codousky, No. 10031. 
, -- iui t 
THE BRUNS WICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO., Chicago 
Manufacturers—Established 1845 
Page m JULY 1921 
-ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00 
: ' | 
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Perpendicular or Horizontal 
Critics of musical art, from the beginnings of our tech¬ 
nical study of the best methods of writing, have been swaying 
between two poles. Some will contend that the greatest in 
musical art is that which is based upon a contrapuntal, a 
melodic or horizontal treatment of the subject; that is, that 
harmony is secondary and the greatest compositions are those 
in which many melodies are artistically interwoven. Others 
insist that modern music should be regarded perpendicularly, 
that we should listen for series of beautiful chords. Eugene 
Goosens, one of the most talked-about composers of the mod¬ 
ern school in England, in a recent issue of the Musical News 
and Herald, gives his opinion upon the subject: 
“The difficulty which arises in dealing with present-day 
work from the emotional standpoint has its origin in the fact 
that so many listeners mentally adopt a horizontal rather than 
a vertical attitude towards what they hear. This may sound 
crude, but it is none the less true. I mean that, instead of 
‘sensing’ the actual successions of tonal values or uprights, 
they attempt to construe these successions in a horizontal sense, 
just as formerly they traced the progress of a melodic line. 
It seems to be forgotten that a single chord or succession of 
related chords may prove as excellent a medium for emotional 
expression as any string of related single notes. In other 
words, the same idea may be conveyed on the harmonic as well 
as on the melodic plane. Hence the difficulty of rapidly assim¬ 
ilating a moving succession of combined sound-valves, as 
opposed to the equally effective but more obvious process of 
melodic sequence. 
“In these days of shifting chromaticism, it is the result 
of the combined rhythmic, harmonic and melodic effect, and 
not necessarily harmony or rhythm or melody by themselves, 
which is designed to convey the emotional meaning. From a 
modern point of view the thematic interest, though in no wise 
subservient to the harmonic, is thrown into relief not so much 
by continued reiteration, or insistent employment of familiar 
melodic figures, as by the emotional consistency of the under¬ 
lying harmony, resulting in an impressionism of sound wherein 
the theme itself is but a means to an end. ‘Tune’ being to 
some people the beginning and end of all musical expression, 
it may be safely added that, contrary to all preconceived ideas, 
‘tune’ plays as large a part in modern writing as it formerly 
did in the old. It exists in every known work of any value, 
for those who have ears and intelligence to hear it.” 
pieces (as did MacDowell), he has at this time small hope for 
receiving sufficient reward to enable him to live and go on pro¬ 
ducing other works of a high type. Richard Strauss is said 
to have received large royalties from his symphonic poems and 
operas, and Puccini has grown rich through his operatic pro¬ 
ductions. Such cases, however, are very rare. 
Here in America we are making provision for the endow¬ 
ment of huge orchestras, great music schools, organizations for 
the publication of serious works; but what about the composer 
himself, the creator who produces the music? How is he to 
live and to keep in condition to do momentous works? Appar¬ 
ently the plan of Western College is one of the best solutions. 
Universities everywhere provide for the endowment of fel¬ 
lowships which enable men of genius to do research work with¬ 
out being compelled to show a profit. As a matter of fact such 
research has led to many of the great industries of the world. 
Think of Roentgen working alone in his little laboratory at 
Wurzburg and stumbling across the X-ray! Think of Charles 
T. Hall and his researches at Oberlin which made the manu¬ 
facture of aluminum economically practical! (No wonder he 
gave millions back to his Alma Mater.) 
The example of Western College may well be followed 
with similar fellowships for really great American music work¬ 
ers at other universities. When a man is willing to give up 
gainful opportunities for service to his art, our leading edu¬ 
cational institutions can not do anything better with the large 
means that are now coming to them than to provide for the 
future glory of our musical literature by providing for its 
makers. __ 
Harvey D. Gibson, president of the Liberty Bank of New 
York City, the youngest bank president of the metropolis, paid 
his way through college by means of his musical gifts. Scores of 
young business men have been helped along in their youth by 
selling their musical ability. We know of one prominent business 
man who once played the bass drum in a dance orchesrta at six 
dollars a week. President Harding played baritone horn in the 
Marion Silver Cornet Band. 
Four walls do not make a conservatory; but “just the same” 
the well-equipped studio has a wonderful effect in drawing pupils. 
The Stillman-Kelly Fellowship Plan 
Edgar Stielman-Keeey,, whose musical works have won 
for him the highest distinctions in Europe and America, makes 
his home at Oxford, Ohio, where he is the recipient of the 
Edgar Stillman-Kelly Fellowship at the Western College for 
Women. There, in a delightful community, amid cultured sur¬ 
roundings, in a cozy home, Mr. Kelly is enabled to work at his 
art under conditions of the most favorable kind. Save for one 
day a week spent in teaching at the Cincinnati Conservatory 
and for the lectures and addresses at the Western College, Mr. 
Kelly has all his time free for the development of his art. 
Unless a composer of serious music has the good fortune 
to turn out now and then some of the lighter songs and piano 
A Puzzled Father 
To The Etude: 
As I have a daughter to educate, and we are taking The 
Etude by subscription, will it be possible for you to have some 
of your people treat the subject of the place music should 
occupy in a girl’s education, assuming, of course, she is a girl 
coming from the ordinary home, whose parents are not wealthy. 
In other words, the ground I desire covered is some of the 
reasons why, if there are any, a young lady should be educated 
in music, rather than in domestic science, dressmaking and 
things of this sort. 
I used to feel that music had a large place in a woman’s 
education; but modern conditions have caused me to wonder 
whether that is true or not. 
Ry way of introduction, will say I myself am a college 
man, and I am writing this letter in the hope I may find “more 
light” upon the subject suggested, or something similar. 
Thanking you for any attention you may give the matter, 
I am’ Cordially yours. 
This subject may be covered with very few words. If our 
friend has in mind the study of music as a profession, we can 
safely say that the average girl who will work and who has 
- 
 I * i S: - ^ W^S. VTT- , „ *?~,t 
talent can make as handsome an income at music as at any 
other profession. If he is thinking of music as an integral 
• part of a well-rounded intellectual training, it is wholly indis¬ 
pensable. If he is thinking of music as a parlor accomplish¬ 
ment, or rather as a part of the daily home life, we can only 
say that in scores of homes the ability of the sister or the 
mother to play well and sing well has brought a spiritual uplift 
that has sustained the whole family and inspired every mem¬ 
ber to nobler ideals and greater activity. Whether one thinks 
that this is better than domestic science or dressmaking is not 
the question. We have to eat and we have to wear clothes; 
but so do the humblest peasants. We want beautiful well-made 
homes, and we want beautiful well-made garments; but as we 
reach above and beyond the material we find that music is one 
of the inspiring forces which lead us to procure the wherewithal 
to have fine tilings and enjoy them. In modern educational 
life, the larger universities are paying more and more atten¬ 
tion to music every year; only in a few of the smaller schools 
has the interest lessened. 
Throttling Art 
Paris is justly excited over the plan to tax all pianos. 
The folly of subsidizing art with one hand and choking it 
■with the other must become apparent to the Parisians sooner 
or later. There are few cities in the world where art is so 
much loved or where it is so inexpensive. The Galleries are 
crowded like our department stores at Christmas, the concerts 
and the opera are usually jammed to the doors. The govern¬ 
ment has for years been fostering all these things with a gen¬ 
erosity which has won the praise of the world. Wow comes the 
discussion of the tax on pianos, for homes, students, teachers, 
etc. Surely, the wiseacres must be asleep in “The City of Light.” 
And Everybody Laughed! 
“How old are you, Bill?” 
“Sixteen to the traffic cop.” 
And everybody laughed. It was a great joke. Of course, 
Bill was only fourteen and a half, but he would pass for sixteen. 
Since he had been running an automobile for a year, in violation 
of the law, it was necessary for him to lie about his age. 
It never seemed to occur to these people that the founda¬ 
tions of honesty are established in childhood and youth. They 
never stopped to realize that by encouraging a boy in this 
special “getting-away-with-it” kind of a lie they are among the 
thousands who are undermining the moral props of our country, 
making way for waves of crime far greater than that through 
which we now are passing, unless something monumental is built 
to dam this fearful tide. We have offered “The Golden Hour” 
ideal with its indispensable background of music as a possible 
remedy. The magnificent endorsement of many foremost Amer¬ 
icans, the efforts of our Etude friends everywhere to help in 
putting this ideal into practical school work, is a cause for 
The Carnegie benefactions—libraries, organs, etc.—have been 
of very great benefit to all parts of the country. The pensions of 
college professors plan lias been turned in the direction of insur¬ 
ance annuities for these teachers. The demands for funds for 
“out-and-out" pensions was too great. One queer regulation was 
that the old-age pensions did not apply to members of the musical 
faculty, except, we understand, in the case of a few professors 
who were careful not to have taught the practical branches of 
music. A queer legislation for the bequests of a man who loved 
music so dearly. 
East and West 
„ Storks iust returned on a furlough from 
Mr. and Mrs. > J , . years of missionary 
the far interior .f Chn. after fourty ^ wanted the 
SC oJMthtTmanufacturer of • keyboard instrument built to 
resist tropical humidity. The notice had appeared in a few 
lines of tiny type in The Etude some years ago. The instru¬ 
ment was manufactured in Scotland. (Quite an international 
musical auery ) They told us that it was almost as hard for 
travt^hmama/to get accustomed to our scale rt in¬ 
fer the average occidental to get his ear attuned to the multi- 
toned oriental scales. Anything in the pentatonic scale, their 
own five-toned scale, they could get readily. For this reason 
they delighted in the tune of “Auld Lang Syne. 
Western music is making astonishing strides in the Far 
East. Recently we received a journal known as Musical Japan. 
from Tokio. It was well published and had interesting pictures 
of Japanese musicians in Bond Street clothes, performing upon 
all manner of modern instruments. We read the little book 
right through from the last page to the front and did not 
understand a word. But we could understand the music and 
examples and knew that our friends of Nippon were working in 
the same cause in which we have been working. Surely that 
is a bond which we hope will bring us closer together and do 
away with the war-making prejudices of the radicals and the 
race-hatred agitators. Here is a copy of the front page of the 
book—that is, it is what we would consider the front page—but 
it really was a back page for the Japanese. It is the advert iso 
ment of a piano firm. Only by seeing such things as this can we 
realize how our wonderful art is spreading throughout the 
world. 
Sir Walter Parratt said, upon the occasion of his eightieth 
birthday a few months ago, “I shall retire when I begin to think 
/ do anything well.” That is always a good time to stop, because 
it means you are “slowing up,” anyhow. 
tl-y^pp-o reus ,vL iJroluJZel t it 
Sift f° cof "arf' 
really counts J player dcl'vers the notes that 
A Remarkable Gathering 
In the August issue of “The 
report of one of the most rionlfiJ?.WlU Present * 
putuug uus meal into practical senoo. orK, is a cause tor teachers held in our ^ant gatherings of music 
greatest rejoicing. Please do not stop until you have enthu- Banquet of the Thirtieth Anniversary 
siasticallly carried the message of “The-Golden Hour” to every Music teachers have mad' MUS1C Teachers’ Association, 
influential clergyman, school teacher, Sunday-school teacher, recognition for their profess,!dvances compelling 
club leader, journalist, city official, banker, professional man, unusually successful step E A * • occasion Proved an 
merchant and labor leader of your community. a pride in this article. P VCry American teacher will take 
430 
THE ETUDE 
« w—3 VERY student and every teacher of 
1—4 the playing of the piano is, of 
'■ . 1 J course, vitally interested in 
what materials to use in de¬ 
veloping that art, and thereby has come 
into this phase of the artistic world what 
might be called a battle of methods. It 
is usually a battle waged by the little per¬ 
sonalities and not by the great master 
teachers or by the great pianists. This 
always has been the case and always will 
be. Imagine, for instance, the very 
finest method of playing piano conceiv¬ 
able Let it be a method without flaw, 
perfect in every detail. At best it is but 
something like an architectural plan. The 
more exact, the more rigid it is, the 
more is it like such a plan. It might be 
a wonderful draft .for a certain kind 
of a house made, let us say, of stone, for 
a certain location, in a certain part of 
the world. The same plan executed in 
brick or marble or . wood or stucco would 
be ritjiculous. Do I make myself clear? 
What is a fine method for one pupil is 
very likely to be a very poor method for 
another. 
“For this reason I have always be¬ 
lieved in the greatest possible elasticity 
in methods. The more elastic, the least 
arbitrary, the better the method.. The 
real teacher is the man whose hands re¬ 
main unfettered, and insists that the 
hands of his pupils remain unfettered by 
any method, even though that method be 
of his own making. Every student should 
be handled as an individual. What 
is good for one may be very bad for 
another. The well-schooled teacher is in¬ 
clined to teach negatively as it were. He 
lets the pupil have a certain amount of 
artistic latitude and when he sees anything that is con¬ 
spicuously wrong he corects him, but does not say, This 
is the only right way to do this or play this. Be careful 
not to do it in any other way.’ 
“Many roads may lead to the same goal and the best 
method is that in which the individuality of the student 
is developed and not that in which the teacher endeavors 
to enforce his own individuality or his own pet notions 
upon the pupil. For this reason the teacher should 
never be a slave to any one method, but feel free to take 
the best from all, because in every method there is some¬ 
thing good. Since, no student should be confined withm 
the limits of any one method, course or series of studies, 
how emphatically must it be said that to hamper the 
teacher in any similar manner virtually makes a kind of 
musical slave of him. 
“To hamper the teacher, , to compel him to take one 
course and no other, is the very height of artistic 
absurdity. This has been one of the greatest obstacles 
in the progress of the art in many parts of the world. 
When a state, a society, a group, or a conservatory 
attempts to legislate as to what the teacher may use or 
may not use, stagnation is likely to begin at once. 
“Let us take the case of Hungary, for instance; the 
Akadamie of Budapest,-an institution of the very highest 
standing: the student, however, in order to pass his 
government examinations, is required to take certain 
materials, non proprietory of course, but of certain pre¬ 
scribed editions with certain fingerings, phrasings, ex¬ 
pression marks, etc. and as arbitrary as the police regu¬ 
lations for crossing the streets. However, the law is 
laid down so that the teacher whose artistic judgment 
inclines him to use a certain edition cannot do so but 
must use one prescribed by the state. He cannot .use 
certain pieces or studies which he in his own experience 
knows to be good, until he has employed others the 
state has listed. This lack of artistic freedom may have 
the advantage of compelling inadequate teachers to keep 
up a certain standard; but it is deadening to the progress 
of the art, insulting to the judgment of really pro¬ 
gressive men and women with fresh ideas, and, to my 
mind, a retrogressive step in these modern times. Such 
injustice cannot survive. 
“As a result of this, the hands of the teacher are 
tied in a way which is horrible for the artist to think 
about. The result is that the most progressive teaching 
must be done by those who are not connected with the 
state institutions. What teacher of high repute is going 
to endure being told that he must use a certain method, 
or a certain edition, or a certain fingering or he will 
not be permitted to follow his profession? In many 
music schools of the world a certain outline of material 
is recommended — v—ssing from the early to the upper 
Freedom in MusicTeaching Methods 
An interview with the Distinguished Piano Virtuoso-Composer 
ERNO DOHNANYI 
Secured Expressly f. r the ETUDE 
Biographical Note 
[Erno Dohnanyi was born at Presburg, Hungary, July 
27i I877. His father, a well-known teacher of Mathe¬ 
matics and an accomplished amateur musician, was his 
first teacher. Thereafter he studied with Karl Forstner, 
Stefan Thoman, Hans Koessler and, for a very short 
time with Eugen d’Albert. He graduated in 1897 from 
the Royal Musical Academy of Budapest. His first piano 
recital, which occured in the same year, at Berlin, was 
such a pronounced success that he was engaged to make 
a tour of the leading Continental cities and also of 
Great Britain during the follozving year. In 1898 he 
made his first American tour, which was followed by 
another in 1900. He then toured Europe, after which 
he became Professor of Pianoforte Playing at the Royal 
High School in Berlin, where he taught for eleven years, 
' Miseha Levitski being among his pupils. He now resides 
in Hungary. His compositions were highly praised by 
Brahms and his pianoforte concerto has made a perman¬ 
ent place for itself in the literature of the instrument. 
In fact, his compositions show a lofty idealism combined 
with an, intimate, finished technic, great subtlety and 
unusual strength.] 
grades; but this is given only as a guide. It is not 
compulsory. That is, if the teacher is acquainted with 
superior material to suit the needs of special scholars, he 
may use such works at his discretion. In the Berlin 
Hochschule the greatest artistic latitude was used. 
There was no suggestion, there, of handcuffing the 
teacher and compelling him legally to use a certain 
edition. 
Indispensable Materials 
“Of course certain materials must be used and they 
should be prescribed in all courses. One could not, for 
instance, imagine the acquisition of a complete technic 
without the liberal study of Bach. Bach is given in 
copious measure to students in all Hungary now. It is 
one of the saving graces of modern systems that the 
works of the great Cantor are not neglected. There 
must be also liberal use of finger exercises, octaves, 
scales and arpeggios. When Miseha Levitski first came 
to me had had an excellent training ip advanced work, 
and it might seem unnecessary in such a case to employ 
scales. Yet I had him use them every day and liberally. 
There is nothing to take the place of scales to gain a 
certain kind of liquid agility at the keyboard. 
“Czerny is also indispensable, but so many of his 
things are so very dry that the wise teacher uses only 
studies carefully selected from the best of his works. 
Why punish the pupil with hopelessly dull stuff? Mozart, 
Clementi and even Hummel are also necessities if the 
pupil is to acquire the classical background which every 
artist must have. I know that such a writer as Clementi 
the expert c 
piece from 
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is being slighted in these days; but the 
art is losing rather than gaining by it. 
Let us have more and more of Clementi 
and his contemporaries. 
“One serious mistake in current train¬ 
ing for the piano is that the so-called 
modern technic, the technic of Liszt, 
Chopin, Schumann, is introduced, as 
Americans say, .‘entirely too early in the 
game.’ Neglecting the works of Mozart, 
Clementi, Haydn, etc. and dashing at 
once into the waltzes of Chopin, the 
sonatas of Grieg, the works of Liszt, 
Schumann, Rubinstein, to say nothing of 
Debussy and Ravel, just as soon as the 
mere digital dexterity is secured, is really 
a curse of the times. By means of inten¬ 
sive technical exercises, practiced for ex¬ 
treme periods of time, the pupil acquires 
quite an astonishing technic. Immedi¬ 
ately he demands the A-flat Ballade or 
the Sixth Rhapsody. He secures a piece 
of the virtuoso type, with which he fools 
a few friends and admirers into believing 
that he is a wonderful pianist. The real 
musician is never deceived. He can tell 
at once whether that musical training is 
there or not. Mozart wrote seventeen 
sonatas, twenty-eighth concertos, three 
fantasias, and fifteen sets of variations. 
Not all of these are of equal merit; but, 
until the student has mastered the best of 
them, he should keep his hands off mod¬ 
ern material. Mozart is only one of those 
of his period whom the student should 
master. Haydn is a rich mine of musical 
pedagogical value. 
“How will the real musician know 
whether he has done this or not? By a 
certain finish, a certain subtlety, a cer¬ 
tain flavor that is indescribable. Just as 
1 old paintings is able to identify a master- 
in imitation, the real musician knows the 
genuine from the fraudulent. ‘Ah,’ you say, ‘What is the 
use? The public will not know.’ But the public does 
know. That is the reason why some pianists come up in 
a night and disappear forever after and why others keep 
on gaining in popularity year after year. 
Neglect of the Ear 
“Possibly one of the defects of modern training has 
been the neglect of the ear. It is the custom for pedagogs 
to prate about this and then do nothing. In fact the very 
words have become a cant phrase of little meaning 
whatever. In recent years I have been much interested 
in the philosophy of Alexander Kovats, a music teacher 
whose work is practically unknown outside of Hungary. 
It was Kovats’ idea that music should be taught ex¬ 
clusively by ear at the start. At first the children are 
taught to sing exclusively by rote. In fact the child is 
considered a music pupil just as soon as it is able to 
sing. Little tots just out of babyhood, who show an 
inclination toward music by humming a few tunes, are 
eligible. Then the child is taken to the keyboard and 
taught to play little pieces by ear. He is taught to build 
scales,' make little chords, taught to invent little tunes 
for himself and do all manner of things which add to 
his musical delight. Music becomes a game to him, but it 
is strictly a musical game without supernumerary ma¬ 
terials. 
“Not until the pupil has; studied at least two years is 
the little one ever taught anything about notes of any 
kind. All the training is by ear. The report that comes 
to me is that at that time the note reading advances far 
more rapidly than by other methods. This is, of course, 
contrary to all our previous practices. We were always 
taught that to ‘play by ear’ was one of the first evils 
against which the musical decalogue was aimed. When 
the teacher heard of a pupil playing by ear he raised 
his hands in holy horror. Yet I have personally ex¬ 
amined many pupils trained according to the philosophy 
of Kovats and I have been amazed with the character 
of their work. Kovats died; when he was a very young 
man, before he was able to prepare any elaborate 
treatise upon his ideas. He has, however, a large number 
of followers. One good thing about the plan of training 
the ear first and teaching the pupil to play by ear before 
he is given the complicated mathematical problem of 
studying notation, is that the teacher can soon determine 
the musical ability of the child. If he is really musical 
he is worthy of studying music seriously. If he is not, 
let 11s spare him the punishment. 
“To revert to our subject. Such a method of playing 
by ear might be entirely against the theories of many 
teachers. Let us suppose that the teacher was compelled 
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to teach by such a method whether he wanted to or 
not. That is if he did not teach in such manner 
his pupils could not receive the same credits in ex¬ 
aminations that other teachers received. Can you 
imagine anything, more stifling, more unjust or more 
inartistic? Real artist teachers will never be content 
to have a kind of musicial policeman stand in the 
road and, by the raising of the hand, tell them whether 
they shall go in this or that direction.” 
What the Word “Sissy” Did 
By Robert M. Crooks 
At a home musicale a young man was asked to con¬ 
tribute to the program. There was a wistful light in 
his eyes as he replied: 
“How I wish I could play even as much as I once 
could 1 At home I was the only child and had pretty 
much my own way about things. When I was five 
years old my parents had hopes for me in music, for I 
could hum almost any tune I heard. They called a 
teacher who, on account of my age, doubted if I could 
learn because I could not yet read; but he said he would 
give me a trial. I remember he was very kind, and 
taking me on his lap he made a sort of a game with the 
lines, spaces and notes. How well I remember how 
much interested I was. I learned several little pieces 
of which my parents were very proud. 
“I had to discontinue lessons on account of a sick spell 
and I did not resume my music for three years. I con¬ 
tinued for about two years and could play most of 
Heller’s easier studies and a few of the easier sonatas. 
Then my foolish days came. Some boy companions said 
it was very ‘sissy’ to study music; and some of the 
spiteful ones would say, ‘There goes a sissy for his 
lesson.’ Being over-sensitive, the remarks upset me. I 
would not practice unless driven to it and would slink 
up alleys when going to my lessons, which, despite my 
foolishness, were interesting to me. My teacher heard 
of the ideas I was forming and naturally tried to mollify 
me. I persuaded my parents to allow me to quit lessons 
just as I was entering upon great things. When I 
grew to be a few years older I regretted I had not been 
made to practice and continue my lessons even at the 
point of a smart gad. Sometimes I try to play, but my 
fingers have lost their suppleness. I am engaged in 
work which calls for much manual strain and I find my 
hands stiff. And to think I might have been a teacher 
or performer at more lucrative and pleasant work. For 
l love music above all things.” 
Another young man, who had lately been playing-the 
classics and who was soon to leave for a tour of the 
country as an accompanist to a singer on a Chautauqua 
circuit, happened to overhear the first younsr man’s re 
marks. 
“It: ** same with me, my friend,” said he. 
I was dubbed sissy’ just like you. I complained to my 
father who said: ‘I’d rather be a sissy any day than a 
ninny and that was the reply I gave my tormenters.” 
M ’ r"na?TM?uSiSSy’ that’S evident” rePIied ^ng 
man No. 1, but III have to confess I am the riinny.” 
Deep Breathing vs. Nervousness 
By Elizabeth A. Gest 
You have often heard of breathing exercises of course 
And probably, unless you are either an opera singer or an 
under-water swimmer, you thought you would not need 
to bother about such things. 
Perhaps you do not need the exercises, but you do need 
the deep breathing. Breathing is a very important little 
matter—you know what would happen if it were inter 
fered with! 
When you take in all the air that your lungs will 
hold and let it go slowly, and do so again and again, you 
take in a great deal more oxygen-tonic in the same length 
of time than when taking short breaths. This oxygen is a 
tonic for the blood, and the blood is mighty glad to get it 
It makes the blood redder—You will not have head¬ 
aches or such ailments. 
It puts you in a good humor.—You will not be cross or 
irritable 1 
mor™akCS y°U fCd b!"er-~You w!!1 want to accomplish 
It makes your mind more alert.—You will want to do 
your tasks with greater skill 1 
It makes you calm.—You will never be nervous, and 
playing for others will be a real joy 1 
Why? Because you will play well. 
Why will you play well ? Because you will feel well 
Why will you feel well? Because you breathe deepiy. 
Motives and Melodies 
By Philip Gordon, A. M. 
one everybody knows. It is from the Funeral March in 
Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 26. The resources at the disposal of the composer that go to 
make his music interesting are far too little known to the 
average student of music. All of us can play pieces so 
that the melody stands out, but comparatively few are 
able to perceive the less obvious inner melodies that lie 
in the accompaniment. Yet one of the chief beauties of 
music of the best type lies in the way a composer will 
take a motive and develop it in all sorts of ways. 
Motives are those little bits of melody out of which a 
composer constructs his pieces. A frequent device is 
that known as “imitation,” a motive from one voice 
being repeated in another. Sometimes the imitation is 
exact, but this is not invariably the case. The following 
example from Beethoven’s Sonata, op. 2, No. 3, is a 
simple instance of imitation which needs no further 
explanation: 
1 if 
_ j.y 
j J 
The voice leading should be examined carefully; the 
tenor is the same as the soprano in contrary motion. 
The bass preserves an independent motion. This passage 
short as it is, deserves a good deal of study. The in¬ 
sistent repetitions of the short bass note, the contraction 
of the time and the simultaneous crescendo produce an 
eftiotional effect of great intensity. 
Augmentation 
Augmentation is not so frequently met with unless, 
of course, in Bach. The best instance we ca . call just 
now is from the second act of Parsifal, in which Wag¬ 
ner expands 
ir r-f-iM££t 
^ f r r 
i 
J 
But many a time the imitation is hidden in the texture, 
as in the last line or so of Schumann’s Ende vom Lied, 
Op. 12, No. 8. 
Ex. 2 
Of course, the construction is clear enough when 
marked as we have done, but editors do not always 
indicate these very subtle points. 
Another matter to be noted is the process of augmen¬ 
tation and diminution. A motive is said to be “aug¬ 
mented” when the notes forming it are given increased 
time value. When the motive is “diminished” the notes 
forming it are given with reduced time value. Many in¬ 
stances of both augmentation and diminution are to be 
found in Bach, and these effects are freely used by other 
composers. Beethoven used both with telling effect. Of 
the many possible illustrations of diminution we choose 
the “plaint of the flower maidens” into 
We take it for granted that almost even i udent is 
acquainted with the rhythmic structure of n i ic. For 
those who are not we may say that the mea ; ment of 
music, when it is regular, is by periods of < . ht meas¬ 
ures, with a strong accent on the last men Mir.- a some¬ 
what weaker one on the fourth, and deci.b weaker 
ones on the second and sixth. This is fulls unrated 
in our example from Beethoven, Op. 2, No There 
the even numbered measures are accented, < ting the 
first complete measure as measure 1. When music is 
written in % time, it will often happen tha: the third 
beat of every measure is accented. This is ; case in 
the song from Mendelssohn with which we bee an. 
The question of increased salaries for teachers has 
been widely agitated. All that has been said in favor of 
better salaries -for teachers is good, and all that has been 
written regarding the injustice of the small amounts 
paid them is true. But the music teacher is never men¬ 
tioned in any of these discussions 
Colleges generally pay fair salaries to the music 
teacher, and those doing studio work in cities command 
Prr'CeS' ,BUt th!s artide is to cal1 attention to the matter of ample compensation for music teaching in 
the rural districts and small towns 
$3 °° P?r mT‘h’ per pupiI- has been the rate 
mud in the majority of County High Schools State 
Agricultural Schools and High Schools in small’t 
Of th, S»u, In m2f $3,00^1i 
w,th the present high eost of living, p„r00! 
this amount ample remuneration for music lessons 
There is a demand for music in the rural districts.’ All 
of the schools just mentioned have music teachers on 
their faculties. The superintendent or principal engages 
? ~ ‘eaftefr as he do« his literary teachers. Thi 
is a sample letter to a music teacher: 
“Dear Miss B.—We are in n„ 
" ,h“ Hi*h s“»> K 
secure that many or more this year, if you make the 
proper effort to do so. The positing wifi pay aroUnd 
$100.00 per month, the pupils paying a tuition of $3 00 
per month each, except where there are two or more 
,,gemth°ne-fami'y’ Then a reduction >s made. You will 
use the piano in the school auditorium, and all thafis 
The Rural Music Teacher’s Pay 
By Alice Graham 
ir,red,ly°U "? ret.urn for this Privilege is to play 
some6?, tlC TS'me 'n rhapd each morning, arrange 
for C,°.ruses f°r the close of s.ct'ool, and furnish music 
Pfcase submit your testi- 
we will ff the B?ard t0 consider. and if satisfactory, 
we will offer you the position. 
“(Signed) --, 
“Principal.” 
feXh?hVCth°°1S Se-CUre music teachers. The Principal 
grade tetw mUS,C tCacher is makil'g enough, for his 
$65 or $75 r, S recei'’e less- The grade teachers, getting 
more than th* moTTtl1’ feel that the music teacher makes 
Gon o the my’ ° °ne C°nsiders the cost of Prepara- 
Cr dofhev ,S'C t,eaCher’ if she bas had the right kind, 
ing thTrtl of r°?d-r,the arduous nerve strain in teach- 
a business c*f°jty .lndlvldual music lessons. Even from 
reasonable p‘r ^n “ “0t the ‘^her entitled to a 
as the business man? f Upon her investment> even 
in ruraf comrunn'yU'f -°* fke Poorly paid music teacher 
music, low ideals 'rarel & l0-W grade of Caching. cheap 
lost. Should the’ Care.®ss mstruction. Art ideals are 
learning, they could PUpi s go to higher institutions of 
they had done secure no credits for the music work 
the correctstandartk? \rU?ic?' nation- are we fostering 
tricts, where there ; ' , s,c Is needed in the rural dis- 
the agencies which lighfetThe h°f fntertainmen‘- . 0f a.j' 
none is so notent , g l . tpe burdens of stupefying toil, 
the country • whv « Plu‘s,c- Presidents have come from 
y’ Why not mu-sical talent of eminent merit? 
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By DR. ALLAN J. EASTMAN 
An Inspirational Article made up of Hard Fails that May Help Many Music Students who are Wondering 
» What to Do Right at This Moment 
L.'/v" * 
vi -1 
The Editor of The Etudb informs me that he re¬ 
ceives numerous letters from time to time, from am¬ 
bitious students who “do not know which way to turn 
to help themselves in getting a musical education. As a 
rule, the student, who cannot, with his own ingenuity, 
devise ways to make good, is lacking in that great at¬ 
tribute “initiative.” That is, such a student lacks a 
“self-starter.” He is waiting for someone to come along 
and crank him up. There are people who seem to be put 
in the world just to crank others up. Samuel Smiles 
was one; Orison Swett Marden, another; and we must 
not forget Benjamin Franklin who had the God-given 
talent of doing things well himself and also giving the 
right twist to paragraphs that have cranked up thousands 
before the coming of the automobile which has furnished 
us with our simile. Just now I am writing this on a 
road which was said to have been a favorite haunt of 
Franklin. What if he could have seen the procession of 
automobiles that ply up and down it every day of the 
year? How he would have delighted in the ingenious 
Get a Self-Starter 
Fortunate is the student who early in life installs a 
self-starter Before telling you of the way in which 
many others helped themselves to acquire a musical ed¬ 
ucation, i, -,-mit me to indulge in the comfortable subter¬ 
fuge of telling some of the things I did to get my own 
education in music. 
When I was about thirteen years of age my grand¬ 
father, who had brought me up from infancy, decided 
to do a little experimenting in Wall Street, with the 
usual result. Over a dismal dinner table we learned that 
$70,000.00 had disappeared and that our financial cup¬ 
board was bare. This sum in those days amounted to 
what about half a million would be now. One day we 
were rich and the next poor. As a result I was taken 
from an exclusive boys’ school and “compelled” to go to 
the public high school. The exclusive school had made 
enough of a snob of me to lead me to regard this as a 
great calamity. Fortunately, I had good sense enough 
to realize that, like many calamities, it was a blessing in 
disguise. 
In the public school I met for the first time many 
brilliant, untiring Jewish students. Whereas I had al¬ 
ways stood at the head of my class, I found that with 
this new kind of competition I ranked down near the 
bottom. The very possession of such pacemakers was 
invaluable. Apart from curing my fast-developing snob¬ 
bishness, I was compelled to work as I had never 
done before. I also learned from my Jewish friends that 
they earned money after school to help the family life 
and also advance themSelves in various ways. One day 
a boy named Hyman showed me with pride a bank book 
with nearly eighty dollars to his credit and told me that 
he was saving to help get through college. It was all 
very new to me and gave me an entirely different outlook 
upon life. 
The First Lesson I Paid For 
My first thought was of music lessons. When money 
was plenty I had never valued them. Now, if I wanted 
to go on, I would have to earn money myself. This I 
did in part by giving lessons in music to a few beginners 
such as I could take in the evenings. The first lesson 
that I took from another teacher, that I paid for myself, 
meant more to me than every lesson I had ever had 
presented to me. 
I realized that I was at a stage when I needed more 
advanced instruction. Recently there had come to the 
city a virtuoso teacher and famous pupil of Franz Liszt. 
Indeed it was rumored that he was related to Liszt in a 
way not generally, known. His lessons cost three dollars 
a half-hour, an altogether exorbitant rate in those days. 
How under t ie sun could I get so much money and at the 
same time meet certain obligations at home? School 
demanded a certain amount of time. In order to keep 
up my health I walked to school daily, a matter of about 
three miles. One day while walking to school I saw 
upon a billboard that Xaver Scharwenka was coming 
to America and was to appear as a soloist in a course 
resembling the Chautauqua, but established for the better 
part of a century and far more extensive. The tickets 
were two dollars. Suddenly I had an inspiration. I 
went to the director of the course and asked him if he 
would not hire me as an usher. He was amused at my 
size, but offered to give me a trial. Being mature for my 
age, I was already in long trousers and I remember that 
I tried to stretch up and appear very tall. I must have 
amused him immensely. 
This plan not only gave me an opportunity to attend 
the afternoon events, but enabled me in the course of a 
few years to hear the leading artists and lecturers of 
the day. It seemed a little queer at first to show many 
of the former wealthy friends of my grandparents to 
their seats, as the other ushers employed were a somewhat 
reprehensible crowd of uneducated, beer-drinking ne’er- 
do-wells. However, I soon learned the truth of Thomas 
Jefferson’s famous axiom, “Pride is the most expensive 
thing in our lives.” More than this, I was aMe to change 
the situation by inducing the director to install a whole 
corps of high-school students as ushers with the writer 
as a kind of padrone, at an increased wage. 
Hustle and Keep Your Eyes Open 
This enabled me to earn enough to apply to the famous 
virtuoso pianist for lessons. His secretary appointed a 
time for my first lesson, and I was there with my heard- 
earned fee. A minute after I was in the room I realized 
that the man was so intoxicated that it was impossible 
for him to give me anything like the worth for my 
money. However, I thought that he could not be an 
altogether habitual drunkard; and so I made two other 
trials, alas, with the same result. I had thrown away 
nine hard-earned dollars, but remember that in earning 
those dollars T had been getting an education. Before 
long I found another teacher, far less expensive, but 
about twice as efficient from the pedagogical standpoint. 
It was thus that I found that if I hustled enough, 
kept my eyes open, and pocketed a silly kind of pride, 
I could get the education I needed. I also found that 
The best scholarship is the one 
you earn yourself. The very 
thought of “root hog or die” has 
been the salvation of many students. 
So few of the great masters and 
the great interpretative artists have 
been born of wealthy parents that 
it would almost seem that wealth 
is a drawback in youth. Really 
the only notable exception is that 
of Mendelssohn, whose affluent 
parents saw to it that he was 
brought up in really very rigo¬ 
rous manner. If you were not 
born with a golden spoon in your 
mouth, thank your lucky stars. 
Sometimes the golden spoon is a 
suffocating gag. 
any friend worth having would admire me for doing 
this myself. Best of all, I had a mighty good time ill 
doing it.- With the exception of the lessons I had 
received when I was a child, I paid for every lesson I 
ever had in America or in Europe entirely by my own 
efforts. It made me sympathetic to the efforts of others 
who had done likewise and I have made a kind of 
mental list of a large number. 
There is nothing so interesting to the struggling 
musicians as to read of the way “in which others do it.” 
If you are worrying about getting an education in 
music, read the following. There may be an idea for 
you. The first thing to remember is that no matter 
how menial your work may be, it is far more menial . 
not to work When John Masefield, the famous En¬ 
glish poet, was a bartender in a New York sdloon, he 
took the job because he had to and could find nothing 
else to do while he was striving to get ahead. Dvorak 
played in a cheap cafe in Bohemia, not because he 
liked it, but because he had to do so in order to go on 
with his nobler purposes. 
Don’t Let Foolish Pride Stand in Your Way 
The “failures” in music are often extremely talented 
people who fear that stepping a little beneath their 
dignity will interfere with their careers. I met a very 
gifted French girl recently, who, after I had advised 
her to get a little teaching in a settlement school, flew 
into a hysteria and asked if I thought she had studied 
three years at the Paris Conservatoire to teach in the 
slums. Still, this young lady thought nothing of 
lowering herself to the status bf a beggar and asking 
me for financial aid. Therefore, the first thing for the 
ambitious music worker to do is to forget his ego and re¬ 
member that if he wishes to succeed he must be first of 
all the willing slave of his art, doing everything within 
the bounds of decency to get ahead. 
Let me tell you the story of a girl in a college in an 
eastern city. It was a case of going on or going “back 
to the farm.” There were many, many like her, and ap¬ 
parently all the means of earning a living were taken. 
One day she passed the stand of an Italian boot-black. 
Inspiration was in the air. There must be dozens of 
women in the town who would be glad to have someone 
call once or twice a week and shine up “milady's 
shoes.” She provided herself with a little kit of 
brushes and blacking and, by means of enough hustle 
for a certain number of hours a day, she was surprised 
at the amount she could earn. Shortly she had so 
many demands that she was able to hire an elderly 
man to help her and made a commission upon his ser¬ 
vices. At the last account it was putting her through 
college in fine shape. She was “majoring” in music. 
Wagner and Berlioz 
On a recent trip through a number of colleges I 
found that, in some of the learger cities, copying music, 
transposing it, and arranging for small orchestras was 
a favorite form of hack work to help out in “getting 
through.” In this the students had a very illustrious 
predecessor, no less a personage than Richard Wagner 
himself, who, during his Parisian days, was very glad 
to have work of this kind. Good copying ranges in 
price from twenty to fifty cents a page and after one 
has acquired skill at it the pen flies at a surprising 
rate. It is work which requires exactness and neat-, 
ness. Arranging brings a larger figure and orchestra¬ 
tions, when competently done, may be quite lucrative, 
to say nothing of affording practice to clever, advanced 
students. Thousands of students and many of the great 
masters have been copyists. Berlioz was among them. 
His struggle, told in his own words, is one of the 
most exicting romances of musical history. 
One student I met recently works eight hours a 
day in a piano factory for four months of the year 
and two hours a day for the balance of the year. 
He told me that the physical labor keeps his body 
in shape and that he was certain that he has gained 
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as much physically as intellectually since he has been 
at college. He said, “The only thing I regret is that 
I could not take time to try to make the baseball 
team; but I guess I am getting as much exercise at 
the works.” Hie had a glorious baritone voice. He 
was not able to make quite enough for his course, 
but he had won a scholarship which aided him to the 
extent of two hundred dollars. 
Another young lady, who had won a partial scholar¬ 
ship and who was about to play a graduating recital 
with a program as ambitious as any great pianist 
might want to present at Carnegie Hall, had made 
part of her way through college by making confec¬ 
tionery. She was so successful with it that it had 
become a serious question for her whether she could 
afford to give up the candy business she had estab¬ 
lished, for a musical career. 
Thousands of students are getting a musical edu¬ 
cation by playing, part of their time, in orchestras. 
In fact, at this time, with the demand for orchestral 
players, there is really no reason why any advanced 
and ambitious young person should not have the very 
best of instruction. The writer recently heard of 
two young men and their father who were engaged 
to play at a fashionable summer hotel to amuse the 
guests each afternoon. To the surprise of the man¬ 
ager of the hotel the trio arrived in a $3000.00 auto¬ 
mobile which they owned. The father had always 
been a ’cello player in some orchestra, one boy was a 
pianist, the other a violinist. With teaching and 
playing, in orchestras at the greatly increased rate 
during the war, the trio never earned less than about 
$200.00 a week on a yearly average. The boys were 
paying five dollars a lesson for their instruction with two 
of the finest teachers in New York City. Note, however, 
that they did not hesitate to take the employment that 
was offered to them. If they had waited around until 
some expensive manager had agreed to present them ex¬ 
clusively as concert artists in great auditoriums, they 
might average $20.00 a week. 
Getting Magazine Subscriptions 
substance of which glorious futures are compounded; 
but not until you can change the nebulous visions ot 
your dreams to solid reality by means of energy and 
persistence can you hope to succeed. Look about you. 
There are doubtless dozens of ways in which you can 
earn enough money to gratify your ambition for a mu¬ 
sical education. The average ambition consists of a wish 
that some good fairy will step out of the clouds an.l 
hand out a scholarship upon a golden plate. Sut even 
the so-called “free” scholarships, in ninety-nine cases out 
of a hundred, go to those who are shown worthy by put¬ 
ting up a brave fight in face of overwhelming circum¬ 
stances. 
“How I Earned My Musical 
Education ” 
Prize Offer 
“The Etude” offers three prizes—respect¬ 
ively, $15.00, $10.00 and $5.00—for the best 
letter, between 600 and 1,000 words in length, 
upon the above subject. The letter must em¬ 
body some practical experience, offering some 
workable plan of a relatively novel character, 
showing how obstacles apparently insurmount¬ 
able were overcome by ingenuity, initiative, 
vision and energy. Address the letters to The 
Editor of “The Etude,” Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Weak Fingers 
One of the many ways in which students have earned 
musical educations and earned their way through college 
is by getting subscriptions for magazines. Possibly the 
reason why such a large number undertake this work is 
that it is an opportunity that is always Open, that it is 
a business which depends for its expansion upon the 
amount of time and energy that the student can give to it. 
Some years ago a well-known New York book house 
publishing a weekly journal had small armies of young 
men “covering the country” during their summe'r vaca¬ 
tions. Of course, there were failures, but we were sur¬ 
prised to hear of the number that made good. The one 
evil of this system is that several young men found sub¬ 
scription getting such an excellent business that they lost 
sight of their college work and settled down in their “pot¬ 
boiler” to earn a really good income. 
The student who is struggling for an education has 
the interest and the sympathy of the public so firmly that 
the writer knows of one man who started as a student 
ten years ago, with the intention of paying his way 
through college, but' who is still trading upon the fact 
that the student can get more subscriptions than anyone 
else and is this day surreptitiously representing himself 
as a student. 
Any publisher is always glad to get in touch with sen¬ 
sible, intelligent students, who will really work and will 
help them with liberal commissions. The business calls 
for practically no capital except the time invested, and a 
good performer and talker can often get several sub¬ 
scriptions a day. As a rule, the students conducting 
such work “take on” several magazines, so that if they 
find that they can not sell one in a home they can 
quickly summarize the situation and see which magazine 
will go. 
Recently the writer met one student in the middle 
west who told him that he depended upon the premium 
money he got from one magazine to pay for all his 
music books, etc. He could not give enough time to 
make more out of it; but he made that much, and it was 
quite a sum, during the course of the year. Oh, yes— 
he also got his concert money from the same source. Be 
sure, however, that if you undertake such work you 
get your credentials from your publisher, so that you 
may be identified immediately, as there have been im¬ 
postors at work. Any publisher will gladly furnish such 
credentials to responsible students. 
Dreams That Come True 
Longfellow’s famous line, “That is best which liest 
rearest,—make from that your work of art,” is wonder¬ 
fully true. Dream if you will; for dreaming is the 
By Harley C. Egleson 
The following exercise is a most useful one as an 
aid in developing strength and equality of the fourth 
and fifth fingers. With careful and systematic prac¬ 
tice, results will begin to show in a surprisingly short 
time. At first, play each hand separately, very slowly 
and evenly. 
Then play both hands together, gradually increasing 
the speed from day to day. When it is once thoroughlv 
learned, practice it in other keys, both major and 
minor. Advanced pupils as well as the younger ones 
may gain much from this simple exercise, for, besides 
strengthening the fourth and fifth fingers, it brings 
about fluency and brilliancy in scale playing, which 
is one of the underlying principles of execution. 
Musical Innovations 
By Edoardo Affinito 
Advancement in the form of compositions has m 
always been due to the initiative of composers then 
selves. As the technical equipment of the performei 
increased, they have often been responsible for intr< 
ducing novel effects. 
During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the Plai 
Song of St. Gregory was the foundation of all churc 
music and sometimes the only form allowed. Whe 
the singers were allowed to extemporize a second pai 
to one of these Plain Songs, they found that interva 
and chords, hitherto prohibited, were tolerated an 
even enjoyed. In the freedom of their improvisation 
they often departed from the rules of the theorists A 
an instance, they introduced groups of added fiotes o 
he weak beats of the melody, long before theorists sam 
tioned their use. m 
THE ETUDE 
Counting Aloud 
By Lillian B. Martin 
Counting aloud is one of the most important habits 
in the study of music. If the rule is established in the 
early grades, the students will escape lhany discourage¬ 
ments and disappointments frequently encountered jn 
later years. But the importance of counting aloud is 
utterly disregarded by many pupils who doubtless con¬ 
sider it too much trouble, and are always in a hurry to 
finish their lesson regardless of accuracy. 
We all know how absence of accent mars a selection. 
Music without rhythm is as bad as beauty without grace. 
Counting aloud will do more than anything else to 
render the pupil accurate and attentive. 
Pupils will constantly neglect this basic principle un¬ 
less teachers insist on its application. Many teachers d» 
not insist on the counting habit, and they turn out 
slovenly, indifferent pupils. 
In some cases it requires an immense amount of hard 
work, coupled with patience, to form the counting habit; 
but, if the teacher and pupil cooperate, the desired results 
can be surely accomplished. It requires constant watch¬ 
ing on the part of the teacher to see that the rule is 
carried out, and it requires vigilance on the part of the 
pupil to see that he obeys orders. If accurar , is insisted 
upon in the beginning, neither the teacher nor pupil will 
experience any difficulty. But if important principles are 
neglected in the beginning, they must of m rcssity be 
mastered later, in order to insure true niusi, msliip. 
If you find you have neglected to give tin notes their 
correct time value, even after years of pract ■ it is not 
too late to correct the errors and systematize ur work. 
Devote an hour daily to this work, taking    measure 
at a time, and do not discontinue until you firmly 
established the habit of counting aloud and cuing each 
note and each measure their correct time i.due. You 
must commence slowly at first, in order in itain suc¬ 
cess; then you will be able to increase your sp.nl as you 
progress with your work. When accuracy once at¬ 
tained velocity can be easily acquired. 
The Daily Supervised Practice 
By Lucile M. Thompson 
Every teacher has found that much time i lost in 
piano work through careless practice. It m. |,c some 
new problem in the lesson is not clearly unde- ,lood and 
for a week the passage is practiced incorrect! . 
Living in a town where music was not considered 
other than a luxury, I hesitated about suggoting the 
daily lessons. I had found that three lessons per week 
of twenty minutes had helped, and was certain that, if 
once tried, better results would be attained 1 the daily 
lesson. 
My first opportunity came about through a patron who 
was very anxious to have her little girl begin her study 
of piano, but who would not have an instrument until a 
tew months later. She asked me if it could In- arranged 
in some way so the little girl might have a lesson every 
ay. Ihe child was but six years old, and I thought I 
saw my opportunity to prove two theories—the super- 
VIW and tbe Winning of piano study early. 
We tried the plan of twenty minutes daily for six days 
° n heTW“k'[ When I found it reallv helpful to the 
f' p, s. Ve,t free t0 suggest it to each beginner. Some 
pi|p.ls would tire, but I found that they con¬ 
sidered it just as they did their school work. I had 
more delinquents among the pupils who took one-half 
hour a week than I did among the daily pupils, 
havp °n ^ PuPils progress more rapidly, but they 
thorough understanding of music. In my 
™ 1 y arlmUCh intcres,ed in its Pictures; and. com- 
have Ve time to discuss these more often. I 
after cel, C| thfSe twenty-minute lessons immediately 
we nftee°u ’ and ,’.n this. way- aftcr the lesson is finished, 
thine- ab fTI* lttle time for the pupils to learn somc- 
knowledl n C°TSerS- They a,SO havC a br0adef 
much ,-nV musical terms, and I have had them do 
what rtJlt WY °f namin£ their studies and telling 
of the liniIh°fU!?ht thc comP°ser wished to tell. Some 
Prove J h n °I-'eS are very e°od- a"d> of course, im- 
the musical °f'en those who are waiting read 
I have fonnTm S °r the Elrmc”tary History of Music. 
ervised lesson ^ u Chi'd wh° is *iven the daily sup- 
age Often tb y begin S,udyW music at an earlier 
fitted to assist einPathen,v, ^ W'1,ing’ but not ml,si7w 
has twentv T fb bome Practice. After the child 
praetke on™nUteSaCarefu' work bc is always eager to 
home besides thc*!^ my PUp',S averaSc a half-hour at 
tice their hour r e?so,n each day. Some of them prac- 
egularly, and this without my asking it- 
THE ETUDE 
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Quality and Color in Piano Playing 
By CECILE de IIORVATH 
How to Make Your Playing Beautiful by the Legitimate Use of Color Effects 
(EDITOR'S NOTE-The author of this article is the daughter of Dr Eugene E. Ayres and was known for many 
vrars before her marriage to the gifted pianist. Zoltan de Horvath, as Cecile Ayres. She was born in Boston After 
Graduating from the high school at Chester. Pa., and spending three years at Swarthmore College, 
ZtScareer Dr E. E. Ayres, a well-known contributor to THE ETUDE, was her first teacher. Later she studied with 
ZZrff(Zovears) Tgnaz Friedman (one year). Ossip Gabrilowitsch (three years). Then she toured in Germany and 
U Africa ,4, to flayed lilt success with man, o/ Hu tig Anurua, orchestra, and has gwen rectal, 
in the large auditoriums of our leading cities before very enthusiastic audiences.) Cecile de Horvath 
The piano is really the most abused of instruments. 
If all young pianists cultivated quality, it could easily 
become the most beloved instrument as it has greater 
possibilities than any other. A pianist can derive great 
benefit from studying the paintmgs of the great masters, 
analyzing the color schemes, tints and gradations, and 
noting their balance and harmony. 
In playing the piano one is painting a picture Some 
of the pictures may be good, some otherwise, but one 
is painting something. Music and color are inseparable. 
A great many people confuse quality with color in 
piano playing. It is in reality a much greater compli¬ 
ment to an artist to say that he has quality than to say 
that he has color. It is possible for very colorful piano 
playing to bc without quality. On the other hand it 
is impossible for piano playing possessing quality to be 
without color. All piano playing has color. Rare 
piano playing has beauty, and beauty is quality. Why 
should, there not be quality in piano playing just as 
there is in rugs, paintings, silks, furniture, china, every¬ 
thing under the sun? 
Many Kinds of Quality 
Fortunately there are a great many kinds of quality. 
Why do we flock to the recitals of the great artists, 
such as Rachmaninoff, Gabrilowitsch, Paderewski, Hof¬ 
mann, Bauer and Friedman? Each is entirely dif¬ 
ferent in style. Otherwise we should have no interest 
in hearing them; and this difference scarcely consists 
in their technique, power, or speed. It principally con¬ 
sists in the variety of quality which we term the in¬ 
dividuality of the artist. It is simply a matter of 
taste as to which we pessonally like the best. Some 
very fine artists are limited in their variety of colors; 
but everything that they do is beautiful hence their 
reputation as artists. Whistler was a great painter, 
although he specialized in soft, dark, subdued tones. 
Almost anyone can distinguish between the playing 
of an artist and that of a merely clever pianist. We 
all know instinctively, when walkihg through an art 
gallery, which paintings show the master's hand. All 
the colors are refined and the brilliant ones are never 
harsh and crude. They radiate quality. In a perfect 
picture there is not a jarring note. 
A Feeling for Quality 
Gabrilowitsch believes that there is no such thing as a 
pianist possessing natural quality. A feeling tor Quality— 
yes! And he never accepted anyone for a pupil who did not 
possess this feeling as he regarded it as the most important 
requisite of a pianist. He insisted that the quality itself 
was a matter of scientific cultivation, just as the most beau¬ 
tiful natural voice has to be cultivated. „ 
I have heard some people say: “Tone coloring is all very 
well, hut one has to have a brilliant technique also.’ In 
reality it takes a far more advanced order of technique to 
plav with quality than without it. Unless one has a most 
imusual technical equipment, beautiful tone coloring is 
absolutely impossible. It takes a very special control of the 
fingers to produce color effects. But the technical side we 
shall discuss later. , . . De Tachmann and another famous pianist played for each 
other for the first time at a little party in Philadelphia 
When they had finished de Pachmann remarked, “You play 
better than I, hut I play more beautifully !” 
De Pachmann meant that he had delved further into the 
world of beautiful tones. Hence his tremendous popularity 
as an artist even with rather unmusical people and his 
steady hold on the public for half a century. 
Ignaz Friedman has as stupendous virtuosity as any 
pianist who ever lived : and yet the really most engrossing 
element in his playing is the marvelous variety of. tonal 
effects which he produces. . Neither Gabrilowitsch nor Friedman wore very much in¬ 
terested in pupils possessing merely mechanical ability. 
In studying with Gabrilowitsch we were made to real- 
izc that feeling an effect and actually producing it were 
not always coincident. To illustrate this, one of his 
pupils was playing the Beethoven Appassionato Sonata. 
In the last movement she was quite evidently throwing 
her whole soul into her interpretation and she did not 
realize that her to weak fingers were producing merely 
squeaky sounds. Gabrilowitsch, nearly beside himself, 
shouted, “It ought to sound like a storm on a windy 
night, and you make it sound like a syphon of soda! 
She said afterwards that she had left that she was pro¬ 
ducing a hurricane of sound. 
Aristocrat and Barbarian 
An artist should be a combination of the aristocrat and 
the barbarian. He should have the perfect good taste, 
restraint, case, repose, sense of proportion, balance, 
and refinement of the aristocrat; and he should have the 
temperamental abandon of the barbarian. That is a 
great combination to strive for, a purely aristocratic 
type of pianist would be deadly dull, and the purely 
temperamental type would be just as tiresome. You 
have heard of the pianist who became so emotionally 
worked up over the music that she found it impossible 
to play correctly. 
When I first went to Gabrilowitsch he constantly 
preached to me thc importance of proportion and bal¬ 
ance. However, I did not find it in the studio. The 
seed was planted there, but I did not find it until the 
following summer in the Harz Mountains, where I lived 
very, close to nature. Suddenly, in the midst of a wood¬ 
land glade, it came to me. Music assumed its real, nat¬ 
ural proportions in my mind; and I knew that I llad lt- 
My playing assumed a different character, and when I 
returned to Berlin in the fall Gabrilowitsch verified my 
discovery. 
When Gabrilowitsch practices he often plays a few 
bars and then paces the floor in deep thought. He gen¬ 
erally thinks out his coloring and phrasing (an immense 
study, by the way, not exactly within the scope of this 
article) away from the piano, then when he touches the 
keys he produces the desired effect. A lot of his prac¬ 
tice is mental. 
He encouraged individuality of interpretation; but he 
always stipulated that everything should fit into the 
picture, Once a pupil was playing a composition in her 
own way, when suddenly she produced an effect which 
was beautiful but not in keeping with her own mood. 
“That color would tit into my picture but it doesn t 
harmonize with yours,” said Gabrilowitsch.. 
He was as might be said extremely poetic In his similes. 
In the Chopin Impromptu in A Flat Major, for instance, 
he likened the first and last parts to spring and the 
middle part to winter. He endeavored always to arouse the 
Moiseivitch projected some memorable staccato effects in 
the Brahms Capriccio in B minor, and received in response 
the greatest ovation of the afternoon m spite of the fact 
that the Liszt Don Juan Fantasy concluded his program. 
Harold Bauer’s individual, far-away pianissimo effects 
iii the Minurf of his .arrangement of the Bach Partita in 
B flat will linger long in the memories of those who heard 
^De* Pachmann said once to my husband : “I. have found 
out how to make the greatest possible effect with—nothing 
at all.” 
Have we not heard de Pachmann play little so-called 
easy, hackneyed things, like the Minute Walts of Chopin, 
Mendelssohn’s Spring Song, Schumann’s Bird As 
Prophet, and make exquisite poems out of them? There 
is a triumph of quality? These are the things ones 
mind retains after a piano recital. In painting the above 
pictures, the artists were recreating music, most of 
which was almost too familiar. These artists, however, 
succeeded in making it sound new, fresh, spontaneous. 
Friedman accomplished this feat in New York recently, 
when he made the hackneyed Liszt E Plat Major Con¬ 
certo an entirely new, spontaneous, vivid, poetically 
brilliant composition. It was like hearing it for the first 
“That” says Gabrilowitsch, “is true art”. We want 
to listen to all the beautiful things in the playing of the 
masters and; our ideals must be so high that we shall 
not rest content until they are ours. 
Gabrilowitsch once said that a pianist who has great 
technical facility and no beautifully colorful moods is 
like a gorgeous chandelier without the lights lit. With¬ 
out illumination that kind of playing can never be 
great. 
Contrasts of the Northland 
As to national music, compositions of Grieg bring to 
mind the vivid contrasts of the Northland, the dark, 
dark shadows of the pine clad mountains and the 
brilliant splashes of sunlight—the wild loneliness of it 
all! If you have ever seen that country, either in 
reality or in imagination you will have no difficulty in 
applying the right colors when you play Grieg, provided 
you have the technical equipment of course. But in 
order to really interpret some of his peasant dances 
you must hear the Hardanger fiddle called the Slat, 
and see the gaily garbed dancers. Perhaps you can 
do that too in imagination. In such music the colors 
should be vivid almost to the point of crudeness, just 
as the Norwegian painters and interior decorators 
apply them. This applies, however, only to the ar¬ 
rangements of the original peasant dances. Grieg’s 
own music is much more .civilized and the colorings 
should be mellowed accordingly. 
In Russian music we have thc Balalaika to give the 
characteristic rhythmic effect. In the older Russian 
music the coloring is rather somber and dark. In the 
modem school, however, the composers are reveling 
in riot of fantastic and bizarre color effects, just as 
the great Russian decorators such as Bakst. 
Gorgeous Brilliancy 
Hungarian music, represented principally by Liszt, 
admits of colors of the most gorgeous brilliancy. The 
gypsy influence is here felt, and the Hungarian tempera¬ 
ment, which can change from tears to laughter and 
back again to tears in the shortest possible time, is 
here exemplified. 
In Polish music, represented principally by Chopin, 
many different conceptions of coloring prevail. Some 
of the great pianists believe in the utmost refinement 
and delicacy of coloring. Other equally great pianists 
believe in tremendous almost violent contrasts. Pad¬ 
erewski uses his entire palette of colors from the most 
vivid to the most subdued, with all the innumerable 
tints and gradations between. 
apply t! s with the utmost discretion. Bal- ISl I).- ..mill- nl.scrvnl. ITi-l- 
man’s Mozart and Beethoven is not in the least like his 
Chopin or Liszt. It is well to study the paintings of the 
greet masters of the classical schools. 
The Gluek-Sgambati Melody, for instance. Gabrilowitsch 
calls “a forest where no breezes stir and just one bird 
sings.” Can we not see instantly the coloring or that 
picture ? . In modern Snnnish music the coloring is just as warm, 
lavish, and brilliant as in modern Spanish painting. 
Rhyth^ is^°f^ j!°urs^^^^out8taiuBiig^featTire,^ and^ nearly 
castanets here take the places of 
land ng: fent l  _ _ 
nWodv interspersed. The 
f the Hardanger fiddle, 
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and the balalaika, a r from being lonely n 
who lov 
u such music! 
And 
h people including 
excitement, riotous 
u for those artists 
what daring effects 
Bell-like Tones 
As to modern French music, the most atmospheric 
effects can be produced by the pedal. Modern French 
music should sound as impressionistic painting looks. 
And now we come to special color effects. 
A bell like tone is produced by scooping out a note 
or a chord and releasing it quickly while holding the 
pedal. It sounds like the tapping of a gong. In 
Saint-Saens’ Fifth Concerto these gong tones are 
necessary to create the Oriental atmosphere. To go 
back to German music, the gong effect is a splendid way 
of indicating the striking of the clock in the last num¬ 
ber of the Schumann Papillons. French music is full 
of gong effects. The over-tones of bells are produced 
by the pedal in Debussy’s Cathedrale Englontie, and in 
tire Funeral March of Chopin's B flat minor Sonata. 
In the slow movement of the Chopin B minor Sonata 
there is a beautiful opportunity for developing over¬ 
tones of far distant bells. Also there are many over¬ 
tone effeccts in Saint-Saens’ Fifth Concerto. In fact 
the infinite color possibilities of the pedals could make 
a separate article. That subject has never been ex¬ 
hausted. It was only in modern music that Gabril¬ 
owitsch actually advocated blurring with the pedals, 
in certain passages, in order to produce an effect of 
waves of sound instead of separate notes. Debussy 
a-'d Ravel compositions would lose most of their beauty 
without these veiled color effects. In a modern com¬ 
position such as Palmgren’s The Sea, the pedal is indis- 
producing the effect of the endless surging 
playing that lacks it, no matter how accurate, is agomz 
ing to him. Brilliancy should be beautiful, crisp, full 
warmth, radiant. It should never be harsh or coarse 
You know the difference between a gorgeous shade o 
pure red and a very harsh shade of cerise or magenta 
That is what you must have in mind when you are de¬ 
veloping brilliancy. In studying, with Gabrilowitsch, a 
very brilliant work such as the Liszt A major Concerto, 
his whole aim was to have the quality of the bravoura 
passages so musical that it ceased to be merely technical. 
“That sounds too technical!” he would say. Always 
beauty! He would never let us forget that our aim 
was to make music, and beautiful music, too. Friedman 
also had a veritable passion for tonal effects. In study¬ 
ing with him he insisted on our doing something interest¬ 
ing and beautiful with every technical passage that came 
(This interesting and practical article will be con¬ 
tinued in the next issue.) 
Ten Cardinal Points in Legato 
Piano Playing 
By Susan B. Dungan 
pensable _ „ - _ ____Jll ,
of the ocean billows and the occasional splashing of 
waves against the shore. Here a purely notey, ar- 
peggiated effect would be fatal. 
Gabrilowitsch, being an orchestral conductor, very nat¬ 
urally produces a great many orchestral effects on the 
piano. In the Chopin G minor Ballade, for instance, he 
would indicate a passage which should sound like the 
horns. In the slow movement of Schumann’s Sonata in 
G minor, the oboe is plaintively heard and later an¬ 
swered by the ’cello. This is just to cite a few of the 
numerous orchestral ideas he had. 
Gabrilowitsch insisted on our playing with repose. 
“For, without perfect repose,” he said, “a pianist has no 
control over an audience. You must have absolute mental 
control of the situation.” 
He was also opposed to very fast playing. Paderewski 
is also extremely deliberate in his tempo. He gives each 
effect time to penetrate his audience. Have you ever 
heard him play the A flat Ballade of Chopin, for in¬ 
stance? One of the secrets of its tremendous effective¬ 
ness is the extremely deliberate tempo at which it is 
taken. That is one of the reasons why so many people 
can grasp Paderewski’s and Gabrilowitsch’s playing 
than that of many other artists. 
Avoid Dry, Technical Playing 
Neither Gabrilowitsch nor Friedman allowed ns to play 
a technical passage like an exercise. They said that it 
should always be expressively colored with crescendos, dimin¬ 
uendos and varying tipts. So we ever «•*-’- 
witsch’s technique when we hear him play 
thing oh the pic— *— =- ->- - - 
technique that 1 
and soul on the mm 
audience thinks only of the music. That'is the higheit 
rorm nr nrf Paderewski has also conquered technique to 
that he can express anything on the piano, 
produce variety, suppose a running passage 
• itl Pin HP s.inoaaai™ T+ 4c effectiv~ 
o£ ^abrllo- 
But he'*_M 
is able to concentrate his entire mind 
"" v~ is playing^ Consequently tin 
such a degi 
is played tv 
semi-staccato touch, thi 
This makes a beautiful contrast of 'cofot 
‘ repeat the same passages 
... - mw ... ‘ touch, 1 exactly the 
ere you thL_.. 
’ some ultra modern 'pedagogues ’ of The ‘ Freiiel 
ho call it the “slap touch.” It is a dangerous touch to ■erdo, however, as, without complete muscular control a 
o constant use of it might promote carelessness. The fingers 
dmarily cannot he too close to the bottom of the keys. 
T. ,'st J" ,u,se,lt only for an odd color effect. 
What should tie avoided is dryness. Gabrilowitsch was 
7 critical of any tendency in that direction. He liked 
...» - - — - -ciless when it caused — of the pedal. blurring, except in the t____ . 
“- of the most beantifnl, mysterii heretofori 
id entirely on the 
A very good test 
7 through a corn- 
produced by the pedal. But'do ...... 
Pci'll- One must be able to color wit 
"Til. Otherwise quality will lie lacking, 
of the quality of your playing is to pi 
posituin without any pedal and try to 
many different effects and varieties of colors If you can 
do that, you have quality. But if you have to depend on 
the soft pedal for your pianissimo, and the damper pedal 
for your forte effects, you have not quality, your playing 
will not carry, and the coloring Is poor. 
Every vital principle of legato playing can be ex¬ 
plained to the beginner, whether child or grown. Still, 
though the subject has been exploited to the breaking 
point, we cannot hear that we fail to produce the effect 
demanded by the little Italian word, legato, which really 
means “smooth, flowing; connected.” 
Our First Cardinal Point deals with single tone quality. 
Each tone in a passage, like a link in a chain, deter¬ 
mines the quality of the passage. This very important 
quality can best be produced by the combination of these 
Ten Cardinal Points. 
As a Second Cardinal Point, the tones should flow 
connectedly, so aptly expressed by the rather time-worn, 
but very suggestive simile, “like a string of pearls.” 
The Third Cardinal Point consists in being careful not 
to chop off the tones or allow them to die away so as to 
destroy the point of contact which creates legato. Hold¬ 
ing one tone after the next has been sounded destroys 
this connection quite as badly as the above. One author¬ 
ity solved this problem by timing the rising of one finger 
and the falling of the next to the same instant. How¬ 
ever, more than mere finger and key action is required: 
the tones must be really felt to sing together. 
Point Four, Relaxation.—To draw beautiful tones 
from the piano, the nerves of the ball of the finger must 
be cultivated. Any strain or contraction of the wrist, 
forearm or shoulder is sure to interfere. Beware of 
an anxious, overburdened or uncompromising frame of 
mind. This invariably causes rigidity of muscles, 
saps the. vitality of the player, and destroys the realiza¬ 
tion of ideals. Test this by sitting quietly at the piano, 
with arms, body and mind relaxed. Drop each finger 
on a chosen .key, first from the metacarpal joint, then 
from the wrist, then from the arm. Listen for beauty 
of tone, until it develops. Many of the world’s greatest 
artists have thus cultivated their singing tone. 
. Point Five.—Let control go hand-in-hand with relaxa¬ 
tion, concentration of the mind, control of the muscles. 
Let us have “control at the center, action at the ex¬ 
tremities.” 
Point Six, Approaching the Key.—Preparation of the 
hand and fingers, before touching the keys, makes for 
beauty of tone. Screwing around the fingers, hand, arm 
or body, can have no effect after the tone is once 
sounded. 
Point Seven.—The length of time your finger remains 
school °Vhe keVS ofJthe «tmost importance. A good tone school W111 never be produced un]ess the key {s pressed all the 
way down and consciously held, allowing the tone to 
“sing,” as the children say, till the next one begins to 
“sing.” 
Point Eight, Releasing the Key.—Beware of sluggish¬ 
ness in the finger. It should leave the key with elastic¬ 
ity the instant the connection is made with the next tone 
. Point Nine, Legato Melody Regardless of Interven¬ 
ing Passages—All intervening passages, embellishments 
and accompaniment must be so subdued as that the 
melody tones will stand out as connected tones singing 
In brilliant work it is very necessary to have quality, 
otherwise a hard, rough, metallic sound is produced. You 
don’t want that kind of brilliancy, as it is inartistic as 
well as unpleasant to the ear. Gabrilowitsch’s ears have 
become so sensitive to quality that he admits that any 
the other. 
Point Ten, Pedal Legato.-The principles of the use of 
the damper pedal are just the same as those of the finger 
legato. To make the connection between tones or chords 
the pedal catches the retiring chord, so to speak holds’ 
it till the next chord comes, and thus leaves the’hands 
free to travel to a distant position on the keys. Carefully 
done, this leads to the producing of brilliant orchestral 
effects, otherwise impossible. 
pee ETVDe 
Are You “Taking” or Are You 
“ Studying ” Music ? 
By Norma Glennie Batson 
Have you ever pondered the meaning of the word 
“take” and ’’study” as applied to the science of obtainin' 
results worth while in music? Perhaps you have; then 
like the majority of students and musician, perhaps y0„’ 
have not. 
Almost any music pupil, when asked concerning his 0 
her work, will answer, “I am taking music,” or “I a ‘ 
studying music.” However, the answer in most eas« 
is expressed within the meaning of the first. R0Wi if 
you will look up the words “take” and “study,” L. 
will find that “take” means “to lay hold.of,” and that 
“study” means “to apply one’s mind closely.’’ hi other 
words, study is an act of absorbing the principle of the 
thing desired to lie known. Possession and application 
are two very different and indifferent things unless bene¬ 
ficial results are obtained. The pupil has either at his 
command or within his grasp. But a conscientious and 
earnest pupil studies music while the idle and indifferent 
pupil “takes” it. 
Here is a comparison of the two. The first pupil win 
mark or remember to ask his instructor concerning anv 
new harmony or expression sign in his work; lie will 
devote his spare time to practice and -imly, not rcluc 
tantly, but willingly. The second pupil inis” through 
his work, ignoring everything tliat tends to develop and 
improve his knowledge of the Art. And, unless the 
intructor is conscientious and demands an analysis, this 
pupil only gets the notes and time. It L by force that 
he acquires any knowledge noteworthy. uv, as a pupil, 
in which class do you belong? Renumber, too, that 
success comes from the study of music and not from 
the act of “taking” it. 
Check Up Your Hand Position 
By Gerald Frazec 
The writer has found that a proper lund-position is 
best obtained by requiring the pupil to concentrate on 
the following three points. 
I. Strike the fingers directly on the tips Call atten¬ 
tion to the cushion on the fingertip, and be sure the 
pupil has this point in contact with the key. This is 
easily remembered; and further explanation as to 
curved fingers, etc., is unnecessary. As for the thumb, 
it falls naturally into position. 
II. Rotate the hand toward the thumb sufficiently to 
cause the knuckles to lay parallel with the keyboard. 
This does away with the familiar “slump” on the little 
finger side of the hand and furnishes a solid, imerowded 
fulcrum from which the fingers may operate and which 
is so necessary to a clean finger action. 
III. Hold the wrist slight// lower than the knuckles. 
This third point may be omitted with a great many pupils, 
as proper attention to the first two seems to result in 
the attainment of this last as a natural sequel. 
The Speed Mania 
(Translated for The Etude from the French 
by Fanny Edgar Thomas) 
WHVStudy and practice speed as “speed” in music? 
he child is not taught speed in walking. He is taught 
how to walk; speed comes and is used according to 
requirement. Many students—and artists, too-act as if 
peed were the one requisite of their piece. 
Tf P7 comes of itself, as fluency in uttering words, 
irnr S-0rS ?my wou,d teach thought, attention, phi?s- 
ing coloring, develop imagination, train the pupil to slow, 
flucncy would come with repetition. 
owness and certainty, so as to allow the mind to pamt 
fleetaess °f ldeas as the fingers move, must precede 
fleet 1^ 1 fingerS' When mi"d and fingers become 
useLs *Hr’tSPeCud arrives' 0‘hcrwise, it is empty and 
irritati^ rr ,the ,ntelligent listener, it is extremely 
imrfull g If’aftcr three years of plaving a piece mean- 
hurrv 3’’ DCCd 3rriveS’ is not ‘hat sufficient? Why the 
part of £aSt\0f itsclf. has no value. Speed is no 
Part of music.”—Le Cherchcur 
cameAdNL°f ‘I16 mistakes in piano playing are mistakes 
into a nL- w °f Prev'sion. Students just blunder 
proceed Tn bef°re ascerta''ning just how one should 
etfls al ? ‘he correct manner. Remember Davy Crock- 
advice, Be sure you are right, then go ahead.’ 
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Noise, the Disease of the Century 
By CONSTANTIN von STERNBERG 
A recent ■ article contained the statement that the 
making of noise is a remnant of the savage stage of 
humanity; a piece of atavism, as it were; and that the 
savage loves noise for its own sake. For connecting 
noisiness with the customary idea of a “savage” the 
author of the said article deserves no blame, though the 
word “boor” would have been preferable. As a matter of 
fact his statement is, if not altogether untrue, at any 
rate rather imprecise; for the savage makes a noise only 
when required by a definite purpose, to overawe an 
enemy or at certain ceremonies and festivals of a 
religious or temporal character. Otherwise, the savage 
is quiet, even taciturn, and regards noisiness as incom¬ 
patible with his manly dignity. 
Our American Indian corroborates this statement by 
his demeanor; his speech is low voiced, his emotions 
calm, dignified. It is only in his war dance or his snake 
dance or in the ceremony of acclaiming a new chief that 
he becomes noisy. His council meetings proceed so 
quietly, or orderly, that they could serve as a model for 
some “civilized” parliaments—in Europe, of course. As 
to noise, he is verv sparing with it; and in this feature 
we find’ a surprising illustration of the truthful saying 
that “extremes meet;” for, the abstention of purposeless 
noise happens to be also one of the chief characteristics 
of well-bred, cultured white people. It may not be 
amiss to say a few words in connection with this strange 
coincidental fact. 
Unnecessary Noise 
To begin with, there is necessary as well as unneces¬ 
sary noise. As this discussion is to deal principally with 
the latter kind, it may suffice to say of the necessary 
noises that they do not disturb or annoy us for any 
length of time. Perhaps because there is periodicity 
in most of them; at any rate they do not lack a certain 
regularity. People-living close to a much frequented 
railroad track soon grow so used to the noise of passing 
trains that they not only sleep soundly in spite of it, 
hut actually wake up when a train is either taken off 
the schedule or is missing for other reasons, just as 
the miller wakes, up when the rhythmical clatter of his 
mill stops. It should be noted, too, that besides this 
element of regularity in necessary noises, they make at 
the same time an appeal to our intelligence which, in 
its turn, converts our incipient annoyance almost at 
once into that proper tolerance which we feel toward 
all unpleasant necessities. Living near a smithy we, 
somehow, have no desire to have the sledgehammers 
upholstered. As a matter of fact the hammering is, 
after a short time, turned into a rather well-fitting part 
of its general environment. The impression of an old- 
time village is scarcely complete without the blacksmith 
and his hammering. The fact that necessary noisbs do 
rot disturb us long could be illustrated in countless ways, 
but it would be superfluous to do so because each illus¬ 
tration should be but a repeated proof that with neces¬ 
sary noises it is either their regularity or their inherent 
appeal to our understanding, if, indeed, not the union of 
both, which makes us so tolerant of them. 
The Eye and the Ear 
Quite the contrary is the case with unnecessary noises. 
The reason for the difference of their effect upon us 
appears at once when we compare the physiology of the 
eye with that of the ear. The eye is a synthetizing 
organ; it puts things together (syn—together, tithemi— 
placing). When we mix two different colors, the eye, 
unable to perceive them separately, puts them together 
and perceives a “third” color resulting from the mixture. 
Not so the ear, which is analytical. Of two different 
tones struck simultaneously the ear distinguishes between 
the two because it perceives them as separate and concord¬ 
ant or discordant tonal entities. Were it otherwise, our 
ear should be incapable of perceiving music, since music 
results from the relation of tones to one another. More¬ 
over, when our eye meets an unpleasant sight we are able 
to close it or turn it away; but we cannot do the same 
with our ear, for it is absolutely defenceless. True, we 
need not listen to unpleasant noises, but listening is a 
purely voluntary “mental” act, while hearing is an en¬ 
tirely involuntary “physical” function over which we have 
no control. When exposed to unnecessary noise we may 
make a heroic mental effort to hold on to our train of 
thought; we may struggle against the obtrusive disturb¬ 
ance with all the energy in our power; but the physical 
effect will still persist; that effect which our ear cannot 
evade and which, in the end, is invariably victorious over 
our thoughts. And, pray, what do we think of those 
who assail the defenceless? Even animals make no 
noise which, to them, is not necessary, unless they are 
mischievous, in which case we instinctively call them no 
longer animals but-—“brutes.” 
With regard to human beings the inevitable conclu¬ 
sions from the foregoing premises are so painful that 
one almost regrets to have suggested or implied them. 
Disagreeable Voices 
Some people have the misfortune of being afflicted 
■with a speaking voice that is either squeaky, raucous, 
strident or otherwise disagreeable. It is but fair to 
assume that it lies quite within the will power of such 
persons to moderate the dynamic degree of their voices; 
but the will to do so is usually missing. A change 
from forte to mezsoforte or piano may not alter the 
quality of their voice; but by lessening the quantity the 
change would reveal a proper regard for the listener’s 
ear. In a street car full of people we seldom hear more 
than our voice rise above the general, subdued hum of 
the crowd; and the opinion we form of the possessor 
of this one overtopping voice needs scarcely any detailed 
mention. We know at once that the person in question 
is not only indiscreet, but inconsiderate and rude as 
well. The conductor’s calling out of the streets does 
not disturb or annoy us in the least because the noise 
he makes is necessary. If, however, he begins to whistle; 
if, moreover, he whistles a “tune,” well, that’s different! 
To realize why it is so different it will be necessary to 
mention the principle that 
A number of signs, visible or audible, placed 
in an intelligible order or relation, constitute a 
thought. 
The letters T-C-A mean nothing because their order 
is not intelligible, but the mere sight of C-A-T at once 
calls forth a mental picture. Two locomotives or fac¬ 
tory engines whistling simultaneously do not disturb 
our thinking, partly because both noises are presumably 
necessary and partly because the two whistled tones 
stand in no thought-relation to each other. But if one 
of the whistles were able to produce a “tune”, the 
various notes of which would form just that relation 
which does constitute a thought, and, mind well, a 
musical thought, a thought against which our ear has 
no defense—it would cut with cruel obtrusiveness into 
our own thoughts. It would, in the words of George 
Ade, “butt in”! Into our own thoughts, the only 
things in the world which are really and unconditionally 
The occupants of a street car are presumably not 
riding for pleasure but with a purpose in view, for some 
errand or duty in mind which they are thinking over 
or discussing with a friend, if indeed they are not 
reading a paper or book. Now, just let us imagine 
their feelings if ten or a dozen passengers should begin 
to whistle, each one, as Sandy MacPherson, the bag¬ 
piper, said, “at the same time and each one whustlin’ 
a duff’rent toone.” Why should they not? This is a 
free country where, .if one has the “right” to whistle 
in an assemblage of people, everybody else has the same 
right. (The only right which seems to be denied to 
the poor involuntary hearers is the right to express 
their annoyance.) 
An Aversion to Whistling 
For his aversion to whistling, the present writer has 
been charged with two faults: first, with over-sensitive¬ 
ness, besides an urier lack of sense of humor; and 
second, with a prejudice born of the fact that public 
performers of any sort are in the habit of regarding 
whistling as the contrary of applause and that for this 
reason all whistling irritates them. Instead of making 
a defence against so fatuous a charge, a friend may 
have the floor, a friend who is an internationally ac¬ 
cepted authority on nerve diseases and whom the 
present writer frequently visits, unprofessionally. 
Says he: “What is commonly called a ‘nervous 
breakdown’ is a pathological condition almost unknown 
on the European continent. I say almost, not entirely, 
because there are cases here and there arising from 
functional or other disorders of some vital organ, 
usually the stomach or the eyes; but there tKe nervous 
condition soon disappears when the disordered organs 
are restored to their proper functions. Not so in our 
country, where nervous breakdowns are but seldom 
caused by the disorder of some vital organ. They are, 
here, a rather slow but steady development due to 
overwork, overenjoyment, overdoing society matters, in 
fact, overdoing everything, in itself already a symp¬ 
tom of too highly strung nerves. This condition of 
overwrought nerves should yield much more promptly 
to medical treatment than it does, if the resisting power 
of our nerves were not almost ruined by the horrible, 
ubiquitous, incessant and entirely unnecessary noises 
to which they are exposed twenty hours a day, year 
in and year out.” 
He, as well as the present writer, understands per¬ 
fectly well that romping children have to be a little 
noisy. Neither of us is heartless-enough to begrudge 
them this privelege; but both of us recognize the dif¬ 
ference between the cheerful noise incidental to the 
children’s play and the barbarous howling, yelling, 
hooting done by half-grown boys behaving like rowdies, 
and always at a distance from their own homes. 
Newsboys are quite pardonable for calling out their 
papers; but is their unearthly bawling and shrieking, 
in which they try to outdo one another, to be regarded 
as a legitimate calling of attention to their wares? Is 
it not an unmitigated piece of brutality to offend the 
ears of every passerby? If the dislike for this sort 
of thing is indicative of a lack of sense of humor, an 
immense number of people would be perfectly willing 
to admit that they “do not see the point” of this kind 
of “humor”. 
From the milkman’s can-clattering at 4.30 a. m. until 
the huckster, the iceman, the melodious ragman, the 
buyer of cast-off raiment, the brushseller, the banana 
man, the umbrella repairer, knife grinder with his ever¬ 
lasting diminished fifth e tutti quanti have taken their 
lung exercise, there is an uninterrupted flow of sleep- 
destroying noises, day by day, year by year. Is it a 
wonder that at length our nerves lose their resisting 
power? 
Having dealt with the physiology of the ear with 
regard to noises, it is meet that the relation of noises 
to psychology should also be mentioned. We know that 
between two persons arguing* the one who first for- - 
sakes the subdued conversational tones, the one who 
changes argumentation into a lung Contest (and usually 
grows “personal”), is in the wrong. We know, with¬ 
out inquiring into the subject of argument, aye, without 
even seeing the person, that he is of a brutal disposition, 
unamenable to calm reasoning. Here follows a true 
story in point: 
A wealthy but, unfortunately, rather vulgar man, 
who felt a little worn out, registered his name recently 
in a sanitarium owned by a former prize fighter who 
also took charge of the patients’ physical culture when 
his physicians advised it. Well, our millionaire 
tramoed up the stairs as noisily as if he had a special 
grouch against every single step. The former prize 
fighter’s eyes followed him with ominous glances until 
the millionaire slammed the door of his room strongly 
enough to make the whole building reverberate. In an 
in-.tant the owner (the prize fighter) was after him, 
took him by the scruff of the neck* whispered a brief 
lecture about consideration for other people, wound up 
with the advice of carrying his money to some other 
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place more fit for "such as he” and kicked him down 
stairs and out of the house. What was it all about? 
Why, about unnecessary noise! 
The Art of Sight-Playing. 
By Arthur Bird 
Balzac’s Definition of Music 
We know that Balzac, the great, perhaps the greatest 
novelist, said of music that is was “ the most expensive 
noise”; but we need not mind this supposed witticism; 
for Balzac belonged to the literary fraternity and 
everybody knows that, with a few and very notable 
exceptions the word-artists know nothing about music. 
Most of them sneer at music because they scent the rival 
in public affection. 
Now to avoid a closing with so unamiable a reference 
to our beloved art of music, it will be sufficient to point 
at the fact that a chaste string quartet by Haydn is a 
far richer, nobler work of art than many a modernistic 
symphony that requires a huge orchestra ahd makes a 
lot of noise to cover the paucity of thought in it. As in 
arguing, so in music; where the brain fails, the lungs 
must help out by making a great noise. The psychological 
conclusion to be drawn from all the foregoing is obvious, 
namely, that the amount of unnecessary noise a person 
makes is the truest criterion of that person’s cultural 
status. The refraining from unecessary noise shows 
.consideration for the defenceless ears of those that are 
within hearing. The indulgence in this vulgarity of 
being noisy betrays a lack of consideration and it is safe 
to assume that the want of consideration in such person 
is not confined to this particular, but it is a conspicuous 
trait of his character in general. One who refrains from 
making needless noise, though, he have but little learning, 
proves himself a person of culture; of culture of the 
heart, at present the most needful kind of culture, which, 
among many other virtues, has the lovely one of, ab¬ 
horring unnecessary NOISE! 
How Primary Pupils May Learn to 
Read Rapidly 
By Emma H. Williamson 
Tun weak point of primary pupils often is their in¬ 
ability to recognize and play the notes quickly. The 
following method has been found to strengthen them 
along this line. 
Cut a pack of cards from white pasteboard, about 
the size of ordinary playing cards. Draw a staff 
■ crosswise on each card, fixing upon it one note with 
colored crayon. Continue till there is a double set of 
cards, with all the bass and treble notes on them. Also 
make cards containing Middle C, the D above and 
the B below it, never putting but one note on each card 
and making them in different colors. 
Deal one card at a time to each child until the pack 
is used. Now go round the class, having each child to 
hold up a card and name the note on it. 
Then have each child to form a word from the let¬ 
ters in his hand, going around the class. Have him to 
lay the cards in proper order on the table and spell his 
word out loud. After dealing and playing the game 
several times, the one having the largest number ,of 
words to his credit is the winner. Each time, go round 
the class till none can make more words. 
The children never lose interest in the game, and it 
is a wonderful help to their reading when at their les- 
' sons. Often the children play the game among them¬ 
selves and get much pleasure and good from it. For 
more advanced pupils notes on the added lines above and 
below the staff may be added so as to give more com¬ 
pass to the reading. 
A Line a Day 
By G. B. Newcomb 
Bef.thoven’s famous motto, “Nulla dies sine tinea,” 
is one which students often misinterpret. “Never a day 
without a line” really means that you should really ac¬ 
complish something every day. That is, no matter how 
hard you practice or how long you practice, unless you 
really know that you have gained something you are not 
spending your time profitably. A famous linguist once 
said that by learning only one new word a day anyone 
could master any language in three years. That is, in 
that time one would have not merely a vocabulary of 
1.000 words, but, by means of what had been acquired 
anti the reading made possible thereby, one could master 
the language. In music the same principle holds good. 
Master a little (no matter how little) every day of your 
life, and the musical future will be opened up to you 
Playing at first sight is as much of an innate talent, 
as is the faculty of designating, without second thought, 
the pitch of any and every musical sound. Both can, 
to a certain degree, even to near perfection, be acquired 
by constant and diligent practice. The latter is often 
laid in the cradle of those who otherwise are not blessed 
with a superfluity of the divine art. On the con¬ 
trary, many of them likely have such a thin crust of 
musical comprehension that it scarcely deserves the 
name; whereas others of a born musical nature may 
grope about in the dark a life long and never find 
it. However if such a one feels himself slighted by . 
nature he can console himself with the fact that not 
ten of a thousand musicians possess it, and that he 
himself without it can nevertheless be one of the fore¬ 
most. There are hosts of musicians who, although they 
may not have this special gift, have a more sensitive 
ear for absolute purity of tone. 
For instance—who .has not met people, who although 
they are unable to positively swear—“that note was A, 
or that is G,” are capable of instantly feeling the slightest 
deviation, almost to a vibration, from the exact note, 
whereas the other is not as quick to notice it. At all 
events, he with the sensitive and delicate musical ear 
is very likely far more in danger of being tortured by 
the minutest digression from the real tone than his 
neighbor with the so-called reliable ear. Be this as it 
may, I am one of the many who don’t care a fig whether 
a man sings or plays in Ab or Bb—A or G. He may 
sing or play in any key he likes, provided he does it 
in tune. If he does, will or cannot do this, he has 
no music in himself and is fit for treasons, to say nothing 
of the distress he causes his fellow creatures. 
A Tonic for Tired Music Teachers. 
But to return to the subject. The best recreation for 
the nervous and sorely tormented music teacher is a 
couple or more hours of four-hand playing with an 
equal or better partner. There is nothing so refreshing 
as this—’tis like a luxurious bath in the middle of the 
Sahara. It is a thousand times more beneficial to 
soul and body than a day up the river, in the moun¬ 
tains, on the golf links, or, for aught we know, in the 
legendary but highly commended Land of.Promise it¬ 
self. Most musicians, professional and amateur, are 
obliged to acquire by .constant practice, and every one 
can who has a will, more or less perfection in sj„h, 
reading, as only the few elect bring it with them T 
remember especially two of this last category - the L 
lamented Alfred Reisenauer and F.ugen d’Albert 
Reisenauer could play at sight the most comp]icate(j 
printed or manuscript piano music without the slightest 
hesitation or agitation. One occasion is especially fresh 
in my memory. It was at one of the Liszt afternoons in 
Weimar. Zaremski had brought three MSS. and 
Liszt, seeing them on the piano, asked him to p!ay them 
Zaremski begged to be excused as he was indisposed' 
whereat Liszt turned to Reisenauer and said, “Come’ 
you shall play them.” This he did with his inimitable 
verve and bewildering correctness. I could testify to 
this last, for I turned the pages. d’Albert goes a step 
higher, for his strong hold in sight reading is the 
orchestral score. The way he gulps down enormous 
heaps of different keys and notes can only lie compared 
to a shark swallowing a shoal of herrings, the difference 
bping, that some of the herrings slip away, whereas not 
a note, however crossgrained, escapes his iron grasp. 
Pupils should take special lessons in plat ing at sight. 
This they can easily do by playing four-hand music with 
their teacher. For this way they not only learn, to 
read without hesitation, to concentrate their thoughts, 
to be independent, but last and best, it makes them joint 
possessors and participators of the immortal works of 
the greatest composers, which would otherwise be to 
them an everlasting and inscrutable secret with seven 
seals and clasps. 
In my small circle of musical acquaintances I happen 
to know two who give lessons solely in i ur-hand (at 
sight) playing. It is of course an art which tolerates 
neither stammering nor stuttering. It must lie prac¬ 
ticed with absolute metronomic precision. Little by 
little this unrelenting ticker will become an unnecessary 
reminder of passing time. If the art of sight playing 
were more generally practiced, it would seldom happen, 
as it does time and again, on various occasions, that 
many a well-informed and technically advanced musician, 
on being asked to play an accompaniment, nr read some 
four-hand music prima-vista, would be incapable of 
doing so. If, in such a dilemma, he can’t refuse with¬ 
out compromising himself, he is sure to make a botch 
of it, and at all events a fool of himself. 
The Story Helped 
By Amanda F. Davy 
“Make your playing sound like the title of your 
piece.” 
Marion was learning to play a little piece called Jolly 
Trumpeter, and was grinding it out at her lesson with¬ 
out regard to either rhythm or accent. 
The time was “two-four,” with an eighth and two 
sixteenth notes on the first beat. Miss Dean saw her 
opportunity and acted upon it at once by telling her 
pupil the following little story in which she herself was 
the central figure. 
“Nan’s father and mother were to be away over night 
and told her she might invite her friend, Allie, to stay 
with her for company.” 
“The two girls spent a pleasant evening together with 
talking and music: for Nan was studying at the con¬ 
servatory, and Allie, who was book-keeper in the office 
of her father’s automobile factory, loved to hear her 
play. Nan was doing wonderfully well and hoped some 
day to teach. 
“After breakfast the next morning, as Allie was pre¬ 
paring to leave, she suddenly said, ‘Nan, dear, play me 
e piece before I go, will you?’ 
“Nan readily sat down and played In a Flower Garden 
by Gade. 
‘“Isn’t that just like talking?’ said Allie. ‘You play 
, ’s t’me is at once the most necessary, the most 
difficult, and the most essential requisite of music. 
Of all of us, Handel knows best how to produce great 
effect; where he desires, he “crashes like thunder ” 
Of all of them, none can be jocose or serious, raise 
laughter or create profound emotion, and all with equal 
success, like Joseph Haydn. 
No one has taken more,trouble with studying com¬ 
position than I. There is scarcelv a single celebrated 
composer whom I did not study earnestly and repeatedly. 
One Minute with Mozart 
it perfectly. It will go with me to the street car, all 
the way to the office, and I’ll hum it at my work, and at 
noon hour will fancy you and I are lunching together 
m Gade’s Garden, among the rare and beautiful flowers 
and drinking in their sweet perfume.’ 
Do you not think Nan was repaid for the hours of 
practice she had put on that piece and that the skill thus 
acquired would help her to learn other pieces more 
quickly ?” 
The story proved effectual with Marion: for she at 
once caught the teacher’s idea and the Jolly Trumpeter 
sounded altogether different, as the trumpet tones began 
to come out in even beats, now near by, now gradually 
£<wug S°fter as the trumpeter passed on. 
. "hen Marion had gone little Norma, who had come 
in for her lesson in time to hear the story and the last 
rendering of the piece, said. “Miss Dean, when will I 
t0 take pieces likc Marion?" 
Why, my dear,” answered Miss Dean, “vou are in a 
lair way to have them very soon, judging' by the way 
you played your last lesson; and I am sure you have 
brought me just as good work to-day.” 
he story proved to be an inspiration to the two pupils, 
tor both began to show great enthusiasm to make the 
Piano tell the story of each piece they studied. 
whether small or great, must never he 
ln an exaggerated manner; and music—evi 
the most harrowing mcment-ought never to offem 
give pleasure. ^ ^ remai" music’ which *** 
iilaT? ^ pr?ductions take from my hand that pt 
different and ,S‘yle that makes ‘hem Mozartish 
different from the works of other composers, is 1 
son owing to the same cause which renders my 
vwl S° a^d^,ne‘ *n short, makes it Moz 
and different from those of other people. 
THE etude 
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V * *1 Secrets of the Success of Great Musicians 
By EUGENIO DI PIRANI 
asSffl 
Georges Bizet Antoine Marmontel 
Bizet was of the opinion that one should combat the 
prejudice that only non-artists can judge impartially a 
work of art. He did not realize that he himself had the 
most to suffer from the adverse criticism of his fellow- 
musicians. Although to-day the recognition of Bizets 
o-enius is almost universal, there prevails mil in cer¬ 
tain musical quarters the tendency to classify him among 
the light opera composers; and I have heard a well 
known modernist speak with superciliousness, yea dis¬ 
dain, of his Carmen and Arlcsienne. 
Lightness with these connoisseurs means lack ot 
worth. When the music is not exuberant with counter¬ 
point with polyphonic intricacies, when the orchestration 
is not filled with numberless clumsy instruments, the 
work belongs in their opinion to an inferior order; it 
is not an opera, but an “operetta.” 
They approve of Humperdinck, whose Hansel and 
CreteI. fairy opera, hardly justifies the overburdened, 
Wagnerian instrumentation. Somebody said that he 
“shot with cannons at sparrows.” They would perhaps 
reproach Bizet with “shooting at lions with childrens 
pistols” in his tragic opera Carmenl It is impossible to 
please everybody. 
The Divine Spark 
There is not the slightest doubt that Bizet was born 
with the divine spark of genius. When he was only 
four years old he received the first notions of music 
from his mother. In the intervals between instruction 
the child, instead of playing, listened through the door 
to the lessons his father, a singing teacher, gave in his 
studio; and when four years later the. father wanted 
to s*art the child’s regular musical education he was 
deeply surprised and rejoiced to discover that he, the 
child, only by help of his own intelligence and his 
prodigious memory had already overcome many ob- 
One day as he made him sing a lesson of solfege full 
of difficult intervals, he was impressed by the exactness 
with which he hit the right notes. He raised his eyes 
and noticed that the young reader was looking away 
from the open book. The child, unaware of the sur¬ 
veillance of his teacher, continued to sing without look¬ 
ing at the notes. He had often heard that lesson 
through the door and had learned it by heart. 
The father resolved to send him to the conservatory 
and went with him to Meifred, a member of the com¬ 
mittee of studies. 
“Your child is very young,” remarked Meifred, with 
a look at the diminutive candidate. 
“It is true,” replied the father, “but, if he is small of 
stature he is great in knowledge.” 
“Ah, truly, and what can he do?” > n 
“Strike any chord on the piano and he will name it.” 
The test was tried directly and the boy, with his back 
turned to the intrument, named all the chords he heard, 
which were chosen purposely in the most distant ton¬ 
alities. At the same time with an astonishing easiness, 
he explained the different functions of the chords, with¬ 
out making the slightest mistake. Meifred could not 
restrain his admiration. “You will some day be e'“c‘ed 
as a member of the Institute,” he said. And this 
pronhecy would have been easily realized but for the 
early death of Bizet. 
The child was admitted t 
montel, the renowned tend 
Wieniawsky and Duboi 
p piano classes of Mar- 
of Palndilbe, Duvornoy, 
^111... .... __ It was then that he \va» tr<t'inW acl 
headed'thercourSs°ers of'counterpoint and fugue; and, although 
'ii  __ 1,0,1 aonUiori retire from teaching, he matte 
wonderful c 
It must be 
brought alio 
Being, ho 
teacher, 
health, Zimmerman c 
tries Gounod, anothe 
the greatest affection 
.. simultaneously for the two Classes and 1851.he 
captured again a for^ P^'j^T^^h'hi^ colleague 
A Remarkable Virtuoso 
Marmontel in his book Symphonistcs ct Virtuoscs 
writes about him: “Bizet was a remarkable virtuoso, a 
fearless reader and a model accompanist. His exe¬ 
cution, always sure and brilliant, had acquired a broad 
sonority and a great variety of colors which imparted 
to his playing an unusual charm. He excelled in 
modulating the tone under the gentle or intense pressure 
of his fingers and in rendering luminous the melody, 
veiled however by the transparent harmonies. One was 
fascinated by the suavity and fluency of his touch.” 
He soon acquired great reputation as a wonderful 
reader. Nobody, indeed, understood as he did bow to 
arrange at sight for piano the mos* intricate orchestral 
scores. Berlioz was one of the first to recognize the 
exceptional talent of the young artist. 
After the death of Zimmermann, Bizet entered the 
composition classes of Halvey. The author of La 
Juive received him with open arms and declared that 
he was already fit to take part at the contest for the 
Grand Prix. Bizet however did not try until 1856. 
After long hesitation the jury decided that the first 
prize could not be awarded; and Bizet was given only 
a second prize, probably on account of his tender age. 
In 1857 he won, together with his classmate,^ Lecocq. a 
prize offered by Offenbach for an opera bttffa. 
ZT&oUMe, w4h 
woi him the honor of laureate of the Academy. The 
nnnf-ntn was oerf irmed bv the Institute and had a decided 
Sx If£^V.n°,wThe SIS f l^eXfaXo^mehnr 
tion by the Italian maestro Carafa to Mereadante in 
Naples. Although many considered in that tune the pre¬ 
scribed travel to R une nearly useless for m.usic^ns, wno 
could not find in the Eternal City the same inspiration as 
the painters and sculntors sent by the French 
Bizet was happy to find himself transplanted in tne coun¬ 
try of the azure sky and of joyous life. There he wrote 
an opera buffo, Don Procopio. whose libretto had been 
formerly nut to music by Fioravanti. Auber. one of the judges of the Institute, laid it aside, and it was discovered 
nnlv thirtv-five years later by Malherbe, the li irarian oi 
the5-opera and performed after another eleven years at the 
theatre in Monte Carlo with great success. 
A Humiliating Letter 
In 1859 young Bizet was on his way to Naples to 
bring to Mereadante the letter of Carafa. Curious to 
see the contents of the missive, he opened it and—oh 
disillusion!—he read, “II giovane che ti ci mettera 
questa lettera ha fatto ottimi studii. Ha avato la prvna 
ricompensa del nostro conservatorio. Ma secondo la 
tuia dehole opinionc non sara mat un compositorc teat- 
rale, pcrche non ha estro per un-” (here an un¬ 
translatable word)., 
“The youth who will bring you this letter has had a 
thorough musical training. He won the first prize at 
our conservatory, but, according to my modest opinion, 
he never will succeed as a composer of opera as he 
has not genius for a fig.”) 
“Old idiot,” exclaimed Bizet, “I will write thy bi¬ 
ography and give this autograph at the end.” How he 
was glad of his indiscretion. “I derided,” he wrote, 
“never to give out of my hands a closed letter of intro¬ 
duction.” 
th a closed letter of 
ither doctor in Carls- 
he content of the let¬ 
ter nod having opened if sne read: “I send you a golden 
goose I have plucked her for a.long time, now you may 
Pl^me0oA^™iderFft-raAnSmiiSclnn^' 'remember having 
scon old Carafa at the conservatory. He died 1872. 
Returned home Bizet found himself in the usual con¬ 
dition of all young musicians, trying to meet the cost 
of living through piano lessons, piano transcriptions, 
orchestrating dance music and waiting for an oppor¬ 
tunity. This opportunity presented itself quite enex- 
pectedlv. Count Walewsky, minister of fine arts, pre¬ 
paring to retire from his office, made a gift of 100,000 
francs to the Theatre Lyric. Bizet was the first to 
benefit by the ministerial generosity, receiving the com¬ 
mission to compose to the Libretto, The Pearl Fishers, 
which however did not meet with an over enthusiastic 
reception. 
To the Oriental hues of the Pcchcurs dcs Perles and 
of his later opera Diamilch followed the poetically per¬ 
fumed Arlcsienne, on a Drama of Daudet. The first 
performance of this work took place in 1872. 
Bizet’s Masterpiece 
To Carmen, however, Bizet owes the greatest part of 
his fame. It was performed in 1878 and received rather 
indifferently. The prelude of the second act was en¬ 
cored, the Toreador aria and the quintet applauded; 
but that was all. Bizet was deeply depressed; but at the 
fifth performance the public commenced to show more 
appreciation. The most ridiculous accusation against 
the work was that of immorality. Also a number of 
minor indictments were expressed. Some found his 
harmonic combinations too daring, some his concessions 
to the popular taste too vulgar. 
which portrays the b 
the 
,’ould a 
nst abject 
cense oi 
s the histi 
hesitate to introduce'us to 
crooks and bandits; but.who 
it immorality the fascinating^wr^ter ? ^Car- 
Dannit Don Jose Navarro, whom 
t in the mountains of the Sierra. 
Touched by the sympathy this stranger had shown to him 
Jose opens to him his heart and lays hare ttc ravages 
made in his soul, formerly the soul of an honest man, by 
which “has masterfedthhimUaftheBs?ght1 o"f’ the* heartless gJrL 
He had enrolled in a regiment of dragoons in Seville 
He 's m.fhfmcets 
^tS^itgrha»-forH°aW7onrg {?mea XgteXve" X 
rival. He must save himself in the nl””nt‘' 
a smuggler. That pleases Don Jose who says to Carmen. 
“When I have you in the mountains there is no officer there 
Wi‘Tdiot°thnt STaK Tirolon, Don’t you see that 
ISSS BShen 
time affiliated. Then begins «>e life of a bandit. He'vo'ild 
Carmen '>to°Amerfmt!' hut shT refuses she has enough of 
Lai:cf!K "kills her. 
Meilhac and Hdlevy, the authors of the libretto had 
to effect numerous changes, the most important, the in¬ 
troduction of the sweet Micaela who contrasts effectively 
with the wicked Carmen. . 
The score is exuberant with striking inspirations, the 
Habanera was written by Bizet during the rehearsals, to 
please Galli-Marie. who did not find the previous aria to 
her taste. The Scguidilla is one of the warmest pages 
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of the score; the charming duo of Micaela and Don 
Jose, the chanson Boheme in the tavern, the Toreador 
aria, the quintet and the card scene will always be con¬ 
sidered as gems of operatic art. 
An Eminent Pianist v 
As has already been mentioned, Bizet was an eminent 
pianist. Edmond Galabert in his introduction to Bizet’s 
Lettres a un ami, relates that Bizet advised him to 
seriously devote himself to the piano, to watch, to criticise 
himself, to repeat difficult passages until the touch at¬ 
tained the desired quality, to use the pedal with the 
greatest discretion and exactness. He obtained marvel¬ 
lous effects through the simultaneous use of both pedals 
and even in the fortissimo his tone never lost the 
mellowness and velvety quality. Accompaning himself 
at the piano he succeeded with his tenor voice in singing 
all the woman, tenor and bass parts. Among his favorite 
numbers were some beautiful pages from the Conquest 
of Troy, by Berlioz; the Etude, La Chasse, by Heller; 
the Nuits Blanches, of the same composer, and Bach’s 
preludes and fugues. His technic was faultless and his 
musicianship of the highest order.” 
He thought that the pianist, in order to reach true 
artistic emotion, ought to hum and sing the different 
passages and melodies, as he did always, coloring, ani¬ 
mating, emphasizing, especially in the orchestral com¬ 
positions, when he imitated the different instruments. 
He possessed such a great variety of touches that he was 
able to suggest the different timbres without the aid 
of the voice. 
x IU roaaers or the Rtude remember my often mentioning 
u,nlimltP,(1 Possibilities of the piano in reproducing the 
instrumental colors and I am glad r»> find myself in com¬ 
plete agreement with the illustrious French master. 
Further Galabert writes: “One knows generally Bizet only 
as the author of Arlesienne and Carmen; but that should 
not prevent us- from appreciating the beauties of the “Pech- S?r* *»«•*"♦” °f the “Jolie fille de Perth » Djamileh, 
the dramatic overture Patrie, his sougs Adieux de Vho- 
eclecBc, non-sectarian, and opposed to prej- 
he had not the fcintUIatmg style of Gautier 
Arabe, ^Fou» ne Prlez Pas, 
Bizet was an eclect 
udice. As critic he had not the scinimauiig >«»■
or Rover hut nn the ether hand he strove to be absolutely 
impartial and not to be influenced by friendship or enmity. 
“I will always ignore what kind of label is pasted on tn. 
artistic work. Respect to all, neither incensed nor insult, is 
not genius a privilege of all countries, ot all times' The 
beautiful- the true never die. A poet, a painter, a musician 
devotes the purest purt of his soul to conceive, to create 
his work. He believes, he despairs, he suffers; and when 
more trembling than a criminal, he tells us, bee and judge 1” instead of showing sympathy for him, we ask his 
passport, his opinions, his relations, his antecedents, that 
is not criticism ; that is police. The artist has no name, 
no nationality. He is inspired or not; he has genius or he 
has none. If he has, we must adopt him; it not, let 11s 
pity him and forget him. Name yourself Rossini, Gounod, 
Wagner, Berlioz—what do J-’ 1 ’""‘’h ,vr wflen- 
r hatred, fanaticisi 
'shall not 
dfyiug. labeling you as the naturalist does with the different jugs ... Let us not demand of a great artist the qualities 
le lacks ; let us enjoy those he possesses!” 
Beautiful thoughts, fitly expressed! 
Resuming we find in Bizet’s life a fervent love of art 
manifesting itself from earliest childhood. Severe studies 
completed under the leadership of great masters like 
Marmontel, Zimmermann, Halevy and Gounod. 
His teachings could be summarized as follows: 
Strive to become a great pianist and learn the true 
expression, the right phrasing. Hum and sing passages 
and melodies with deep feeling. Try to suggest on the 
piano, through a great variety of touches, the different 
instruments. Become proficient in accompanying and 
reading intricate orchestral scores. 
Endeavor to be original, but do not become narrow¬ 
minded ; and have eyes and ears open to the manifes¬ 
tations of genius wherever they may appear. 
Do not ask for the label of a composition. 
Do not be discouraged by partisan criticism. 
Had Bizet lived longer than only 37 years, what could 
we not have expected from the 
COMPOSER OF CARMEN? 
Pre-Keyboard Study 
By the eminent Eurythmic Specialist, E. Jacques-Dalcroze 
A deficiency in the rhythmic sense is often an indi¬ 
cation of a lack of self-control and the undue domina¬ 
tion of the mind over the sub-conscious nervous proc¬ 
esses. ^ To will without executing is useless. Ribot 
says: “The aim of education is to translate thought into 
action and to bring the two into harmony.” We neglect 
too much in our schools the primary education of feel¬ 
ing and sensibility, and it is for this reason that our 
pupils are so lacking in artistic sense. Art is a gate 
open to all who have perceptive senses of beauty and 
harmony. George Delbruck insists in the most em¬ 
phatic way upon the stimulating, revivifying effect of 
educating the senses, upon the development of artistic 
feeling, of temperament and of personality. If this 
side of education were pursued in the schools our artis¬ 
tic standard would be very considerably raised. 
At present our children learn to appreciate music 
outside the school rather than in it. And the methods 
pursued in the schools to teach the modicum of music 
directed by the curriculum are far from being the 
best. One is not musical merely because he plays upon 
a piano or some other instrument. Very often it is the 
man who has never learned to play in his childhood, 
who has really more latent talent than many technically 
skilled performers, who do not love music for itself, 
but only their own playing of it. These so-called musi¬ 
cians appreciate only the acrobatics and pyrotechnics 
at a concert, are deaf to the real beauty of the tone, 
the phrasing and the sentiment of the music. In the 
former class musical feeling has grown without tech¬ 
nical balance. In the latter class technic has overridden 
the essential sentiment which distinguishes the true 
musician. This balance should be carefully sought 
after in the early education of the child. 
Of course, there is a natural tendency in the child 
for one side or the other of music, and this tendency 
should be discovered and trained in its relation to the 
other aspects of music. There is many a student of 
music, conscientious, faithful and apparently fond of 
practice who would be the better for stopping his 
studies for a while and learning to listen to music 
without a thought of digital attainment. 
Piano exercises, not preceded by the study of move¬ 
ment, rhythm and ear training, are often rather a detri¬ 
ment to the musical sense than otherwise. The follow¬ 
ing experiment was made by one of my friends who 
conducts a conservatory in a large city: 
Twelve children of the same age who had never 
studied music were chosen from among a large number 
of children all presenting normal musical tendencies 
These children were divided into two groups of six 
children each. The first group worked only the solfeg¬ 
gio, rhythm and ear training. The second group began 
the study of piano in the regular way. At the end 
of a year it was found that while the first group had 
developed markedly in musical appreciation, there was 
a decided lowering of the faculties of musical discern¬ 
ment m the second group. At this point the first group 
the little solfeggio students, began the study of the 
piano, the others keeping on with their piano study 
already begun. At the conclusion of the second year 
the first group had overtaken the second in the re 
quirements of the piano. The result of the experiment 
hen, ,s that the study of rhythm, solfeggio and ear 
training is not lost in the subsequent attainment of 
p:ano technic, but quite the contrary.—Le Menestrcl. 
Don’t Disregard Imitation 
By Rose Frim 
So much has been said against imitation by well 
meaning writers, who are continually urging their punils 
to seek originality, that many music teachers neglect this 
very important, very vital process which lies at the base 
of all elementary education. Imitatien is naturally the 
first step in every form of education. Even the ani¬ 
mals resort to it in teaching their young. 
Every experienced teacher of music knows that the 
most economical way of producing results at the start 
is to invite accurate imitation. This is especially true of 
very little children. The reasoning powers of the little 
child are; in most instances, very slightly developed; and 
they will not develop normally except with the coming 
of years. Meanwhile much may be gained by resortinv 
to imitation. Do not however have the pupil imitate 
mere forms, but also- seek to have them imitate sounds 
as well. Let the teacher make the sound required at the 
keyboard and endeavor to get the child to im"‘ t 
through the ears as well as through the visible method' 
of striking the keys. Bauer and Gabrilowitsch have en¬ 
dorsed this method with advanced pupils. How much 
more necessary is it with the little tot just forming con¬ 
ceptions of sound. 6 
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Come Out of Your Shell 
By Russell Snively Gilbert 
The music teachers of the country are easily di¬ 
vided into two groups. One looks intelligent, active 
reliable, and radiates health and happiness. The other 
seems dull, tired out, nervous, and carries gloom every¬ 
where.. Both looked the same at the beginning of their 
careers. Why this difference at the finish? 
There are two kinds of professionals. Those in one 
group take in far more than they give out. Others give 
out far more than they take in. The first class of teach¬ 
ers keep up their vitality and health in spite of giving 
their all to their pupils. They do it by taking back 
from outside sources what they have given. The second 
group just keep giving till they are exhausted. They 
never replenish their store of life. 
From what outside source may this store be replen¬ 
ished. Nature is one great reservoir. Study the trees, 
the leaves, the flowers; listen to the birds, their joyful 
various voices; learn to see the beauty in tin landscape, 
its long undulating hills, the glories of the owning skies, 
the wonders reflected in the rippling stream. Attend 
concerts, lectures and social gatherings. There are city 
teachers who renew their stores by riding on the busses 
or watching the wonders of the clouds. 
Have a hobby of some sort, and enjoy your . If with it. 
Go anywhere that something will lie given from any 
source. Read good literature; take an abuml; . , of phys¬ 
ical exercise. Pur tastes differ; but each may find the 
source from which to draw his appropriate i ply. 
A second group is in a rut. They have i»< n giving, 
giving so many years that they would !>e aim. st fright¬ 
ened at getting anything back. They feel th they are 
limited financially, socially and physically. I hey have 
built a wall about themselves. They allow nothing to 
pass this wall; and so they starve to death. 
Let such a teacher come out of her shell. Let her 
put on a dress that she thinks is too good p r her, and 
just the wearing of it will give her new lit. Let her 
walk in the park or country and look for the beauty of 
the trees, the wonders of only a leaf. She will discover 
much that she never has seen tiefore, and it u ill refresh 
her. Let her come down from her dignity and talk to 
the child of the street. She will be filled with new life, 
new thoughts. 
A good teacher is well balanced. What i dven out 
must be taken back in some other way. Thus the teacher 
becomes filled with the joy of her work and a source of 
pleasure and help to those about her. 
How fo Handle the Nervous Pupil 
By Lillian B. Martin 
Teachers frequently encounter extremely nervous 
pupils who are unable to proceed with their musical 
studies and constantly fail in their work. Thi destroys 
the pupils musical ability and interest, and al.-n proves 
very discouraging to the teacher. But when a nervous 
pupil is unable to learn and shows signs of mental ex- 
haustion before the end of the practice hour, the teacher 
should aid him to overcome his nervousness and also 
endeavor to enlarge his mental capacity. 
X here are thousands of eminent teachers in the world, 
but few understand the art of teaching nervous pupils. 
In order to be successful one must know how to convert 
a nervous backward pupil into a bright, ambitious one. 
a.pup,! s opacity for music is limited and he is 
he Wlth yery weak. nerves, great precaution must 
•, eP m “"“to achieve profitable results. When a 
unable t°TS ' ejects from his musical studies and is 
tion th-rn i.earn hlS ,essons satisfactorily, it is an indica- 
mental ls.ner?'ous s>'stem is being overtaxed and his 
able ivav^1^ IS exhausted. The only and most profit- 
cess is t ° rectlfy matters and insure continued suc- 
fec health'lT ^ PraCtice period' A W1 in »er' 
more suith T, Tnts can Practice an hour, or even 
nervo ' ll!?, Sh?Wmg i]] But one who is very 
fore the end ^ ^on^usecI will become exhausted be- 
his oJactke 10Ur of Practiee; and for this reason 
Hour He shon,d°dS Sh°l,ld be reduced half an 
sons until hie u r^ce!ve not more than half-hour les- 
show signs of imnrS,Ca COndition and mental capacity- 
may be vradi , P °Vement- Then ‘hc Practice periods 
A to hi® capacity, 
half hour, with an J, acc?mphsh better results in a 
he would in twn C mind and steady nerves, than 
mind and nerves at,emPting to work with the 
amount of time aonliedm P™g.ref comes not from the 
PP ed to a task, but thought put into it. 
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Should musical critics be abolished? Dear mel 
What would the artists and the would-be artists do 
without us? Are you aware that nine out of every 
ten concerts in New York City are given, not only 
without the least expectation of profit, but with abso¬ 
lute certainty of several hundred dollars’ loss? Why 
then are they given? Because the poor -things who 
sing and play, always hope and believe that the critics 
will write flattering notices about them which can lie 
reprinted in circulars and used to pave the way in 
other cities and towns in which there is not such a 
glut of music as in the metropolis. 
The “poor .things,” I say, because most of them are 
doomed to disappointment. In a city where there are 
sometimes as many as nine or ten concerts and recitals 
in one day it is impossible for the critics to hear them 
all or half of them; and if they heard even half of 
them they would soon be vegetating or maniacally 
raving in lunatic asylums. 
Instead of wanting to abolish musical critics, the 
performers should only hope and pray for more of them. 
Every Metropolitan paper has a musical editor, and, 
usually, one (scantily) paid assistant. Seldom have 
the musical editors time to attend the recitals of debu¬ 
tants because more important things at the opera or at 
orchestral concerts call for their attention. Hence 
the assistant takes care of the minor affairs, so that, 
even if the recital is covered, and favorably, it is not 
possible to use the name of the chief critic in reprint¬ 
ing the encomium. 
Singular ideas regarding the functions and duties of 
newspapers prevail among incipient musicians. They 
think that if they-have spent some thousands of dol¬ 
lars on their education and put an advertisement into 
a paper, they are entitled to the services of a famous 
musical critic for an hour or two, and a quarter of a 
column of space in a newspaper which often has to 
condense to a minimum the most important news mat¬ 
ter, and even to refuse columns of profitable advertis¬ 
ing because space is so limited. 
Hoeing Down the Weeds 
One cannot but feel sorry for the hopeful, and 
sometimes talented, young musicians whose plans have 
thus gone a-gley. But misery loves company; so I 
always tell those who unbosom their grief to me that 
the literary editors of the newspapers also can com¬ 
ment on only a small proportion of the books sent for 
review; and that, when Richard Watson Gilder was 
editor of the Century Magasine, he once told me that 
he could not possibly print more than two out of every 
hundred unsolicited manuscripts offered to him. So the 
writers are worse off than the musicians. 
If an art critic goes to an exhibition of new pictures 
—hundreds of them sometimes—he does not consider it his 
duty to cover all of them. If he did, his article would 
be so long—or so dry—that nobody would read it. 
If I printed all the advance “reading notices” that 
musicians or their agents Send me, I would need a 
whole page of the Evening Post every Saturday, and 
few would read it, for' it would be mostly about medi¬ 
ocrities and nobodies in whom no one is interested. No 
newspaper could do such things and live. Self preserva¬ 
tion is the first law of nature. 
The late William Foster Apthorp, who, in his day, 
was the leading musical critic in Boston, was a kind- 
hearted man, but he refused to coddle young, musicians 
simply because they had worked hard to win success. 
He judged them entirely by the results of their efforts. 
“Success,” he wrote, “should be to the strong alone; 
and they, thank heaven! can win it for themselves. . And 
it is for the strong man to prove himself strong; it is no¬ 
body else’s business. I would have all critics who have 
encouraged the weaklings of art . . . indicted for 
compounding a public nuisance.” 
He was right; but there is another sidq to the ques¬ 
tion. The catalogs of flower seeds caution you that if 
you raise petunias you should save the weaker plants, 
because those usually yield the finest flowers. But they 
npefl extra care and must be protected from throttling 
weeds; and this suggests another reason why musical 
critics should not be abolished. They are needed as 
weeders. 
Have you ever had a garden of your own? If so, 
you have found out to your dismay how the weeds 
crowd out and kill the flowers unless they are per¬ 
sistently hoed down. If the musical critics did not for¬ 
ever mow and hoe and plow down the multitudinous medi¬ 
ocrities in our concert halls and opera houses, the best 
musical petunias would seldom live to unfold their superb 
blossoms. _ _ M 
“Mediocre music-making is a sin against art, Liszt 
once wrote to Theodore Thomas. As more than nine- 
tenths of all music-making is mediocre, or worsa, what a 
sinful world this is for the musical critics to redeem! 
Persecuting Genius 
While most critics are ready to do their share of the 
hoeing, too many of them are careless, hoeing down the 
flowers, too, and not a few of them actually favor the 
weeds. Birds of a feather flock together. Mediocrity 
loves mediocrity and hates genius. 
Once upon a time I planned to write a comic history 
of music. It would have been concerned largely with 
the ludicrous mistakes of critics—many of them famous 
—in writing about composers of genius. Moritz Haupt¬ 
mann wrote that he did not believe a single one of Wag¬ 
ner’s operas would survive him. That was in 1847. Ten 
years later the New York Times’ critic made the wonder¬ 
ful discovery that Lohengrin “does not contain a dozen 
bars of melody”! Another critic, when Gounod’s Faust 
had its first performance in New York, declared there 
was only one real melody in it! 
A whole number of The Etude could be filled with 
grotesque criticisms like these about every great com¬ 
poser or artist that ever lived. 
David Bispham, in his recently published memoirs, A 
Quaker Singer’s Recollections, says: “It is extraordinary 
how generally musical reviewers attempt to impede rather 
than to assist artists in their work, and to destroy rather 
than uphold well-established reputations. It is so easy 
to speak in dispraise of anything that, in order that the 
public may be better instructed regarding those who 
entertain them, I heartily recommend to all who criticise, 
what Swinburne calls ‘the noble art of praising.’ ” 
Theodore Thomas, who gave his whole life, for scant 
pay, to the object of educating the American public, was 
often treated by critics as if he had been a pirate or a 
Hun. His wife relates that he was all his life keenly 
sensitive to unfriendly or even unintelligent press.criti¬ 
cism, and to read an antagonistic or indifferent notice of 
one of his concerts would depress his spirits for twenty- 
four hours afterwards. 
“I do think,” he once said, “that public criticism of an 
artist’s work should be made, at least, in a friendly spirit; 
then it would not be so discouraging and have such a 
paralyzing effect on the mind.” 
How to Judge Artists 
When I became a musical critic in 1881, at the green 
age of twenty-seven, I undertook, as most young critics 
do, to lay down the law for artists who knew a hun¬ 
dred times as much as I did. I soon got over that 
silly attitude, having become convinced that the only 
important function of criticism is to discover and boom 
genius or superior merit. And to-day, after nearly forty 
years of experience in one of the three busiest 
musical cities in the world, I more than ever share the 
opinion of Saint-Saens and Theophile Gautier that com¬ 
posers, players and singers should -be judged by their 
best achievements. To-day, when I come across a real 
genius, creative or interpretative, like Percy Grainger, 
John Powell, Guiomar Novals, or Lucy Gates, I proclaim 
my opinion in superlatives of enthusiasm and cling to it 
with bulldog tenacity till the whole musical public shares it. 
This “noble art of praising” is the chief delight of my 
life. I only, wish I could praise all artists the same 
way. What fun it would be then to be a musical critic 1 
When Rosa Raisa sang -- — - 
February some of the critics wasted most of their space 
in dwelling on the holes and flaws in her singing. I 
saw those holes and flaws as well as they did, but they 
seemed to me too insignificant and microscopic to be 
mentioned in comparison with the exquisite beauty of her 
art and the enrapturing eloquence with which she pro¬ 
claimed her part. It was the most thrilling singing I had 
heard in a decade or more. 
“What is a critic?” a boy asked his father. “A.critic,” 
was the answer, “is a man who writes about things he 
doesn’t like.” 
If 1 you accept that definition, I cheerfully admit that 
I am no critic. I often go to recitals at which the play¬ 
ing or singing is so bad or mediocre that I prefer not 
to comment on it at all. What’s the use of wasting 
time and space on nobodies? I am not naturally cruel, 
like some of my colleagues, who enjoy pulling out the 
feathers of song birds. 
When my book on Grieg and His Works was pub¬ 
lished, some of the reviewers declared me uncritical, inas¬ 
much as I dwelt only on the best of his songs and other 
works. But there was so much to be said in praise of 
these that there really was no room to write about the 
less good ones in the three hundred pages at my com¬ 
mand. 
In the preface to the second edition I said: “If I am 
to be called uncritical because of my abounding enthusi¬ 
asm for the best products of Grieg’s genius, uncritical let 
me be called. The older I get the more I am convinced 
that the alleged ‘critical’ faculty of our times is a mental 
disease, a species of phylloxera threatening the best works 
of.genius. Let us enjoy.the fresh grapes from which the 
harmless wine of musical intoxication is made, leaving the 
raisins to the analysts and ‘critical’ commentators.” 
In a footnote I added: “Once more I beg the reader 
to remember that the object of this volume is not to 
comment on all of Grieg’s short pieces and songs but to 
dwell only on the best of them and do missionary work 
for these. I am glad I am not like those of my col¬ 
leagues who apparently find so much more pleasure in 
gloating over blemishes, real or imaginary, than in calling 
attention to hidden treasures of genius.” 
As I am sure that only a very small number of The 
Etude’s many readers have seen my book on Grieg I beg 
leave to cite two or three more paragraphs from it for the 
sake of adorning a moral. 
Grieg and the Germans 
One day the German composer, Bargiel (now forgot¬ 
ten) , asked a pupil what she had brought with her. “A 
piece by Grieg,” she replied. “But, my dear girl,” ex¬ 
claimed Bargiel, “Grieg is no music!” The girl was a 
Norwegian, and this was more than she could endure. 
“What!” she cried, “Grieg no music? Adieu, Herr Pro¬ 
fessor 1” And with that she swept from the room like 
an offended goddess. 
This supercilious attitude of professional pedants was 
widespread in Germany, cpupled with a general, belittling 
contempt for “mere foreigners.” An amusing illustration 
of it was provided in an article on Grieg in Die Musik. 
The writer of it, a well-known pedagogue, declared that 
Grieg, “while not a genius,” is “fresher and has more sub¬ 
stance” than Chopin, and resembles Tschaikovsky, who is 
at present “very much overrated.” There you are! 
Three of the greatest non-German composers smitten at 
once with the jawbone of a—piano teacher! 
Grieg was so used to being belittled in Germany that 
once, when I called his attention to the praise be¬ 
stowed on him by the enlightened Dr. Hugo Riemann, in 
his admirable Geschichtc dcr Musik seit Beethoven, he 
wrote to me, under date of January 16, 1903: “Riemann’s 
Musikgeschichte I have not read. It cannot possibly be 
true that I am praised in it! It reminds me of old man 
Hauptmann, in Leipzig, who, many, many years ago, on 
hearing the Meistcrsinger V or spiel, exclaimed at one 
place: ‘Stop! that must be wrong, for its sounds cor¬ 
rect 1’ ” 
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After Grieg’s death a Munich journalist wrote that 
“the vicious criticisms were always in his mind, and when 
I called on him, a few hours before his concert began, he 
had many bitter things to say about German critics. He 
also intimated that it was because of them that he avoided 
Germany for so many years when he was on his concert 
tours.” 
In other words, many thousands of Germans had these 
critics to thank for losing the opportunity to hear one of 
the greatest composers of the nineteenth century inter¬ 
preting his uniquely fascinating piano pieces as he alone 
could play them. 
And all this time the German public was wildly enthu¬ 
siastic about his music. Read this from a letter to his 
friend Beyer, written in Berlin a few months before his 
death: “After the concert Mr. Weingartner entered and 
I was glad to meet him. Then came whole families, a 
mother with two sons, who, with tears in their eyes, told 
me about the happiness my music had brought into their 
home and that I could have no idea what I had done for 
them through many years. What was I to say? Tears 
were coming in my eyes, too.” 
This striking illustration of the persecution of genius 
by professional critics and the harm done by them I 
could multiply by dozens of other pathetic cases. Is it 
a wonder that Richard Wagner suggested that newspaper 
critics should be abolished? They certainly did infinitely 
more to hamper than to help his work. When I begged 
him, in 1876, to allow me to attend the Nibelung rehears¬ 
als at the first Bayreuth Festival, he at first answered, 
gruffly, that he had no use for journalists; and it was 
only after I had explained that I was too young to be a 
critic, that I simply had come to describe what I saw and 
heard, that he relented and gave me permission to attend. 
When Doctors Disagree 
There are not a few who think that musical critics 
are entirely superfluous, for do they not constantly dis¬ 
agree and contradict each other? Why not abolish them 
altogther? Which of them shall we believe? 
The answer to this is that there are critics and critics. 
Some are competent and honest, others are incompetent 
or swayed by various motives that have nothing to do 
with art. The public usually discovers which of them can 
be relied on. 
One paradox must be borne in mind. Two critics may 
give diametrically opposite estimates of a singer or player 
and yet both may be right! How’s that? Well, as you 
know, not a few artists are apt to be nervous, or need 
thawing out when they appear in public before they can 
do themselves justice. A critic who hears the first group 
of songs only (often there isn’t time for more) may 
therefore express keen disappointment, while another, 
who hears the later groups only, may depart wildly enthu¬ 
siastic. 
Make Friends of Your Pupils 
By Edward Ellsworth Hipsher 
What? Make friends of pupils? What has that to 
do with the teaching of music? Let us see. 
Into no endeavor does the personal element enter more 
strongly than in that of teaching. And, in the case of 
music, where the work almost always is done individu¬ 
ally, this is particularly true. The frame of mind in 
which the pupil approaches her lesson argues strongly 
for its success or failure. And this is largely under the 
control of the teacher. Shall the lesson period be one 
of pleasant, helpful association? or shall it be one of 
irksome drudgery for both concerned? Again, in al¬ 
most all cases this is to be answered by the teacher. 
And, my dear fellow-workers, you can make it just 
about what you wish. 
First, if you would have the friendly interest of your 
pupils, you must take the initiative. And the greater 
your educational advantages have been, the more will 
this be true. The normal pupil looks upon the teacher 
with a certain amount of respect or even of awe. To 
her the teacher is one who has had unusual oppor¬ 
tunities and, in her mind, stands on a pedestal some¬ 
what above the average man or woman. This feeling 
of the pupil, that the teacher is a rather superior being, 
creates in her more or less of diffidence. Naturally she 
will wait for the teacher to take the initiative in all mat¬ 
ters, whether they be instruction or social intercourse. 
Here is where the teacher needs to be very much alive. 
First of all, he must cultivate a genial, likable disposi¬ 
tion. And no sham will do. If you have not or cannot 
develop sufficient personal interest in your pupils to 
make their happiness and success a source of real con¬ 
cern to you, then you have hitched your horse to the 
wrong cart. Don’t teach—do something else. 
In less time than it takes to tell it, the pupil will read 
you and know if you are more interested in her or in the 
lesson fee. And the ones usually regarded as backward 
will be among the first to make the discovery. It may 
be the realization of their need of help. But they do 
not fail to notice the absence of a helpful spirit. Then, 
of all critics of human nature, the child, untainted by 
worldly experience, is the most severe. Insincerity has 
not yet fastened itself upon its young nature. At once 
it detects the fault in others. 
So you must learn to see things through the eyes of 
youth. You must learn to be interested in the things 
which form a part of their young lives. You must know 
their games, their activities, their interests, and must 
not be above talking about them. In truth, you will 
thus add much to your own joy of living. The interest 
you take in the young and their activities will keep you 
youthful in spirit, elastic in thought and mind, and 
optimistic in your outlook upon life. 
Don’t be a highbrow. The young may tolerate this, 
but they will never admire it. They may feel a certain 
distant respect for formal dignity; but a good, warm 
heart and wholesome interest in their youthful ideals 
and lives will enthuse them, and will send them to their 
practice with an enthusiasm that will carry them far 
toward the mastery of their difficulties. 
But, you may say, these are little things. Well, it takes 
a big man to see the value of little things. Life is made 
up of little things. It is only by weaving these patiently 
and thoughtfully into our work that we ever will become 
competent to do the larger things. 
No greater mistake can any teacher make than that he 
is to teach only and not to touch the lives of his stu¬ 
dents. Any such sentiment in the mind of the teacher 
overlooks the root of all teaching, which is the making 
of real men and women capable of using their native 
powers to help them to enjoy living in its best and rich¬ 
est sense. Break the bond of sympathy between the stu¬ 
dent and teacher and you have snapped the mainspring 
of half the student’s interest in her work and of her in¬ 
centive to study. 
Of course, in all one must maintain dignity and superi- 
ority to the degree that he will be respected. But this 
will depend largely upon what you make yourself worth 
to the pupils—yes, upon what you are worth to them, not 
only as an instructor but also as an index to right ideals. 
If you can win and hold the confidence, sympathy and 
friendship of those much younger than yourself then 
you may believe there is something in you that bespeaks 
a successful career as a teacher. Much of your value 
as an instructor will depend upon this ability. On this 
will hang much of your peace of mind and a large share 
of your pupils’ progress. 
Fits Like a Glove 
By Sonora Anderson 
The “why and the wherefore” of fingering is often 
very hard to explain to certain pupils. 
“Why should I put my third finger on F sharp ? Why 
not the fourth finger?” 
Why? Just because it fits better. But how is the 
teacher to drill that fact into the mind of the pupil? 
One day I happened to say to a pupil: 
“That fingering fits like a glove.” 
Ever after I used this simile, 
using the wrong fingering I 
fashion : 
If the pupil persisted in 
would ask, in Socratic 
™ L use me nngering that tits? Woul 
you try to put your thumb into the fingerhole in a glov 
where the little finger was supposed to go?” 
The need for right fingering then becomes so obviou 
that few pupils are stupid enough to go out of their wa 
to take a wrong fingering. 
THE ETUr>$ 
Classifying the Pupil 
It has been wittily said that piano teachers have two 
classes of pupils—talented and full priced! However this 
may be, the teacher will find other classifications, and 
each one has its problems. Generally speaking piano p„. 
pils are either serious, or they are studying simply to 
acquire a superficial knowledge of piano playing. In 
other words, students who are serious wish to become 
professional, while most of those who are superficial 
desire to remain amateur. Notice, please, I say most of 
the superficial students desire to remain amateur. There 
are quite a number of people who come to me who desire 
to become professional, but they have other “irons in the 
fire,” and cannot spend a great deal of time upon seriou>, 
study. In case there is exceptional talent, I advise that 
the effort be made to devote the entire time to study. If 
the talent is not very great I frankly tell the pupils where 
they stand and advise them to stick by their trade, be it 
piano tuning, movie artist or what not. 
By far the largest class of piano pupils come from 
high school girls, some of whom are talented, but more 
of whom are not talented. In the case of the talented, I 
advise them to give up their high school training, but to 
keep up a certain amount of study, especially adapted to 
their mental caliber. I have had splendid r, nits with 
these “talents,” some of whom are appearing with vari¬ 
ous Symphony Orchestras quite as if they were foreign 
pianists! Much the larger number of high school pupils 
are not talented and it is a problem, although often an 
interesting one, how to deal with them. Mtn ie teachers 
should not forget that, whereas some of these pupils do 
not give us a great deal of pleasure, they arc later to 
be heads of households, and their influence in the com¬ 
munity will he considerable. If, therefore, we succeed 
in advancing them to a point where they take an interest 
in the finer class of music, we have been repaid for our 
efforts. One of the most successful teachers among the 
so-called social set was the late Mrs. Regina Watson. 
Amongst her pupils was Elizabeth Sprague ( oolidgc, 
who is doing more for the elevation of good music by 
her liberal donations than any other non-professional 
woman in America. 
Then there arc the summer pupils! They want to 
accomplish in five weeks what others attempt lo do in 
five months. I have had a great deal of experience with 
music teachers who come to Chicago from smaller places 
who are earnestly seeking knowledge. For such I have 
a great deal of interest, and I do my best to load them 
up with enough information and enthusiasm to last them 
for the winter season. It is wonderful how some of 
these earnest people, whose advantages have been slight, 
advance in their work. By a few technical exercises, 
they are put on the right track to study their music 
trom the pianistic side, and then we American teachers 
have the privilege of showing them a line of teaching 
material by American, composers that has only been in 
he market for the last few years. The Miccess of 
pupils often depends upon the teacher giving them the 
right material to study. 
American piano teachers are, as a class, very progres- 
ve, and we are making great advancement in our ideas 
ipon piano teaching. It has become a science and those 
us who wish to be successful must lie able to classify 
our pupils intelligently and deal with each one according 
to what is required. 
Over-Practice 
By C. W. Fullwood 
viSri1''"165 1 haVe read the sta»ement that a leadir 
before he 3 cornpos,t'°n a thousand times in priva 
is corremlvT! a Pub,ic rendition the same. If 1 
his methodquo!<d’.dlere must be something wrong ahoi 
ffoS, 1,6 USed si,ent P^ice of the wor 
ize the tfomLt0tthC P[3n°’ lle wouId so thoroughly visua 
be more T ; ? tha‘ 3 hundred times’ practice woul 
tl much rP^vt0ry than 3 thousand. There can t 
dulls the edge of*"' as.we!1 as not enough; the forme 
sincere expression mSp‘ratlon’ enthusiasm and resultai 
practice ^nat6"1 tberC’s a veritable economy in silet 
bt,»" t PiC“re 
the etude 
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desire to hear the first tune again, and say so, where¬ 
upon she repeats it. Then she plays something else—a 
piece about as long as the first two put together—and 
after that you ask her to play both of the first tunes 
again. She graciously consents, and not only does that, 
but at the end renders your first and favorite little tune, 
still again for good measure. Suppose now, you have 
been so delighted with the whole performance that the 
next day you ask her to do the same thing again, but 
this time she plays continuously from one tune to 
another, connecting them in some places with a little im¬ 
provisation, then what you have been listening to would 
actually be a Rondo. For that is practically what a 
Rondo is—a piece in which the first tune is heard 
again several times, with other things in between for 
the sake of variety and contrast. 
Composers early found the advantage of this form, 
especially for music of a light and playful character, 
as were most of the earlier Rondos. Like most artistic 
forms, it had a gradual growth from very simple and 
humble origins. Nearly all (though not quite all) tunes 
will, on being examined, be found to have a formula 
something like this:— 
1. Do something. 2. Do something else. 3. Do the 
first thing again. Only the repetition is usually slightly 
altered, either to give a better close to the tune, or merely 
to give variety. Sometimes the first theme of a Rondo 
itself has this form, in which case the Rondo as a whole 
becomes a sort of “wheels wfthin wheels.” 
As an example of this principle applied to a very rudi¬ 
mentary form, examine the hymn-tune Jesus, Lover of 
my Soul. 
S. B. MARSH 
BEETHOVEN, Op. 90 
The earliest Rondos, or perhaps we should say the 
earliest pieces which paved the way for the full-fledged 
Rondo, were merely a number of little tunes in related 
keys, put together in such a way as to show an agree¬ 
able variety, the first tune cropping up again and again in 
the course of the piece. This form was often used as the 
last movement of a sonata, by early writers. Many 
examples are found in the Sonatas of Haydn, although he 
himself improved on it in his best attempts. 
No effort is made to hide the joints, and no special 
devices are used to introduce the recurrences of the 
principal theme with any special cleverness or originality. 
It makes one think of a formal little old-fashioned 
garden: here is a square bed of roses, there is a square 
bed of asters, and here is a square bed of pinks, perhaps, 
with a nice straight little gravel walk (represented by a 
“double bar”) between each bed and the next. About 
every eight measures is a double bar and a repeat sign. 
There is just one thing that helps hold it together, 
however, and that is the agreeable succession of keys. 
Students of musical theory have convenient names for 
these which apply equally .well no matter what key they 
begin with; they speak of the Tonic, Dominant, Sub¬ 
dominant, Relative Minor, etc., but as this article is 
intended for the casual reader rather than for the 
learned in musical lore, we shall not use these terms, 
nor stop to explain them, but instead give an example 
of what the succession would be if we began, for instance, 
in the key of C. The form and succession of keys in a 
full-fledged Rondo would then be about as follows :— 
1. First theme, in C, coming to a close in that key. 
2. Second theme, in G, not coming to a complete close, 
but leading in a graceful or brilliant way to— 
3. First theme again, in C. 
4. Third theme, in F, A flat, A minor or C minor; 
rather more lengthy, and not coming to a full close, 
but leading again to— 
5. First theme in C. 
6. Second theme, transposed from G to C. 
7. First theme in C. 
8. “Coda” or extra measures put on to make a good 
finish. 
Note:—Besides the “theme” there is always more or 
less connecting material here and there, which is classed 
under the head of “Episode.” 
It would occur to almost any one, on examining this 
outline, that the numerous recurrences of the same theme 
in the same key have a dangerous tendency to become 
tedious, and this is actually the case, but composers of 
genius have contrived to manage the matter so cleverly 
as to sustain the interest and pleasure of the hearer from 
beginning to end. In order to do this several little 
devices are used, either singly or in combination, which 
modify the cut-and-dried character of the form in a 
pleasing way. One may enumerate them as follows:— 
1. The first theme must be one of great beauty and 
charm, so that one would gladly hear it several times; 
it must not be too long, nor contain too much inner 
repetition. 
2. One or more of the recurrences of the first theme 
may be in a shortened form. 
3. The different themes must present a pronounced 
contrast in sentiment and rhythm. 
4. One of the later occurrences of the theme may be 
in a distant and unexpected foreign key, instead of the 
principal key; for instance, in the above outline, No. 5 
or No. 7 might be in the key of B or D flat, instead of 
C. This device was introduced by Beethoven, but has 
also been used by Chopin and others. Witness the 
Rondo of Beethoven’s Violin Concerto. 
5. The theme may be varied in an interesting manner 
whenever it recurs, as in the last movement of Beet¬ 
hoven’s Sonata in A, Op. 2, No. 2. 
6.-The leading-up to the principal theme may be differ¬ 
ent each time, so as to approach it in a manner both 
novel and graceful. A simple yet effective example is 
found in the last movement of Beethoven’s little Son¬ 
ata Op. 49, No. 2 (Tempo di Menuetto by name, yet 
really a Rondo in form.) 
The conditions we have here indicated under “1”, “3” 
and “6” are found in all really good Rondos. Those 
under “2”, “4” and “5” are met with only occasionally. 
The Rondo in Minor 
The major mode is probably much the more common 
for Rondos, nevertheless there are numerous fine ex¬ 
amples in minor. In the latter case, the arrangement of 
keys is somewhat different, and we give it for com¬ 
parison : 
1. First theme, C minor, (for instance). 
2. Second theme;, E flat major, (note that this has the 
same signature). 
3. First theme, C minor. 
4. Third theme, A flat major. 
5. First theme, C minor. 
6. Second theme, transposed to C minor or sometime- 
C major. 
7. First theme, C minor. Coda. 
The same remarks made about the Rondo ir. major 
apply to that in minor, only it may be added that ex¬ 
amples exist of the principal theme occurring transposed 
to the major mode—sometimes at its very last appear¬ 
ance, thus giving the Rondo a “happy ending,” like the 
popular summer novel. 
A good example of the Rondo in minor is that which 
closes Beethoven’s Sonata Pathetique, Mendelssohn’s 
Rondo Capnccioso, and Saint-Saens’ Rondo Capriccioso. 
The last-named being for violin are also 'excellent. 
By the way, in reading what is here written in regard 
to form, succession of keys, etc., the lay reader mus. 
not jump to the mistaken conclusion that composers 
have been working under a set of arbitrary and burden¬ 
some rules laid down by pedantic theorists. The case 
is just the other way hound; writers on musical theory 
merely record and classify the usage of the best com¬ 
posers, and this is something that is the outcome of 
hundreds of experiments and attempts by countless com- 
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posers in the past. The multiplied experience of genera¬ 
tions of composers in writing Rondos has simply taught 
them what is in general the best way to write a Rondo. 
If a composer at the present day should boldly break 
all these rules, and still write a fine Rondo, he would not 
be blamed, but on the contrary, hailed as a possible 
genius. The same is true of other classical musical forms, 
which have become more or less conventionalized by 
custom. They are much more free than people imagine. 
Mozart in his Rondo No. 1 in D, has the main theme 
appear in several different keys as it recurs. His Turkish 
Rondo and Haydn's Gipsy Rondo use mostly the mere 
changes back and forth between major and minor, minor 
and major, of the same key. 
Rudimentary and Incomplete Rondos 
Many Rondos, especially of the briefer sort, scarcely 
have what may be dignified by the name of a “second 
theme,” its place being filled by scale-passages, arpeggios 
and other matter of a merely ornamental or episodal 
sort. Such Rondos, however, do generally have a real 
third theme,” though but a brief one. For examples, 
see the movement of Kuhlau’s Sonatina Op. 20, No. I, 
marked Rondo, or Op. 55, No. 1, marked Vivace or 
the Rondo in Op. 59, No 1. 
Some other Rondos, including several fine ones by 
Chopin, entirely lack the “third theme,” but otherwise 
present the usual form. 
Still others have a section corresponding to the third 
thbme, but it is made up as a sort of improvisation on 
the previous themes, or some motive from them. This 
verges on what theorists call the “Sontata-form,” though 
still differing from it in important particulars. 
Still others, again, lack the last repetition of the princi¬ 
pal theme, or merely give a suggestion of it in the Coda. 
These deviations from the complete Rondo-form 
are not to be deemed defects; in many cases they show 
the good taste of the composer, who realized that his 
material would make a better effect if presented in this 
way than if spread out at greater length. 
Besides those already named in the course of this 
article, there are many fine Rondos which are well worth 
playing: one that occurs to me at present is Weber’s 
Rondo Brilliant—a very brilliant and effective piano piece. 
Very many pieces which do not bear the title “Rondo” 
are in genuine Rondo form; it is exceedingly common 
in Salon Music—for instance, Langes well-known 
Flower Song. Liszt’s La Campanclla, one of the most 
showy and attractive concert numbers in the repertoire 
of virtuoso pianists, is also a Rondo, of rather free form. 
Assisting Nature 
By Rena I. Carver 
Young violin students are sometimes in despair over 
the fact that the finger tips often become sore. They 
become very impatient for the callouses or “corns’” to 
form. 
For Pupils Who are Backward in Memorizing 
By Mathilde Meyer Chapman 
Grammar or high school students usually have only 
an hour, or, at the most, an hour and a half, to devote 
to daily practice. For them the wholesome memorizing 
indulged in at the present day is absurd, as it takes up 
time which had better be employed in studying new work. 
This does not mean no memorizing, however. Many of 
us can still recall the timid Miss of our own youthful 
days, who, when asked to play, did eternally "protest too 
much”; for she knew absolutely, nothing without her 
music. Of what use to such a one was the ability to 
play? 
The plan which I use in my teaching is to have the 
pupil memorize only a few pieces in each grade, and 
those the ones which are liked best. Students who start 
with me have no difficulty in doing this, as they are 
taught to memorize from the very earliest grades. 
Frequently, however, pupils from other teachers have 
reached the third, fourth, and even fifth grades without 
having done any memorizing at all. Such a pupil usually 
finds it practically impossible to commit to memory a 
piece of his own grade; and it was in order to aid such 
pupils that the following plan was evolved; and it has 
proved very successful. 
Very easy pieces in the second grade, those containing 
only the common chords in the keys of C, G, and F major, 
are at first used. At the most, only two or three lines 
are assigned at a time, and complete chord analysis of 
each piece is required. When a student can not even 
remember the tune,” the right hand part is memorized 
separately. Only one lesson is allowed for each assign¬ 
ment; and even if this is imperfectly learned, another of 
the same grade of difficulty is given for the next lesson. 
Thus interest is kept up and the work is prevented from 
being looked upon as drudgery. By progressing slowly pr2er™SI 
from easier to more difficult keys, and by adding other 
difficulties very gradually, the process of memorizing is 
made so easy that pupils are able to do it in addition to 
their other work, in spite of their limited time for 
practice. 
In the selection of pieces, The Etude, to which most 
of my pupils subscribe, has been found to be a great 
,,eIp„ fir,snt°ne used was- Listcn to the Bugle, from 
the October, 1919, number. This is in the keys of F and 
C major, and contains for the most part only chords of 
the tonic dominant, and dominant seventh. Arrival of 
the Teddy Bears, from the November, 1919, number 
was the next. This is in the keys of G and C major’ 
and contains some simple modulations into E minor and 
L> major, which make it a step forward. 
Then came Homeward Bound (May, 1920), in the 
keys of G and F major, with modulations into D minor 
and C major; then Henry VIII, (May, 1920) in the 
keys of G, D, and C major, which contains some super¬ 
tonics and diminished-seventh chords, and modulates into 
A and E minor. 
By this time sufficient improvement was made that 
most pupils could have longer lessons. The following 
have been used and add difficulties as indicated in the 
parentheses: 
May, 1920. G minor, B flat 
Graziella (Grade 3%, May, 1920. Keys of r, p ani, „ 
nat major. Contains arpeggios and modulatory nassnmL? 
Meditation (Grade 3, August, 1919. F major. C mat* 
B flat major, G minor. Arpeggios, passage work, octave 
modulations). ‘ arC8’ 
Dolores (Grade 3%, March, 1919.’ D minor p 
B flat major. Modulations to A and D major j>—Jor- 
Midsummer Dreams (Grade 3%, July, 19 
major. Arpeggios in left hand, melody and 
in right. Modulations.) 
Kirmess Day (Grade 3, October. 1917. 
minor, A major, F sharp minor. Modul ii 
Garden of Roses (Grade 4, March, 1919. 
major. Three and four note chords in 
difficult modulations). 
Forest^ Revels (Grade 4, June, 1919. A m 
Orchids (Grade 3%. April, 1919. E flat 
major. Modulations into G minor, F minoi 
four note chords in treble). 
Meditation (Grade 4, April, 1919. E fin) 
‘ " flat, F, B flat, and G major. Full ch 
assage 
1n G and D 
counter-melody 
,r» major and 
a, and G 
treble. More 
F sharp 
major, A flat 
arpeggios ..._,. 
Melody at Twilight (Grade 4, April, 1919. \ 
E flat major. Modulations into F minor, C mlno 
ody with arpeggio accompaniment in treble. u 
peggios in bassj. 
Autumn Blossoms (Grade 3, April, 1919. 
flat major. Melody and counter melody In i, 
Nocturne (Grade 4, April, 1920. I) flat n 
major, D flat major. Arpeggio ehords in Ini 
work). 
The Fourth or Fifth Grade pupil who hi 
through a course of memorizing similar to th 
have no more difficulty with pieces of Ills own • 
A supplementary list of pieces Is given hH, 
ogressively by keys and in order of ditrieul 
1. The Bugle (Grade 2, September, 1919 
major). 
C majorWiahe* (Grade 2%. September, i: 
3. White Heather (Grade 2%, September. 1! 
r major). 
4. The Indian (Grade 2'/.. February. 1920 
>. The Cricket (Grade 2>/j, February, 1920. F major). 
6. Ferns „na n 
and B flat major). 
T An Irish Lilt (September, 1919. E fl 
„?.{eAn,du at Duak (Grade 3. January, 19 
F ^ major, D 
"tjor, E flat 
arranged 
' and F 
. F and 
C and 
r (Grade 3%, February 
& 
major). 
I>, A - 
(Grade 3%, July, 1920. 9. Floret 
major). 
A flat major)3 al°rV <Grade 3- APr|b M>20. E flat and 
major ^G*°m?nor) H°V<> (Gradc 8%« September, 1919. E 
Jf- LCH>SZPlln£e (Grad? *• January. 1918. E minor). 13. Moonlight Refer 
'1*4 Afiflat .,.uaJ°.r) ■ (Grade 3, January, i (Grade 3%, Oetobei 
E flat 
flatland "n"^at"m!ijor,(Grade ^ 
ie procured In sheet 
1917. 
E flat, A 
■ usic form.) 
Generous amounts of spirits of champhor rubbed into 
the skin before each practice period and at intervals 
during the day will prove beneficial. It will hasten 
the hardening process, relieve the present soreness, help 
to prevent further sorness, help to heal the inflamed skin, 
relieve excessive perspiration, and permit more practice 
than would otherwise be possible. 
Some students with extremely sensitive skin use “finger 
stalls” (or shapes) made of rubber or oiled silk, in 
their practice until nature places her permanent pro¬ 
tection upon the fingers. Others use adhesive plasters, 
liquid court-plaster, or “new skin” to enable them to 
practice when they would otherwise find it an impossi¬ 
bility. 
Save Time ! 
By F. A. Fulhardt 
The greatest gift of the telephone is its ability to save 
time. Instead of making a j'ourney or waiting, we may 
merely speak what we wish, over a wire. 
t Has the busy music teacher thought of a better use of 
the telephone than for receiving requests for the chang- 
mq of lesson periods? An ambitious pupil, taking only 
one lesson a week, may, during the intervening interval, 
wonder whether he is playing a certain strain correctly. 
Listening over the phone is much the same as to a 
talking-machine—every word is heard distinctly. How 
simple, then, it is to phone to the studio and request the 
teacher to listen while you play a passage, a favor which 
no good teacher will begrudge to.the pupil so much in¬ 
terested in her studies. 
Encourage your pupils to use the phone; save time; 
and help them in their advancement. 
In the exhilaration that comes from successfully sur 
mounting technical difficulties after a piece, has been 
learned, _.t is easy to lose sight of the one‘thing that 
matters in interpretative music—VITALITY, the power 
to thrill, to charm, to exalt. 
Technical perfection in the mechanical sense of the 
word does not make musicianly playing. To possess tech- 
bke possessing a “Strad” violin—it is a wonderful 
and beautiful thing when one knows how to use it Do 
not spend hours daily in developing a technic without also 
learning to play. Play what? The inner content, the 
inspiration, the musical message of the composer—the 
soul imprisoned behind the bars of staffs on the page 
A ten-year-old, snub-nosed, freckled-faced boy once 
said to me with a gesture in the region of his ditphragm 
• I like music that makes me feel funny ’round here.” 
tie meant mat he liked music which stimulated his sym¬ 
pathetic system-music that was appealing, vital. Would 
technical exercises do that? Are your show pieces so 
Vitality in Music 
By Ernest J. Farmer 
under your emotional control that they affect the emotions 
of others ? 
How can this be done? Learn the constructive side 
hoJfUSKFnakmg aS ttle comP°ser has to learn it. Learn 
how motives and phrases are combined in rhythms to 
e,C°mpos'tlon *bat lilt that insures the interest of 
r:,r,dit°rS' Learn whcre the climax is and how it 
flirts tin 6 ap^)roac)le^- Master the dance rhythms—the 
nai f T Wf ’ the fiery ™z°urka, the vigorous polo- S»trtX1!am,U- “ 
^ 01ymPic calm the Beethoven slow move- 
arahpsnn»e of his tragic finaIcs, the fanciful 
the Schnm ° v BaCh fugue’ the romantic tenderness of 
TschSr r *achUt'“k‘. the world weariness of the 
n^ ri v£rZa!hrtiqUr- These ‘be real ele- 
dent vo„ II lty,m p,aying- and if your technic is suffi- 
will hear wltlTIi 6 yourse,f the bind of pianist whom all 
win near with pleasure and delight. 
Minute with Schumann 
io master an art requires a lifetime. 
Beethoven! How much lies in that word 
Music is the overflow of a beautiful mind " 
Play always as if a master were listening. 
The language of music is the most universal of all 
Brilliancy of execution is valuable only when it serves 
higher purposes. Pleases extremetTffist’is °V ^ 
the works of great • always the best’ 31 8 masters require study. 
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THE ETUDE 
The Teachers’ Round Table 
Conducted by N. J. COREY 
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to 
"What to Teach," etc., and not technical problems pertaining to Musical Theory, 
History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered 
department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries. 
Seven and Nine 
“1 Will you kindly tell me the best way to teac 
n child of seven years? She is beginning to res 
the treble clef by counting up each line and spac 
I am giving her the Beginner’s Book. She is brigl 
mil. 
mothi child has taken five months and is 
through the Beginner’s Book. But she 
m to play unless both hands are alike, 
and changing positions bother her. I 
years old. What 
shall I do with her?”—G. F. 
1 So far as can be gathered from your first question 
you seem to be on the right track. You are using one 
of the best manuals of instruction, and do not mention 
being in any trouble over what your student is ac¬ 
complishing. The pupil mentioned in the second ques¬ 
tion, however, seems to be troubling you because of 
being backward. 
Here arises the point, so often suggested, that the 
teacher must try and make the teaching conform to the 
ability of the student. There now arises the question 
as to when note reading should be taken up, a question 
that teachers have been pondering over for years. Note 
reading has been presented almost at the earliest lesson 
because a pupil will be unable to decipher his or her 
music unless able to first pick out the notes. Does a 
child learn to read words at the same time that he 
learns to speak ? Rather does he not spend several years 
acquiring a vocabulary of simple words, before learning 
to recognize them on paper? This has been accepted 
as a logical process. Furthermore the ABC method of 
spelling out words has been abandoned in favor of one 
in which pupils learn to recognize the complete word 
on paper. 
Would it be possible to apply a similar method of 
procedure in music and would it be successful? It is 
done in singing, children first learning to sing songs by 
rote, then to read the signs. But how to do this with 
the piano. “There's the rub.” Experiments have been 
tried along this line which have proved successful, al¬ 
though they have been circumscribed. Another attempt 
to solve this difficulty with children is the method of 
first representing the keys and sounds by the letters of 
the alphabet, permitting the pupil to acquire a fair de¬ 
gree of simple execution before learning to read notes. 
This seems to work out well, with some pupils, be¬ 
cause in line with the principle of “one thing at a time. 
It is especially useful with very young children, and 
backward pupils. Those of more advanced years do 
not experience so much difficulty in learning to read 
notes. But the little ones are easily confused, because 
they have acquired no standards of comparison. Every 
point is new to them. 
With this in view, Mrs. H. B. Hudson has written 
two books, The ABC of Music and Melodies Without 
Notes, capital letters representing the sounds. These 
books work admirably with small pupils, and many 
older ones as well. Pupils thus acquire quite a little 
elementary facility before trying to learn the notes, 
which they do much more rapidly after they have ac¬ 
quired position on the keys, and the ability to play little 
pieces. After finishing these books, you will find that 
by putting them in the Beginner's or Student’s Books 
and setting the task of learning the notes with music 
that is even simpler than that which they have been 
playing, they will learn very rapidly. More than twenty 
years ago I conceived the idea of helping backward 
pupils in this manner, the only drawback being the 
amount of time consumed in writing out the pieces. Now 
material is at hand for those who need to make use of 
it, which means practically every teacher who teaches 
small beginners, for all will find some who are slow to 
learn. 
With your nine-year-old pupil you can only proceed 
very cautiously, keeping her on the simplest of the 
pieces in which the hands are different, each hand alone 
until learned, and then together, very slowly, a little at 
a time, until she conquers the difficulty. Another time 
you will do well to try the Hudson books first with slow 
students. 
Reading and Memorizing 
•‘One of my pupils memorizes so quickly that 
he practically plays by ear. The past year I have 
been giving him so much work thal^ lie 
ability1 to memorize, but'am anxious to have him 
read music readily. Do you think it is well to g 
him so much music to practice ? He is only ten 
and can play music in the fourth grade. 
measures ebutPte«ds <jdtlsightnwonderfullyV<well. It 
is a problem to teach children who are so diverse 
in their temperaments.”—H. M. 
May it not be that you are approaching the problem 
of teaching your pupil .to read quickly from the wrong 
angle? An excessive amount of music for his advance 
in study may do him more harm than good. He should 
take no more than he can thoroughly practice, learn with 
correct finger action, hand movements, accuracy of notes 
and good expression. It is all the better that he can 
memorize easily, for this is a difficult part of the battle 
for some pupils to conquer. For learning to read, as a 
special study, a given amount of time should be set 
aside daily. For this you should have him purchase a 
number of the numerous albums of simple music now so 
common. If he plays in the fourth grade, get those at 
first with music of the second grade, several of which 
are in the publisher’s catalogue. Teach him to read 
these through playing no piece more than twice at one 
sitting trying to conceive how they should sound as he 
attempts them. Do not let him correct any mistakes, 
but he must simply consider them as lessons in sight 
reading. This work should not interfere with his regu¬ 
lar study. Your other pupil should begin with very 
simple pieces, and learn four measure phrases. Then 
eight measures, and finally sixteen measure tunes. The 
memorizing proccess may be cultivated in this manner. 
You should ponder on the other articles on this page.as 
they have a direct bearing on the questions you bring 
up. 
Minimum Progress 
“1. I ‘nicked up’ the beginnings of my music by 
myself, and was playing about the third grade 
when I had my first teacher. He was .a very good 
one and took much interest. After his death my 
next teacher took little interest, but gave me pieces 
in fifth grade which made my hand very stiff wnen 
I tried to practice them. 
-z. i am now working alone. i cnuuui reau 
of any difficulty at sight, and the difficult p 
“3 I am sixteen, and will graduate from school 
in spring. I have only a half hour a day for 
practice. How should this time be used to the 
l>est advantage: what grade should 1 
what etudes and pieces? Does my condition indi¬ 
cate lack of talent, too rapid advancement, or too 
little practice of technic?”—W. A. 
The conditions described by you indicate nothing un¬ 
usual, except the lack of consistent, systematic and con¬ 
secutive study under a competent teacher. If you must 
study alone be very careful not to select music that seems 
difficult. You must try to maintain freedom of the 
hand at all costs. You can progress but slowly with a 
half hour daily practice. This may be divided into 
five minutes for scales and arpeggios, ten for etudes, and 
fifteen for pieces. Get Mastering the Scales and Ar¬ 
peggios and practice strictly in accordance with direc¬ 
tions. Play scales one week, and arpeggios the next, 
continuing this alternation as long as you have only five 
minutes. A metronome will be of much service to you. 
It will force you to keep your practice of given ex¬ 
ercises and passages at a definite and very slow speed 
until they can be played with freedom; then advance 
the speed by notches. Get the third book of the 
Standard Graded Course, using it and its supplement 
as a basis. This may seem simple; but, if you can make 
it a review for supple hands, working the various 
numbers up to metronome speed, you will find it of 
great value. You can then progress to more difficult 
grades. You will have no time for etudes except what 
you find'here. .Holding yourself back in this manner 
may seem distasteful at first, but you will find it will 
prove invaluable in the long run. For pieces try Handel, 
Sarabande in D minor; Tschaikowsky, The Sky laik, 
Kroeger, Swing Song; Grieg, Dance of the Elves, Op. 
12- Dorn, Break of Dawn. Your condition does not 
indicate lack of talent, but too rapid advancement with¬ 
out a full understanding of hand conditions. Instead 
of saying you have too little technical practice, I should 
say you should make up your mind to very slow progress 
with the amount of practice time you have, which is 
too limited. When you can play this third grade up to 
metronome speeds and with thoroughly supple hands, 
you can report again’ for furthef advice. 
“Thirty-five Years Young” 
In close connection with the Round Table article en¬ 
titled “At Forty-one,” is the following from a student 
whose inquiry was considered under the foregoing title, 
and who- was invited to report progress after a year, in 
order that we might know of any definite examples of 
players who had made “satisfactory” progress after pass¬ 
ing the age when such a thing was ordinarily considered 
dubious: ' ’ 
“When I wrote you last year, asking if at thirty-five 
you thought it would be possible to continue music study, 
your encouraging answer caused me to decide to con¬ 
tinue. As the teacher with whom I had been studying 
for ten years had died, I had to find another, which did 
not prove to be an easy task. Those in my immediate 
neighborhood did not come up to my expectations. I 
chose one at some distance; but I found that after a 
long ride home after office hours, dining, dressing and 
taking another long ride made me weary in body and 
soul; and when I reached my teacher’s studio I was too 
tired to think clearly. I worked all summer alone, there¬ 
fore, but developed bad habits of which I was not con¬ 
scious. 
“Meanwhile Fate stepped in last September,>nd a vefy^ 
popular and well-recommended music school from New' 
York City opened up a branch within three blocks of 
my residence. So in writing you after a year, as you 
requested, I have only five months’ instructions to report 
on. My present teacher is a woman of twenty years’ 
experience whose ideas differ from those of my former 
instructor. She was much surprised at what I had at 
my age accomplished along the line of overcoming tech¬ 
nical difficulties, but said that my playing was cold and 
mechanical. So she is reviewing some of my work and 
causing me to approach it from a different standpoint, 
especially my studies and melodic pieces. I find this far 
less dry to work upon after a busy day at the office, and 
am accomplishing an equal amount of technical finish. I 
am at present working on Burgmuller’s second book and 
a number of third-grade pieces such as Beethoven's 
Farewell to the Piano, and a number of others, not 
neglecting my scales and arpeggios. I am adding a 
great deal more polish to these pieces than I would 
have thought possible. I asked my teacher what I 
should report in sending this letter, and she said she 
thought I was doing very well indeed, and so far as she 
could tell, after so short a time, promised to make a 
very pretty player. Inasmuch as I only want my music 
as a means of personal enjoyment, she is going to give 
me a good deal of expressive melody work in place of 
cold, dry, technical studies, leaving these for those who 
are younger and wish to pursue the work in all its 
necessary details for high accomplishment. I will re¬ 
port again in a year as to the result of my work with 
my new teacher.” M. T. 
“It is nature who forces us to break forth ,into sing¬ 
ing when our heart is moved by great and sudden emo¬ 
tions—in the wail of grief, in the exujtation of joy, in 
the sigh of melancholy.”—Cicero. 
Par/c 4P TLY 1021 THE ETUDE 
George L. Spaulding 
1864-1921 
George L. Spaulding, one of the most facile writers of 
music for pianoforte of the last fifty years, passed away 
June first after a short illness, at his home in Roselle, 
New Jersey. Mr. Spaulding was born December 26, 1864, 
at Newburgh, New York. He studied piano with local 
teachers. When he was sixteen he moved to Brooklyn, 
where he studied harmony for a short time with an or¬ 
ganist of that city. Since that time he has been entirely 
self-taught. For many years he was in the -music pub¬ 
lishing and selling business, first as a music clerk, and 
then in partnership with others. 
His first adventures in musical composition were in 
the form of popular songs. Among these were the 
Volunteer Organist, Two Little Girls in Blue and others 
which had very large sales at the time. 
It was discovered, however, that he had a splendid 
talent for writing simple pianoforte pieces with well de¬ 
fined melodies and effective harmony. These he turned 
out in great number, among his most popular being Sing, 
Robin, Sing, Pretty Little Song Bird, Airy Fairies, 
Child’s Good Night, Dollie’s Dream, June Roses, Just a 
Bunch of Floivers, Mountain Pink. 
His Tunes and Rhymes for the Playroom, Souvenirs 
of the Masters, Well Known Fables Set to Music are 
among the most widely used collections of easy piano¬ 
forte pieces in book form. Two little operettas for chil¬ 
dren, A Day in Flowerdom and The Isle of Jewels have 
placed Mr. Spaulding in the front rank among writers 
of juvenile entertainment material. His wife, Jessica 
Moore, a talented poetess, wrote many of his verses. 
Mr. Spaulding’s works have served an important pur¬ 
pose in juvenile education. Fortunately they were of a 
nature and of a quantity which will make this felt for 
many years to come. His elementary technical books 
have also made an interesting place for themselves. By 
far the greater majority of his works have been pub¬ 
lished by the Theo. Presser Co. 
One Minute with Bach 
There are many things in music which must be 
imagined without being heard. 
Song is not only the servant of beauty, but also leads 
through the beautiful to the good. 
What is good execution? It is simply the art of 
conveying musical ideas adequately to the ear. 
A musician who wishes to think correctly when com¬ 
posing, should have melody and harmony simultaneous¬ 
ly in his nind. 
My idea is that music ought to move the heart with 
sweet emotion, which a pianist never will effect by 
mere scrambling, thundering, and arpeggios—at least 
not from me. 
Making the Left 
That the left hand is neglected to a very serious ex¬ 
tent most teachers know. Mr. Francesco Berger, in a 
recent article upon “Ambidexterity," in the London 
Musical Record, writes: 
Much existing pianoforte music shows great disparity 
between the work allotted to the two hands, the left, 
in many cases, serving merely to supply an accompani¬ 
ment of the simplest kind to the high flights of the 
right. Is it not just possible that much of this has 
arisen from the fact that composers have known how 
little they could expect from the left hand of the aver¬ 
age player, and therefore have not ventured to impose 
upon it a task which they knew lay beyond its ability to 
execute? May not Bach be credited with the intention 
of practically protesting against this assumption of 
monoply by the right, in composing, as he has done, 
music which demands equal virtuosity from both hands ? 
And if Haydn and Mozart had not been hampered by 
the knowledge that they were writing for a race with 
only one capable hand at its command, would they not 
have enriched the world with works in which right and 
left had an equal proportion of labor? With a modern 
“Concert Grand,” and ; highly developed left hand to 
compose for, what could they not have accomplished! 
The unequal division of work between the two hands 
does not appear in the representations which have de¬ 
scended to us of performers on early musical instru¬ 
ments, for in most of these, both hands are equally 
employed. And yet the practice of allotting certain 
occupations to one hand, and certain other occupations 
to the other, must be of very ancient date. Old mural 
paintings, and decorations on old pottery, represent war¬ 
riors using their weapons with their active right hand, 
the other being employed in the comparatively passive 
act of protecting the body with a shield. And in the 
Middle Ages, the left hand merely held the bow, but it 
was the right that discharged the arrow. 
Early Training to Blame 
The use of the right hand for a multiplicity of offices 
which are not demanded of the left, is, unfortunately, 
inculcated into a child from its very babyhood. And a 
child, so trained, is greatly handicapped when, in the 
early stages of playing the piano, it finds itself called 
upon to use hands and fingers independently of each 
other, and equally. It takes much time, and entails 
much troublesome labor to overcome a difficulty which 
would not have arisen had it been trained in ambidex¬ 
terity. Players on stringed instruments have to encoun- 
ter the additional difficulty of a total different action for 
each hand, one having to do the fingering, the other 
the bowing. 
There was once a distinguished teacher of the piano¬ 
forte who made a practice of sitting on the left of his 
Hand Do Its Share 
pupils when giving a lesson (a somewhat unusual thin« 
to do). He explained that, by doing so, he was near(.° 
the left hand of the student, more likely to detect fa^ 
fingering or bad position of that hand, than if seated <i 
the other side of the player. “The right hand,” he would 
say, “is more likely to be looked after by the student 
himself, because in most pieces, time, melody, variation 
or passage falls to its lot; whereas the left hand, bavin? 
generally not such an alluring part to play, is apt to 
be neglected, frequently omitted altogether or permitted 
to ‘vamp’ some sort of an accompaniment. Being mostly 
concerned with harmonies and basses, it is, musically 
speaking, the more important factor of the two, and 
should receive as much, if not more, attention than the 
right.” And he was not far from wrong. 
An accomplished player ought to be able to play w|tb 
his left hand everything that he can play with the 
o ’her. Everything. But it does not follow that we 
should, on that account, encourage the performance of 
left-hand solos. Such things have their usefulness as a 
study, but are nothing more than an ugly exhibition at 
other times. Nature having provided us with two hands 
it is folly not to employ them both in equal proportion. 
That ambidetxerity has other uses besides serving 
the pianist is only too obvious. The temporary dis¬ 
ablement of the right hand through accident, or the loss 
of the right arm, would be far less of a calamity if 
the sufferer had been trained to an equal use of both 
hands. 
Its Influence on the Orchestra 
Much music that we hear played by an orchestra 
sounds as though composed on the pianoforte pattern. 
There is a good deal going on “up above." and precious 
little for the instruments of lower register to do. The 
result L poor and thin—by no means corresponding 
with the possibilities of a body of mixed instrumental¬ 
ists. Half a dozen bars of W : 
splendid sonority of his scoring to l>e due, in a meas¬ 
ure, to the absence of this conventional left-handed 
treatment of the orchestra. 
In pianoforte music Chopin was the pioneer who 
emancipated the left hand from its subordinate func¬ 
tion of merely helping and serving the right, and since 
his time some others, but not many, prow themselves 
alive to the crying scandal of a one-sided habit by 
extending and varying the work given to the left. 
This, of course, approaches fnore and more to poly¬ 
phonic writing, and, like everything else in music, must 
be controlled by good taste and discernment. * A ber- 
ertw a serenade, an aria, cannot subsist on a rollicking 
left hand. The baby would Ire ejected from its cradlif, 
the fair one with the golden locks would stop her ears, 
the singer would tear his hair and use “language,” if 
the bass m their music frolicked too much A “just 
medium is wanted in the matter, as elsewhere. 
Delicate Years 
By Carol Sherman 
Are music teachers taking cognizance of thq fact that 
all specialists in education recommend that children 
between the ages of thirteen and fifteen, when they 
are developing physiologically at an enormous rate 
should have their indoor time administered with great 
prudence? In fact from the reading of investigations 
which the writer has made for some years, it would 
seem that the burden of the child’s education, in music 
as well as in other studies, should be before the age of 
twelve and after sixteen. Pale, anaemic girls and tal1 
pimply, spindly boys, overloaded wpth studies beyond 
yC^rS a"! tlien comPelled to practice like mad 
every rnrnute of their spare time at home, may be one 
vrmthc gr!f Wa,Stes of our educational system. If these 
a niaLvnd "?ai<?ens have P'enty of rest (ten hours sleep 
clasfrnn and Pl6nty 0f outdoors. the keyboard and the 
u ™,niay have no fears for them. In any event, 
parent m ”"*£ teacher is the 'one who takes the 
friends nf °, confid.®nce and persuades the ambitious 
doWh?-e PUpi1 not t0 be ^Patient while nature is 
rational linTrtant W°rk °f developing the child a,ong 
How to Break a Bad Habit 
By Frank Z. Randolph 
Music students and music teachers are often con¬ 
scious of the existence of a bad habit but do not know 
how to break it. In the olden days the teacher’s remedy 
was punishment of some kind. This was usually pre¬ 
ceded by very sharp, harsh words calculated to “Bring 
the student to his senses.” If the pupil happened to be 
playing the Mendelssohn Spring Song and played part 
of the melody with the wrong hand, the teacher barked 
out like a kind of pedagogical watch dog, scared the 
pupil out of his wits and actually accomplished pre¬ 
cisely the opposite of what both w^re'tr-ying to-do. 
Dr. Arthur Holmes, in discussing this subject, in his 
wilTnamdn^ C*‘aracter Making, insists that “Neither 
the child Vl'nCifgent'e euphemism of ‘reminding’ 
of tht ll ^ answer in a» «ses” The advice 
by ignoring «, psycbo’ogist >s to break instinctive habits 
Thif offer?^ ^mlding UP in some other direction, 
remember ^ ^ to the music teacher. Always 
ST5 T the childre" want to know how to do 
up your owJTk"0* ‘° do th!ngs” In any event, break 
wish to put yourself°backgtglth °d punishing’ un,ess you 
less insane . back to the day when even the help- 
stake to heln rt,re tortured with irons and chained to a 
staxe to help them to get well. 
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LAUGHING BROOKLET 
In rippling, chattering style. Grade 4 
Copyright 1921 by Theo.Presser Co. 
* From herego back to % and phj t^Fine, then play Trio. British Copyright secured 
-Page 448 JULY 1921 TBE£TUL£ 
AMERICA EIRST 
MARCHE MILITAIRE 
British Copyright secured 
the etude JULY 1921 
Page 449 
IN THE ORIENT ARCHIE A.MUMMA 
0rieil,al fatalism, which brings about a placid acceptance of conditions as they are, is the dominant note of this composition. Grade 4. 
Very rhythmical and characteristically accented m.m.J = 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
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IN THE LEAD 
MARCH 
Originally for four ha nds, not an arrangement. Play in a jaunty manner, well accented. 
Tempo di Marcia SECONDO 
TIfE etude 
NORMAN LIGHTHILl 
Awell-balanced easy due^the theme appearing i^itherpart^^ ^SKONDO^ ^ANCE 
Allegretto giocoso m.m.J=io8 oEGONDO 
British Copyright secured 
E.L. ASHFORD 
Copyright 1919 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
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IN THE LEAD 
MARCH 
A GAY LITTLE DANCE 
Page 452 .JULY 1921 
SECONDO 
T"*mi)E 
An artistic and sympathetic treatment of the well-known little poem. Play in folk song style. 
Moderately and with expression mmJ=72 SECONDO 
a $ 
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR,Op.94,No.2 
i * 1 ^C°?A . ' 
British Copyright secured 
the etude , 
JULY 1921 Page, 452 
PR I MO 
. wmEi GO THB boats?s 
Moderately and with expression m.m>=72Rxuiyiu -- 
iKj >rrTd i 
Page 454 JULY 1921 
TO MY NATIVE LAND 
SONG WITHOUT WORDS 
A well written semi-classic in folk-song style. A valuable study in 'legato chord work. Grade 4 
Lento CARL MOTER 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
THE TOE DANCER 
~A LA TARANTELLA 
Rather different from the conventional tarantella movement and interesting harmonically. Grade 3 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
JULY 1921 THE ETUdB Page 456 
Transcription by 
MAURITS LEEFSON 
SERENADE CH. GOUNOD 
Originally a song with violin obbligato this number makes a delightful piano.piece, affording rich opportunity for contrasted colorings. 
Grade 3V 
JULY 1921 jPage 457 
the etude CARMENOITA 
# From here go back to SS and play to Fine, then play Trio. 
Copyright 1921 byTheo.Presser Co. International Copyright secured 
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SANS SOUCI 
A LA GAVOTTE 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
JULY 1921 Page 459 
the ETUDE 
DREAMS BY THE FIRESIDE 
REVERIE M. L. PRESTON 
A pleasing drawing-room piece of three well-defined themes, all in the singing style. Grade 3. 
Andantino m.m. J=84 i TTTT ^ r_: 
SQUARE DANCE 
that few of the players were educated m note reading. Grade 3. 5 
Allegro commodo m.m.J = 108 4 a * » 4^_ 
Copyright 1920 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
Page 460 JULY 1921 CONSOLATION 
No. 5 
, ■ .,ii Ki-mip-Vit out. Grade 5 
•One of .ho fines, of W .*•*« pl.«» plecf- A ~ 
THE ETUDE 
FRANZ LISZT 
Copyright 1906 byTheo.Presse 
77// ETUDE JULY 1921 
Page 461 
MEMORIES 
“Those evening bells! those evening bells! 
How many a tale their music tells 
Of youth,and home, and that sweet time 
When last I heard their soothing chime.” 
Thomas Moore 
A beautiful and effective study in registration. 
CLIFFORD DEMAREST 
THE ETUDE 
Page 464 juiY mi PALMS AND ROSES 
A splendid sons, broadly melodious, good alike for church, home or concert use. 
Andante maestoso 
THE ETUde 
Words and Music 
by J1JLIANJORDAN 
y'^, , y ^ _T 
Spirito e moderato 
Vanish’d the darksome night,the clouds have pass’d a-way, Darkness is turn’d to light, Re-joice, re-joice to-day, 
Copyright 1919 by Julian Jordan and J. A.Macknight 
Copyright MCMXIV by William H. Penn and Julian Jordan 
ARLINE 
Copyright 1921 by Theo.PresseT Co. 
British Copyright secured 
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Page466 you COMB TO MY HEART AG i ARTHUR TATE 
Andante moderato 
life is dark and drear, 
tears and wait - ing past, 
I long to see your face, to 
When we shall bless with joy our 
■■ 1 P~~ > > 
have younear. gut when your heart comes 
love at last! _ 
7 
~ ^ A melody beh manato > 
—1 f i 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. dresser Co, 
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Little Musical Facts 
Before 1700 (1699 to be exact), all 
eighth and sixteenth notes were printed 
separately; that is, their stems were not 
bound together by the heavy bars now in 
The most prolific of all composers was 
probably Hans Englemann, composer of 
the famous Melody of Love. Czerny and 
Behr passed the 1,000 opus mark. Edward 
Holst passed the 2,000 mark. But Engle¬ 
mann, under various assumed names, is said 
to have written over 2,500 musical compo-. 
sitions. Very few of these remained un¬ 
published and very few of them were not 
marked by an altogether extraordinary 
melodic gift—never deep or heavy, but al- 
. ways pretty. 
In the olden days all vocal music 
called “humane music,’’ to distinguish it 
from instrumental music. 
Many of the composers have sought to 
imitate animals in their music. Scandelli 
(1750) wrote a part song to imitate the 
cackling of the hen; A. Krieger (1667) 
wrote a fugue, in which the subject is the 
imitation of the chromatic meow of a cat; 
Handel imitated the buzzing of flies in 
Israel in Egypt; Haydn imitated the crow¬ 
ing of the cock in the Seasons and the 
roaring of the lion in the Creation; Bee¬ 
thoven imitated the cuckoo, the nightingale 
and the quail in the Pastoral Symphony; 
Mendelssohn imitated the braying of the 
ass in Midsummer Nighl’s Dream. 
Musicians were drafted or impressed for 
service in the English cathedrals as late as 
of Queen Elizabeth. was the time 
Economy in Music Teaching 
In the good old days when Lebert and 
Stark was in flower, every piano student 
had to go through a pitiless grind of exer¬ 
cises and studies, regardless of strained 
muscles and sore back. There were 
Behrens, Burgmuller, Bertini, Crame, 
Czerny, and dementi, all claiming a goodly 
share of attention, until the distracted 
teacher saw the necessity of practicing 
economy by a judicious selection of studies 
which were strictly essential and adapted 
to the needs of the pupil. Some teachers 
of to-day have so curtailed the lesson 
period that there is no time for any 
studies. They claim that the pupil-can get 
all the technic he needs from pieces. This 
is a captious theory and may lead into 
pitfalls. __ 
Nearly every pupil has physical or 
mental defects which cerlain studies are 
admirably adapted to overcome. He may 
need stretching exercises, or exercises to 
develop rhythmical precision; his phrasing, 
melody playing or pedaling may be faulty. 
If pupils as a class could be trusted to 
follow the advice of their teacher, and 
pick out the technical difficulties of their 
pieces, practicing them in different ways, 
varying the tempo, accents, and rhythm, 
studies might be dispensed with; but every 
teacher knows that many of his pupils 
will persist in practicing a piece by com¬ 
mencing at the beginning, and rushing 
through to the end, the faster, the better. 
To dispense with studies with this class of 
pupils is false economy, and destructive of 
all real progress. 
When a Song Saved a War 
By Carlo Magliani 
In our day the singing of a song has 
often been the occasion of “war” between 
two rival opera stars. At least once in 
history a sure-enough war was prevented 
by the singing of a song. 
When the British invaded France at St. 
Gast, Brittany, in 1758, a Breton force 
marched out to meet them. As they ap¬ 
proached the invaders, they were astonished 
to hear the strains of one of their own 
Breton national songs. Stirred by the 
associations of the song, the Breton sol¬ 
di, r-, soon picked up the strains of the 
Britons. When the officers delivered their 
commands the soldiers recognized them as 
being in the same language, threw down 
their arms and entered into friendly con¬ 
versation. 
Now comes the interesting historical 
feature of the story. England had sent a 
Welsh regiment to attack France. The 
ancestors of the Welsh were the Britons 
whom the Saxons drove into Wales during 
their invasion in the sixth century, at the 
same time forcing many of the same 
people to cross the English Channel to 
Brittany in western France. 
More than a thousand years had passed 
and now these two offshoots of the original 
British stock met on the battlefield to find 
that they spoke the same language and 
sang- the same songs. In this we see how 
a people clings to its national songs. The 
one connected with this story is still sung 
in Brittany as Emguan Sant-Kast. (The 
Battle of St. Cast) and in Wales is now 
known as the popular Captain Morgan’s 
March. 
Early Enthusiasm 
Edison is not only a great inventor and 
scientist, but a wonderful student of human 
nature as well. In his advice to young 
men he says, “If a man has reached the 
age of 21 and is dead mentally, no amount 
of advice, example or experience will ever 
change him in the slightest. If, however, 
at some period between 12 and 16, he can 
be interested in some subject and become 
enthusiastic, he will advance and become 
a high type of man. If not, he will be a 
mental dead one.” 
Edison’s theory is peculiarly applicable 
to violin students, with the exception that 
the ages might be changed from 8 to 16. 
It will be noted that in the lives of all 
eminent musicians and composers, this 
early enthusiasm and intense interest in 
music was present. The interested and en¬ 
thusiastic violin pupil' makes more head¬ 
way in a year than the listless, uninterested 
one does in four. Enthusiasm is the main¬ 
spring of musical progress. 
Handel’s Characteristic Temper 
The great difference, in the relations 
between the prima donna and the musical 
director in these days and in the days of 
Handel is shown by an incident that oc¬ 
curred in a London opera house when 
Handel was conducting. The prima 
donna ventured to say to Handel that she 
would like to give a little different inter¬ 
pretation to the aria. Handel was in a 
rage in a moment and roared: 
“Thou dog—thou swine—don’t you know 
that I know better than anyone how you 
should sing?” 
How many prime donne would stand that 
to-day? 
Worth While Works 
For Use In Summer 
Music Classes 
SUCCESSFUL FIRST INSTRUCTION ROOKS 
INSURING INTEREST AND THOROUGHNESS 
Beginner’s Book 
SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE—VOL. ONE 
By Theo. Presser, Price, $1.00 
This elementary piano instructor has had an unprecedented success, 
being welcomed by teachers everywhere as just the thing for the young 
beginner; the next thing to a kindergarten method. The publishers know 
of • no elementary instructor used more extensively. The rudiments ot 
music, notation and elementary work are thoroughly covered in a most 
delightful manner. The first grade of study up to, but not including, the 
scales, is the scope of this work. 
Student’s Book 
SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE—VOL. TWO 
By Theo. Presser, Price, $1.00 
Intended to follow The Beginner’s Book or any other first instructor, 
this volume has met with a flattering reception. It bridges the gap between 
the instruction book and the graded course or the conventional series ot 
studies and exercises. Major scales receive detailed treatment up to and 
including four sharps and four flats. At the end of the book all the scales 
A PIANO COURSE OFFERING MATERIAL 
FOR CLASSES OF EVERY GRADE 
The Standard Graded Course of Studies | 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
TEN GRADES—Price, $1.00 each—TEN VOLUMES 
By W. S. B. Mathews 
The Standard Graded Course is to Music like a keel to a ship. With 
this carefully selected “keel” all other material may be added as needed 
and the whole musical training will be well balanced and progressive, ine 
course comes in ten grades-one dollar for each grade. With special work 
during the summer the student should be able to master an entire grade in 
two months. ' i 
A HARMONY CLASS APPEALS WHEN A 
CLEAR, CONCISE BOOK IS USED 
Harmony Book for Beginners 
By Preston Ware Orem, Price, $1.25 
! Lays a strong foundation for future musicianship by giving the mam 
essentials of the subject in such simple, understandable and interesting man¬ 
ner that it will prove invaluable in the class or for self-help work. This work has 
proved a success from the start, and many world-known musicians, such as 
John Philip Sousa and others, have congratulated the writer on its merits. 
\ STUDY BECOMES A PLEASURABLE PASTIME 
IN A MUSIC HISTORY CLASS 
Standard History of Music 
By James Francis Cooke, Price, $1.50 
A history that has pleased thousands. Music lovers are here furnished 
interesting reading, and the music student is supplied with 40 story lessons 
in music lore. This history has been used with great success in summer 
class work by hundreds.of teachers in all parts of the country. 
Specially Selected Material for Summer Classes 
Gladly Sent for Examination 
Write and tell how many pupils you expect and the kind of classes you 
are ' planning, and we shall gladly send to you material for examination. 
The plan is to keep what you need for your pupils and return the balance. 
THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY 
! 1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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Department for Voice and Vocal Teachers 
Edited by Well-Known Voice Specialists 
tt • «■ ’’—SHAKESPEARE 
“Thank You for Your Most Sweet Voices. 
Lj 
If you are sufficiently curious to look 
back through the literature upon singing 
and the art of teaching singing during the 
last quarter of a century you will find 
many statements such as this: 
“Masters of the art of the voice are 
rapidly discovering that it is not merely 
the beautiful voice which makes the great 
singer, but in reality the art of singing. 
Many singers with comparatively indiffer¬ 
ent voices are among the leaders of the 
vocal world, while there are thousands of 
people with beautiful voices who never 
will shine beyond the golden proscenium.” 
A Very Harmful Statement 
There is no refuting this, but it is a 
statement that has done a great deal of 
direct harm by minimizing the need for 
beautiful tone. There are now before the 
public a few singers who exist merely be¬ 
cause of what the Europeans call “Re- 
calme.” In their youth they ■ have been 
fortunate in stirring up such a publicity 
rumpus that their names have what might 
be called a trade mark value, while their 
voices are in this day next to worthless. 
Again there are other singers who have 
carried their vocal charms far into old age 
and who can still sing far more delight¬ 
fully than many younger artists, because 
of their art. But when Mr. and Mrs. 
Public put their hard-earned cash through 
the little wicket at the Box Office they 
seek first of all to buy TONE. By this 
we mean Tone Quality. 
The Box Office 
If you doubt this, compare the box office 
receipts over a given period of years of 
Caruso, McCormack and Galli-Curci with 
those of any other singers before the pub¬ 
lic. The writer does not refer to the re¬ 
ceipts of grand opera where acting plays 
a very considerable part in attracting the 
audience, but to concert work where 
everything depends upon the voice and the 
art of the singer. 
It is for this reason that the sensible 
singer gives the greatest attention to 
TONE. It is for this reason that the 
practical teacher listens first for tone qual¬ 
ity, then for range, diction, flexibility, ex¬ 
pression. No teacher is imbecile enough 
to imagine that Tone, and Tone alone, will 
make the great singer; but Tone is the 
basis of the gem. No amount of polishing 
will turn a rhinestone into a diamond, but 
at the same time the diamond in the rough 
has little more beauty than any ordinary 
pebble. 
The really great teacher is the one who 
can differentiate between the rough-cut 
pebble and the real diamond. Very often, 
as every vocal teacher knows the pupil 
who appears to best advantage at the start 
is by no means the real diamond. It is for 
this reason that the vocal teacher can not 
always tell at the start what the future of 
the vocal pupil may be. It is only after 
many lessons that he can safely begin to 
prognosticate. Vocal teachers of experi¬ 
ence have been fooled so many times that 
The Everlasting Secrets of Vocal Fortunes 
By George Martin Edsell 
in these days it is usually only the very 
young teacher or the fakir who will de¬ 
clare upon hearing a voice whether it has 
great vqcal possibilities or whether it has 
no future. 
Century Old Experiments 
Thus, singing teachers and singers have 
for centuries been seeking some methods, 
some plan whereby the singer can learn to 
produce the most beautiful tone possible. 
Libraries of books have been written upon 
the subject, and millions have been handed 
over to teachers in the hope that in some 
way the alchemist’s stone may be found. 
Meanwhile those in the possession of the 
tone and the ability to sing capitalize 
themselves and become vocal stock com¬ 
panies, often paying several thousand per 
Of all the things the writer has seen in 
print upon this subject, an article coming 
from Evan Williams, telling how he re¬ 
gained a lost voice is probably the most 
helpful. This article appeared in The 
Etude some years ago, and Mr. Williams’ 
ideas are so simple that they could readily 
be tried out by anyone. His idea is that 
half-way between the dark gruff sounds 
of the human voice—sounds resembling a 
grunt—and the high strident sounds of the 
voice—sounds resembling the call of a 
wild animal—there is a place where these 
two extremes melt into a very beautiful 
tone. He tried out his experiments with 
talking machine records and found that 
the properly produced tone invariably made 
a good record. His philosophy was inter¬ 
esting and novel. His untimely death 
made it impossible for him to develop his 
ideas further. 
Authorities seem agreed upon a few 
points at least. Among these we may 
1. Good tone is favored by desirable vo¬ 
cal physiognomy. That is, some people are 
born with better acoustical conditions of 
the throat than others. 
2. Good tone is favored by intellectual 
and aesthetic conceptions of tone quality. 
Unless'the mind of the singer can develop 
a continually improving ideal of really 
beautiful tone, the vocal calling had better 
be abandoned. 
Why Many Do Not Get Good Tone 
Remember that even, as great a teacher 
as Manuel Garcia was so fooled about as 
great a singer as Jenny Lind, that he sent 
her home brdken-hearted at first, saying 
vocal condition was such that great sue 
cess was problematical. A second hearing, 
after a prolonged rest, changed the great 
teacher’s opinion. David Bispham also 
tells, in his Quaker Singer’s Reminis¬ 
cences, how George Henschel thought so 
little of Bispham’s voice that he discour¬ 
aged all thought' of attempting a great 
career. In both instances the voice was 
developed so that the tone quality was 
memorably beautiful. 
The Artists Know 
Amelita Galli Curci. 
‘What greater asset can the singer have 
than a beautiful tone?” 
The great artists themselves do not fool 
themselves in the matter of tone. Let us 
quote a few opinions that the writer has 
collected during the past ten or fifteen 
years. 
Pasqmle Amato. 
“I should say that the Italian vocal 
teacher, teaches first of all with his ears. 
He listens with the greatest possible in¬ 
tensity to every shade of tone-color until 
his ideal tone reveals itself.” 
Enrico Caruso. 
“At the age of fifteen everybody who 
heard me sing pronounced me a bass. 
When I went to Vergine i studied hard 
for four years. During the first three 
years the work was for the most part 
moulding and shaping the tone color of my 
Dame Melba. 
“Sing without strain, because strain 
ruins the tone quality and that is every¬ 
thing.” 
Bernice de Pasquali. 
“The thing which has the most telling 
effect upon any audience is the beauty of 
tone quality. People will stop at any time 
to listen to the wonderful call of the night¬ 
ingale.” 
3. Good tone depends upon a body and a 
vocal apparatus poised and operating so 
naturally that there is no ruinous interfer¬ 
ence from the tightening of any part of 
the vocal organs from the larynx upward, 
nor any strain caused by unnatural 
breathing. 
4. Good tone is benefitted by an ade¬ 
quate amount of well-chosen exercises. 
There are thousands of vocal students 
who would like to possess a good tone, who 
really do spend a remarkable amount of 
time in voice practice, who have excellent 
teachers and the best of methods, but who 
never think of TONE. 
Evan Williams, 
‘A beautiful tone is the first step in 
singing and it should be the highest aim 
of the artist.” 
i l uiusscn. 
“Early in life I learned that my ear v 
to be my best teacher and that my high 
aim must be to be able to produce 
beautiful tone.” 
One very famous singer once told 
that when he practiced he was sttffu 
with tone. That is he actually fe't t 
every part of him was a tone. The b~» 
of the tone carried him awav—apart fr 
himself. Even though he had never 
tered a tone as beautiful as he had im¬ 
agined, he always held to his ideal; just 
as a great master painter visioned what he 
desired to put on canvas. 
One may practice in a perfunctory man¬ 
ner upon an instrument and sometimes 
Vmake a showing.” Not so with the voice. 
Perfunctory practice is always wasted 
practice; but with the voice it is often 
ruinous. 
By thinking beautiful tone the sense of 
internal hearing, if we may call it that, 
improves just as the sense of touch, the 
sense of taste, the sense of smell improves 
by use. This is certainly the first step in 
producing a beautiful tone. 
Vowel Quality 
The second consideration is vowel qual¬ 
ity. Who has not heard the singer who 
could sing a beautiful “Ah” but whose 
“00” was a hoot and whose “EE” was a 
squeak. There is something about vowel 
practice that seems in itself to improve the 
voice. Even the speaking voice, entirely 
apart from singing, can be improved by the 
repetition of well-modulated vowels. Elo¬ 
cution teachers know this and employ it 
constantly. It seems to make little 
difference which vowels tire used or tn 
wliat order. The main thing is the beauty 
that is put into each vowel. One m.gl.t 
think that in our ordinary conversation we 
would get plenty of practice of this sort; 
but, if we could have our every-day talk- 
recorded upon phonographs for us, most 
of us would be horrified. The vowels we 
employ are often so distorted that we 
would not recognize them on a record. 
That a beautiful speaking voice, devel¬ 
oped into a beautiful speaking habit, will 
improve tone quality in singing goes with¬ 
out question; but nevertheless the spoken 
word and the word sung are two quite 
different things, and it is no easy matter 
to impart the beauty of a well-spoken 
vowel to a vowel sung. A few years ago 
the writer met a great orator, noted for 
the beauty of his speaking voice. Later 
he heard him sing a hymn in a congrega¬ 
tion with effects that can only be described 
as ghastly. That this man, with practice, 
might have developed a good singing voice 
to which he might have imparted his voca 
speaking beauty- seems reasonable to be¬ 
lieve, but the fact was that his singing 
voice was hideous and his speaking voice 
beautiful. 
Far be it from the writer to disturb t 
sleeping bones of thousands of vocal con 
troversies. In conversations with s'nSfr 
it has developed thousands of times t 
the consensus of opinion seems to be t a 
the trouble with most singers is the e - 
ployment of too much breath. That 
production of beautiful tone is done 
an economy of air that is surprising 
that even in the most forceful passages 
singer of experience ever uses up tno 
than a fraction of his reserve P°^.s 
Melba is particularly strong upon 
the etude 
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point. She has always insisted that, by has been able to keep her voice m the 
refraining from giving her “all” with her manner which is a marvel to concert 
high notes or with her loud passages, she goers. 
The quality of its tone 
enraptures the heart 
as its beauty of con¬ 
struction delights the 
eye- 
Schomacker Piano 
Company 
ESTABLISHED 1838 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Safeguards in Singing 
By Eva Emmett Wycoff 
The Secret of 
a Beautiful 
y^kWwce 
DREAM 
VOYAGE 
SUNG BY MANY OTHER LEADING ARTISTS 
mto A DREAM VOYAGE 
Singing, to prove satisfactory, must be 
considered from various view points. The 
Voice must be true to pitch. The words 
of the song distinctly enunciated. The 
tone quality must be, at least, agreeable, 
and the singer should give the impression 
of real pleasure in singing. Strain of any 
kind impairs the voice and its beauty. 
Singing off pitch is the direct result of 
faulty tone production, generally due to 
lack of breath or its wrong use. Flatting 
and dead tones are due to the tone falling 
short of its true position or resonator and 
producing defective sound. 
Diaphragmatic or natural breathing is 
the foundation of health. Singing requires 
active play of the waist and abdominal 
muscles. 
Running and singing requires deep 
breathing, and out of that one gains chest 
expansion. Then, the act of controlling 
these lower muscles and using them for 
support and sustaining, produces a result, 
whereby the singer becomes the master of 
his voice. The difference between talking 
and singing is the difference between walk¬ 
ing and running. 
Voice is produced by the vocal chords 
vibrating by the flow of breath, or ex¬ 
pelled air, playing upon them; and the tone 
whirls as a spiral in and out of itself, giv¬ 
ing elasticity, vibrancy and beauty. 
Each vowel has its cavity in the mouth, 
and these cavities, formed by the tongue, 
must be completely full of this whirling 
air. Breath pressure throws the overtone 
high, that position being the roof of the 
mouth. The tongue changes its position 
for each vowel formed, while the tone 
position must never change. When it does 
change, leaking of breath or dropping of 
the tone occurs. Try singing a song with¬ 
out accompanyment, stopping every few 
bars and testing with the piano the pitch of 
the final note sung. This very quickly ex¬ 
poses faulty singing. 
Also, the breath must drive the tone for¬ 
ward to the upper teeth gums, where the 
lips, teeth and tongue can perform their 
part in forming the consonants. Great 
care should be taken that the consonants 
are not banged or hit, such as smacking 
the lips apart, teeth and lips pressing hard 
against one another, or the breath hissing 
through the teeth, thereby destroying any 
possible development of the vowel follow¬ 
ing the consonant. 
Words should be dissected, letter by 
letter, in studying songs. This care is very 
evident in vaudeville singers, whose voices 
might be terrific in quality and size, but 
one will observe flatting is seldom heard 
from this class of singer, because their 
clear enunciation prevents it. 
Many singers on the concert platform 
find their real success in correct use of 
Diction, because, as expert interpreters, they 
must give the intent of each song. To 
gain this, time is required to put the vocal 
apparatus under sufficient training to de¬ 
velop the muscles Of the throat, body and 
face sufficiently to produce the desired re¬ 
sult. This thing of spending years to sing 
is entirely a false concept of a God-given 
truth. Mind, Intelligence and Wisdom are 
back of it all, and the wise teacher is the 
one who can tell the intelligent pupil how 
to do all these things. The development 
would result from the pupil’s own efforts 
if he were wise enough to understand, and 
the teacher wise enough to impart clearly. 
Acquiring a Repertoire, learning the Lan¬ 
guages, and gaining Musicianship and fit¬ 
ness for Concert, Opera and Oratorio 
does require years of study. 
Strained voices must be brought back to 
a small stage before development for 
strength is taken up. Then an even and 
true scale, with no leaks or apertures for 
the breath to escape, will be developed. 
High resonance means the roof of 
mouth position, from the lowest to the 
highest note. Head voice, which is, 
properly speaking, roof of mouth resonat¬ 
ing position, is what some people train 
nasal, but such resonance is entirely 
membering that the waist line is below the 
ribs. Most people can expand, but few 
can contract muscles. Emptying the lungs 
of air is more beneficial than filling them, 
and more difficult. Try it, At first you 
will find it necessary to refill before you 
have emptied them. Hold the body quiet 
after emptying the lungs. When you can 
do this and slowly refill them, you are 
learning the trick. 
Tone and enunciation, enunciation and 
tone, until the tongue cavities (watch 
them with the aid of. a hand mirror) are 
perfect and every vowel feels good. The 
overtone, which many do not understand, 
is this vibrating high, heady position, 
which should be heard during all singing. 
This is the life of the voice. 
Method 
Vocal Course—-FREE 
eli°CT7,’e?o”'CTM« ” 
Do You Stammer? 
bJni8heaMNom*tterhowpoor your mice 
FREE 
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE 
Q Singing Q Stammering Q Speaking Q Lis 
Price, 30 Cents 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St., Phila.. Pa. 
FRECKLES 
Now Is the Time to Get Rid 
of These Ugly Spots. 
Interesting Bits of Vocal History 
C a huso is by no means the first male 
singer to create a furore. Loreto Vittori, 
a male soprano, born in 1S88, was the 
sonsaffon of his age. So great was his 
effect upon the public that people went into 
paroxysms of nervous exhaustion. Once 
when he sang at the Jesuit College in 
Rome, the crowd outside became- so great 
that it took on the proportions of a riot, 
broke in the doors, pushed out the church 
dignitaries and demanded that Vittori sing 
for them. 
rn_nntp” ha'? alwavs been sen- 
art of singing. The public is impressed 
with extremes and the high extreme seems 
to have been more popular than the low 
one. Tenors and sopranos have always 
contrived to win richer rewards than con¬ 
traltos and basses, except in a few in¬ 
stances. 
In the middle ages and later, the singer 
was a kind of household attendant, often 
not so very much above the slave. His pa¬ 
tron required that all his services should hr 
kept at his master’s disposal. The patror 
was very jealous of the singer and-onlv 
allowed favored groups o.f friends to hear 
him. 
D. A. CLIPPINGER 
AUTHOR OF 
The Head Voice and Other Problems . . $1.25 
Systematic Voice Training.1.25 
Teacher of Singing 
KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, ILL. 
Every Lover of Music 
SHOULD GRACE THEIR HOME WITH ONE 
OF THESE BEAUTIFUL PURE WHITE 
BUST OF MOZART 
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My Collie Boy 
Song by Thurlow Lieurance 
50 cents—Published in Three Keys 
MY COLLIE BOY 
“KEEPING STEP 
WITH THE UNION” 
BY 
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA 
LIEUTENANT-COMMANDER, U. S. N. R. F. 
Dedicated to Mrs. Warren G. Harding 
A TYPICAL SOUSA MARCH WITH A STIRRING 
PATRIOTIC STORY IN ITS VIGOROUS 
RHYTHM AND MELODY 
THIS MARCH is, without doubt, the greatest march since the 
earlier successes of JOHN PHILIP SOUSA. Keeping 
Step With The Union” is a musical inspiration to better “Ameri¬ 
canism” and is a new gem in the crown of the March King. 
We join ourselves to no party that does not carry the flag and 
keep step to the music of the union. 
(From a Letter of Rufus Choate jn 1855 
FULL BAND $0.50 PIANO SOLO $0.50 
SMALL ORCHESTRA. .75 PIANO DUET_...... • .65 
FULL ORCHESTRA . 1.15 PIANO, SIX HANDS .80 
TWO PIANO, EIGHT HANDS $1-25 
Published by 
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
SVMMY’S CORNER 
Progressive teachers have endorsed the following works because they produce 
FUNDAMENTAL UNDERSTANDING and lead to CONSTRUCTIVE STUDY 
ANALYSIS OF MOZART’S SONATAS, by Janet Salsbury - - 50 cents 
A knowledge of the Sonata Form is necessary to an UNDERSTANDING of FORM 
in ALL music. This book gives a clear explanation of the Sonata Form together with a 
detailed analysis of the For <n, with musical examples of each one of the 22 Sonatas of Mozart 
The UNDERSTANDING that this book creates opens up the whole field of Musical 
Form. 
MUSIC FOUNDATION, by Anna Hamilton - - Published in two volumes 
Teaches the Fundamentals of Rhythm, Melody, Harmony in their relation to Ear- 
Training, Sight-Singing and Part-Singing. Adapted to use in schools and classes and fur¬ 
nishes the kind of FOUNDATION that is absolutely necessary for every private piano pupil. 
TEACHER’S MANUAL. Tells HOW TO TEACH - - - 50 cents 
PUPIL’S BOOK. A rich supply of dictation melodies and musical material, 25 cents 
LESSONS IN RHYTHM, by John Mokrejs.75 cents 
A method which teaches the pupil to THINK RHYTHM, FEEL RHYTHM and 
PLAY RHYTHMICALLY in time. 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers 
429 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO Eastern Agency: HAROLD FLAMMER, 57 W. 45th St., New York City 
Piano Teachers! Make each lesson count hy using the Music Student’s Lesson Record, 
s-nd for the Summey Study-Sertice-Sheei. The new number gives Julia L. Caruthers 
ideas on teaching Rhythm. Sent Free. 
As a means o] contributing to the ^ZZoT^TheEtude.” lias prepared, 
many years Mr. tZ productions given in Philadelphia hy The 
gratuitously, program notes for to p rhe«c have heni reprinted 
Metropolitan Opera eJodlcau at home and abroad. Believing that 
extensively in programs anrt Pn die£ r(jreshrd or informed upon certain 
aspects Id the popular grandff’^ZZin ^he'mudn'”' The opera stories 
ZVrZn:litZXmZrdPEUsWom Hipsher, assistant editor. 
Charpentier’s Louise 
Contrary to popular opinion, Charpen- 
tier was not born in Paris, in the heart 
of the Montmartre section, but in Lor¬ 
raine, in the town of Dieuze. His musical 
studies, however, were at the Paris Con¬ 
servatoire (from 1881 to 1887), where he 
came under Massart for violin, Pessard 
for harmony, Massenet for composition. 
In the year of his graduation he took the 
Grand Prix de Rome with the cantata 
Didon. It is interesting to note that, 
while the Grand Prix has as yet not pro¬ 
duced any really great masterpiece, most 
of the prize compositions having been for¬ 
gotten in after years, it has been an im¬ 
mense incentive to young French musi¬ 
cians, even to those who have failed to 
win in its pursuit. 
Charpentier from his youth has been a 
zealous champion of the working classes. In¬ 
deed, he has organized societies for their bet¬ 
terment ; and it is not surprising that his 
best-known works delineate so faithfully the 
ideals and aspirations of the everyday man 
in the Parisian capital. His first notable 
work, Impressions of Italy, is still heard 
quite frequently from our great orchestras. 
In it he showed his sensuous feeling for tone 
color. It was not, however, until his opera, 
Louise, was produced in 1900, at Paris, that 
The leading role was created by Mile. Rio ton! 
who also made her debut at the Opera 
Comique. Mary Garden, however, soon as¬ 
sumed the r61e, and it not only added to her 
fame, but she brought a new meaning to the 
opera. The tragic figure of the father was 
enacted by the great actor-singer Fugere. 
Charpentier, like Wagner, Boito, Leon¬ 
cavallo and others, wrote the book for 
Louise and for its sequel Julien. Stu¬ 
dents of the drama have a very high regard 
for the remarkable dramaturgic ability 
shown by Charpentier. He professes to 
work entirely without “isms,” instinctively, 
as it were. The romance of the child of 
Montmartre, held by her natural filial af¬ 
fection for her father and yet over¬ 
whelmed with the all-powerful magnet of 
the joys of Paris, is not confined to the 
city of light. It is enacted every day all 
over the world, and its appeal is universal, 
Louise was slow in reaching America. 
It was not until 1908 that tin enterprising 
Hammerstein 1 trought it forth in New 
York at the Manhattan, with Mi s Garden 
in the title role. Dalmores was the Julien 
and Gilibert was the father Despite the 
howls of contemporary critics, that the 
score reflected the weak, sentimental mo¬ 
ments of Gounod, Thomas, Massenet and 
others; that the orchestration was merely 
an inspiration to follow as Wagner; the 
demand for the work lias been oontinuous 
and increasing. His employment of street 
cries to give local color is in no sense 
original; but his use of this material is 
highly effective. The recent success of 
Miss Farrar in the role not only has 
brought a revival of interest, hut also has 
given a new aspect of the work. 
The furore created hy the opera in Paris 
resulted in the organization of n movement 
to take groups of young women to the opera 
without cost to enable them t" witness the 
tragic results of the wayvrnrd life. Indeed, 
Paris became quite hysterical ■ ’ r the work. 
It was the subject of a bitter eoiitroversy in 
many a social group, some contending that 
the work was vicious, others that it had a 
great ethical lesson, and others that it was 
merely negative. 
famous soprano solo Depots h lour, which 
has been made familiar to thousands by the 
numerous records made by many different 
companies. 
The composer's sequel opera, 
dueed at the Opera Comique in 1 
New York under the supervision oi mt 
poser in 1914 at the Metropolitan Opera 
House, cannot be said to have made anything 
like the sensation created by Louise. 
3 and in 
The plot of the opera revolves around t 
Louise, the daughter of a worktng-m 
The Story of Louise 
nothing si 
Mother enters nvorhtl6 °!,8 Secol>< refusal of consent, promises to elope " 
ittor The Faille l! ! th° c,,nv°rsation and twits Louise about her good-1 
. and only emb^ersTtlVTthTZ’ ^ ^ ^ >8 «"■"« 
learnt1he\mfEa“rab?e0rennir £ ut Mo,'!“artre garter of Paris. Julien meets Low 
Father’s sake she refuses P Tho 8 scc°nd lettor> urges her to elope with him. but for 1 
serenade Louise amidst the derision fThZ '7nn“ ^ C°n’P 
together. ^FThmds^come^erowm^^ou^s’e * T1,P ,0Tcrs i,llP ’Tho 
and gardens with flowers lantern® « ' th,e Mllse of Montmartre, ami decorate the bo 
turn *to her dytfg SER lCy. ^ ~ ^ * 
Louise in her room. The Father peevishly reproaches the ingratitude of c 
kitchen. As she passes, her Father seizes her j 
Embittered because, instead of the promi before i—.- . . a diSCUSS’ 
Please mention THE 
act iv—uoutse in her room 
dren. The Mother calls Louise ti 
implores her to love him as she 
liberty, she has been more a nrisoV,^ tii'Z .  
finally exclaiming that she wants onlv" u.h,"' Jn"Ur hrin«;s « U'atc.l disea» 
Father orders her from his door Terrified i” I’,irif‘ ,hp B^titifnl.” Enraged. 
ear. terrified, Louise escapes, the Father relenting too 
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How to “Arrange” for Small Orchestra 
By Edwin H. Pierce. Part I 
[Editor’s Note.—Thousands of musicians and music lovers want to know 
more about the orchestra, particularly the small orchestra. The vast attention 
being given to orchestras in public schools and high schools has prompted 
to publish the following article, the first of a series which will run for 
several months. Mr. Pierce, former Assistant Editor of “The Etude,” has had 
long practical experience in this subject and has conducted many small or¬ 
chestras. He explains everything in such a simple manner that anyone with 
^ plication should be able to understand his suggestions without difficulty. 
"The Etude” does not attempt to conduct a correspondence course in any 
study but short inquiries of reader? interested in this series will be answered 
when’possible.] 
In these days when the number of school 
orchestras, church orchestras and other 
amateur organizations of the kind is in¬ 
creasing by leaps and bounds, occasion 
often a. is-1 when the leader or some other 
ambitious young musician wLhes to ar¬ 
range orchestral parts for a song, an an¬ 
them, or some favorite . piece of piano 
music. Sometimes he will attempt it with¬ 
out due knowledge or preparation, and the 
results are apt to be rather grotesque. On 
the other hand, if he procures one of the 
standard works on the subject, such as 
those by Berlioz, Jadassohn, Gaevert or 
Prout, and conscientiously attempts to 
wade through it unaided, he will find 
himself shortly confused and discouraged. 
Worst of all, itc will find with dismay that 
all these writers have in mind only an 
absolutely complete symphony orchestra, 
which properly consists of some sixty or 
more players, representing all the standard 
orchestral instruments in due and tradi¬ 
tional proportsoin. Even what these writ¬ 
ers call technically a "small” orchestra, 
is one considerably more complete than 
anything the amateur is accustomed to 
meet with, so what they say about it is 
rather aside the mark for his purposes. 
Yet the matter is by no means one of 
overwhelming difficulty. With a little 
judicious guidance (such as we shall at¬ 
tempt to supply in this series of articles) 
and plenty of patient effort, any clever 
young musician who can play the piano, 
and who has a chance to run up against 
orchestral instruments and listen to them, 
may learn to make perfectly satisfactory 
orchestrations. If he can also play the 
violin a little, or even the cornet or clar¬ 
inet, it will be a help; but even this is 
not indispensable. A knowledge of the 
science of Harmony is a great aid; but 
some of the best amateur arrangers I have' 
known have never studied harmony but 
have instinctively absorbed their knowledge 
of chords from their piano-playing. An or¬ 
chestral player, however, who does not play 
the piano, will need to make a thorough 
study of Harmony in order to be quali¬ 
fied to do arranging, or even to begin an 
intelligent study of the same. 
For What Instrument Do You Wish to 
Arrange ? 
The regular full-sized orchestra does 
not use the piano except as a solo instru¬ 
ment in concertos, but in almost any small¬ 
sized combination the piano is very use¬ 
ful—sometimes almost indispensable, espe¬ 
cially if the combination is not well bal¬ 
anced. Tennyson, in his poem Maud, has 
unwittingly given occasion for mirth 
among musicians by alluding to a dance- 
orchestra, composed of “flute, violin, bas¬ 
soon.” Such a combination would have 
a weirdly thin and impoverished effect, 
not at all festive or inspiring. Had he 
added a piano, the effect might be very 
good, though somewhat odd, even then. 
In order to dispense with the piano, one 
must have at leaA the full outfit of strings: 
t. c., first and second violins, viola, violon¬ 
cello and double bass, or the harmony will 
be thin and empty. 
One of the most perplexing problems 
that confronts the professional, as well as 
the amateur arranger for small groups of 
orchestral instruments, is the uncertainty 
as to whether or not some of the instru¬ 
ments written for may be occasionally 
missing. The solution of this problem lies 
in judicious “cueing in,” as it is called. 
For instance, suppose the clarinet has an 
important solo. It is probable that during 
that solo the first violin part may not be 
so important, and the clarinet part will 
be written in on the “first violih” sheet, 
either in small notes or on a separate staff, 
with such changes as may be necessary 
to adapt it to the violin. Then, if the 
clarinetist “shows up missing,” the violin 
can play the clarinet part at that point, 
instead of his own part. 
For the purposes of this article, we shall 
assume that the orchestra for which we 
are arranging is composed of fairly tal¬ 
ented amateurs or semi-professionals, and 
consists (more or less) of violins, a piano, 
clarinet, cornet, double-bass, trombone, 
drums, flute, cello, viola, Second cornet, 
second clarinet, two French horns, oboe, 
bassoon, and possibly saxophone, though 
this last is a modern innovation scarcely 
recognized except for dance music. 
(Note:—It is a fine instrument in a brass 
band, but really somewhat out of place In 
orchestra.) 
How to Begin 
It may seem to the musical reader as if 
the order of my list was somewhat helter- 
skelter, but there is “method in the mad- 
ness”—I have endeavored to name the va¬ 
rious instruments in such succession as to 
suggest the proper and reasonable order in 
which they may be added to a newly- 
formed and growing organization, taking 
the most important first. 
In standard works on orchestration one 
learns first, the compass and characteris¬ 
tics of all the separate instruments; next, 
how to combine them in groups, as 
“strings,” “wood wind” and “brass; 
lastly how to combine the whole forces 
with proper balance and contrast, but as 
our problem is a radically different one 
we shall proceed by another method, learn¬ 
ing first how to arrange a “first violin 
part and an “orchestral piano part. 
(To be continued) 
A Homemade Encyclopedia 
By Rena 
An efficient aid to the student is a sys¬ 
tematic classification of the contents of 
The Etude. 
Use subjects something like the follow¬ 
ing, many of which should be subdivided. 
Touch, technic, scales, interpretation, 
sight reading, memorizing, biography, 
voice, junior and many others which will 
suggest themselves as you proceed. 
Use a large note book. Set apart sev- 
I. Carver 
17al pages for each subject, using judg¬ 
ment as to the amount of material you 
probably will find under each Under each 
heading enter the articles dealing with 
this subject, giving the date of the issue 
and the number of the page of The 
Etude on which it occurs. 
Be sure to start with a strongly bound 
book else it will go to pieces about the 
time it contains enough materials to be 
of real value. 
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Department for Organists 
Edited by Well Known Organ Specialists 
the master to waken the sfirit.”-DOLE 
“The eloquent organ waits fo 
the orchestra, the pianoforte and the voice 
hold sway only by , their instaneity of ac¬ 
cent, by the unexpectedness of their at¬ 
tack, the organ, limited to the confines of 
its own inherent majesty, speaks with a 
voice of philosophy. Of all instruments, 
it is the only one 
prolong the same volume of sound and 
Organ Music and Musicans 
By Rev. E. Joseph Kelly, Mus. Doc. 
For many years after its recognition as 
a musical instrument, and by many gen¬ 
erations of musicians, the organ was re¬ 
garded mainly as a means of accompani¬ 
ment to singing; and, with the exception jj)jL„ __r~ „„_ .. 
of isolated examples, it is only within the ava;j himself of these means of expression, 
last seventy or eighty years, that compos- uniess architecturally, that is to say, by 
Organ Music for the Service 
How to Choose It 
By T. Scott Buhrman 
animate world is that man is destined to 
go upward and upward. Anything that 
helps him upward in any way is doing the 
will of his Creator; anything that does 
_ not help him upward is of no interest to 
The first question to decide is the exact ^js Creator. 
Tnuroose of the church service, if it has The church cannot help God one iota,but 
that can indefinitely 1 exact purpose about it. The ancient ;t can minister to man and help him up- 
,-0 - Hebrews pncw God as a jealous God, who ward in many different ways. I believe this 
thus create the religious impression of the ired much worship and bowing of knees, ;s its c},;e{ duty, its sole right of existence, 
infinite. A serious organist will never - *• -***** * * • * *-T 1—u - 
ers, recognizing its peculiar capabilities, 
have begun to write music specially 
adapted for it. The monumental works 
of Johann Sebastian Bach, the great pio¬ 
neer, unquestionably occupy the post of 
honor in the field of genuine organ music, 
being of a nature to call forth the very 
qualities and features that give the instru¬ 
ment its character. 
Almost the whole of Handel’s works 
straight lines and by designs. 
A Restricted Field 
!,u m the process of time worship was And tbe church service I look at as a 
3 much easier to give than good deeds stitution for the refinement, the elevation 
• • of the conscience of mankind. Viewed ir 
i qtie:^ Is it worship or good deeds? What good tb;s light, we will have to u stk 
of our former attitudes achieved by lip service? Christ knew _ - 
more about God than the rest of us know, services. We will have to 
The natural and inevitable Imitations ^ Hc spent most of His time perform- pojnted questions about ou.— _ 
of the organ have prevented its receiving ;n„ „ood deeds and hammering away at the seJecting sad, doleful, colorless, formless, 
some of the greatest thoughts of musical -°thooi When Re talked it was about indifferent music for the Services. Think 
geniuses, but this does not argue, that it reform of man, not the worship of 
^ -nf God: “Herein is my Father glorified, that 
ye bear much fruit.” Not worship; ac¬ 
complishment. 
A Composite Institution 
the organ, ol wnose wonc every musician The church service is a composite insti- 
these noble works,. organ music vLlto'T he^i smiling fa.Jt 
has been the object of compositions of 
inferior inspiration. Though the list of 
very great names of organ Composers ii 
highly eeffetive as organ music. In Men- comparatively small, there have been many 
• - ■ - excellent and indeed inspired writers for 
the organ, of hose ork every usician 
delssohn’s Sonatas, we have some of the 
finest classical organ works extant, 
deed, 
may be said, for the first-, time, 
for itself : 
God likes to see a man on his knees 
more than on his feet? If He does, why 
did He create the species that way ? Surely, 
if we were meant to be on our knees we 
should have smaller feet and more durable 
knees. And if faces were not meant to 
f r t first- ti , to claim anu paneln ui mcoc - ,-’ 7 „ , ■ r , • 
recognized place among the from the fountain-head of all composers humanity. To worship God .s natural 
reougiiizcu y ,, .... , • . .1.-nv»r. nrhnlesnme and our eternal debt of g\ w o o rati¬ 
tude, seeing how He has not wiped us art forms. In the expression of the pure, since his time, the unfathomable and the sacred, the mysterious, in the interpre- present stream of the genius of Bach His - - “ , f 
•st'ts.'SKSrste Parnassum is an indication of the thor- 
Lineage of Organ Music oughness of his work; and his pupils, . . . 
8 an be Field, Cramer, Moscheles, Kalkbrenner create the species? Certainly 
i half and Meyerbeer, indicate his ability. Cle- beautiful thing Organ music and organ playing c 
traced through the last four and a 
behaviors of the past few years. But to 
serve humanity is also a duty. If God was 
not interested in humanity, why did he 
's not a 
s also an excellent business 
3 the guiding force 
business which bore his nan . 
existed for over one hundred years. 
centuries, beginning with the early Flem¬ 
ish, Venetian and Danish schools, which 
led to and centered in Johann Sebastian 
Bach, branching out again into the modern 
German, French and English schools, end¬ 
ing with Mendelssohn, Merkel, Rhein- 
berger, Guilmant, Widor, Franck, Dubois, 
Silas, Smart and Best. To all those not 
professionally. engaged in the study of the ^ Churchi instigated by the En- 
2d «Ksh Archbishops, has just issued a sec- 
labors of some of the greatest masters of ond report. Among many things of doubt- 
organ playing in the past, and perhaps, on ful value there are some gems. Here is 
the whole, attracts more attention and one of interest in this connection. “No 
i derest than the more legitimate classics, doubt,” says the report, “there have been 
This is the wide section of music known organists and choirs with merely personal 
as “Arrangements and Transcriptions for interests in the services, but we are 
the Organ” which comprises adaptations str0ngly of opinion that the solution of the 
from almost every known style of music. practjcal difficulties of church music lies 
grouch. And isn’t it infinitely more whole¬ 
some? A depressed, subdued, spiritless 
humanity is enough to kill even a god; but 
think of the joy a creator must experience 
in seeing a happy, successful, energetic, 
exuberant creature! 
The Prelude used to be a solemn, sub¬ 
dued, spiritless, musicless affair, torment¬ 
ing enough to drive people out of church; 
while the Postlude was so joyful and noisy 
look upon, nor is he 
decently good animal; the faithful 
the piano dog and the untiring donkey have him that it sent them out as with an extra 
and which beaten forty different ways. The dif- kick, not too delicately delivered. Wasn’t 
ference between man and the rest of the it rather a mockery? Take the minister 
The Archbishops on the Organist 
A Committee of Inquiry on the Wor- he is much more likely to deal rightly 
1 the Although not true organ music 
strict sense of the term, yet they contain 
within themselves the very spirit of organ 
effect. The choruses of Handel in the 
hands of a skilled and sympathetic player, 
may be said to almost create an effect of 
their own, bringing out as they do, the full 
tone of the instrument, and retaining, also, 
a large measure of their own original 
effect. 
At the present day, organ composition 
and organ playing may be divided into two 
classes. In one, the expression of the 
orchestra is aimed at; in the other, the re¬ 
sources of the organ tone alone are de- 
nended upon. M. Widor in commenting on .. 
this question says: “That expression which votion of the congregation, inasmuch 
is characteristic of the modern organ, can the major part of the congregation c„ 
but be subjective; it is bom of mechanical not understand the words or the musick, 
m°ans a-d possess nothing of sponta- join therein; and whereas, also, the c 
neity. While the stringed instruments of ganist discovers a light mind in the se 
for example; does he in his sermon con¬ 
stantly praise God or worship him? Or 
does he rather take some more or less un¬ 
interesting text and try to entertain a con¬ 
gregation with his mental juggling of it? 
than And as for t|le poor congregations of to- 
J day, they are somewhat like Mark Twain’s 
friendly dog, there is so little to entertain 
them. 
Music should be beautiful, and if it is 
not beautiful it is worthless. And I em¬ 
phatically disagree with those who say it 
can be too beautiful, too lively, too at¬ 
tractive, too appealing in itself to be given 
a place in the church service. 
Joyful Preludes 
The Prelude, then, should be an invigor¬ 
ating, joyful, beautiful bit of music, and 
whether it be loud or quiet ma'os not the 
slightest difference, any more than it makes 
any difference whether the minister whis¬ 
per or shout his head off. And so, too, with 
_ _ „ the Offertory. Dropping coins on a col- 
Church, Halifax, Nova Scotia, under to the great offense of the congregation, lection plate in church is too silly to merit 
date 1772, there occurs the following an<^ tending to disturb rather than to pro- serious consideration, and though most of 
concerning the “giving out” of hymn » rpotved that he us have to sing or play to a congregation 
the direction of supporting the organ¬ 
ist more or less * * * * In any 
church where there is a trained musician 
with the problem of church i 
the clergyman, unless he also is a trained 
musician. Great mischief, no doubt, has 
been done by incompetent organists, but 
not less mischief by clergymen who, with¬ 
out any adequate knowledge of the sub¬ 
ject and only personal predilection to 
guide them, claim to deal with a high 
hand, with the musical part of the serv¬ 
ices. What is really wanted is to diminish 
the power of the incurable amateur, 
whether he be organist or priest.” The 
term “incurable amateur” is archiepisco- 
pal. The italics are our own! 
The Organist with a Light Mind 
In the parish registers of St. Paul’s .eral tunes to be played, called voluntaries, 
oncermng me i i  u l ui njum , v ‘ A , .r , , , : 7 . , ^ ™
and other matters :-“Whereas the be, dm*tf for the futur« to mak« choice that is already soured by this necessity of 
.2f. ?UG“ tunes. as. are solemn and fitting giving, there are a few of us who can im- 
Divme worship in such his voluntaries, provise while this procedure is in progress, 
and that he also, for the future, be di- and then play something interesting after 
rected to nlav the Psalm hm« . ... _the 
anthems sung by the clerk and others 
the gallery during Divine service have not 
answered the intention of raising the de- 
rected to play the Psalm tunes in a plain the battle with conscience is all over in the 
manner, without any unnecessary graces.” congregation, and for this purpose the Of- 
Unfortunatdy the records do not show fertory ought certainly to be the most 
whether the effect produced by this reso- beautiful and inspiring music to be found 
lution was as weighty as the manner of anywhere. Would a beautiful waltz do? 
its composition. Why not? Is the devi, hiding in a waltz 
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[AUSTIN ORGANS] 
l — rjROM layman to expert the ap- "* 
rproval of Austin Organs is hearty 
and unanimous. Their behaviour 
under all conditions of use is unique 
and their maintenance cost the 
smallest. The reason is that they 
show absolute consultancy in con¬ 
struction—the same materials and 
solidity being a feature of large and 
small work. 
AUSTIN ORGAN CO. 
165 Woodland St. Hartford, Conn. 
The Guilmant 
Organ School 
WILLIAM C. CARL, Director 
Hundreds of students now holding 
positions. Students aided in secur¬ 
ing positions. Practice facilities. 
22d Year October 12th— Catalog 
17 E. Eleventh St., New York City 
THE “ORGOBLO* 
PIPE ORGANS 
desfiii,'”''VlusinMr toandSf’li'7I84L *Manr ° 
The Emmons Howard Organ Co. 
Special Notices 
E3 ANNOUNCEMENTS 
YOUNG LADY—Six years’ experience m 
Pinno. Theory and Harmony, desires position 
as teacher in college for session 1921-22. 
Address A., care of The Etcde. 
$5.000 00 
The Etch 
FOR SALE — Wurlitzer 
irp. A-l condition. A harga 
A. G., care The Etude. 
Address: Box 285, Frontenac, Kan 
WANTED— A competent lady voic 
teacher, must he well recommended an 
capable of sinking soprano (solo), also t 
handle choral work. Address: Slanch Schoi 
of Music, Stanton, Va. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
MUSIC COMPOSED—Send words. Mai 
scripts corrected. Harmony, correspondei 
lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y. 
ARRANGING AND CORRECTION 
M8S. a specialty. A. W. Borst, Presser Bui 
mg. Philadelphia, Pa. 
. J. RODE JACOBSEN is in Europe d 
mg June. .Tulv and August: return Sente 
her 1st. Address : Poste Eestante. Christian 
VIOLINS of all grades. Master Br 
violin strings, samnle 25c. Wm. Buslap. 3 
Concord Place. Chicago. 
any more than he is in a dollar bill or the 
face of every pretty girl in the congrega¬ 
tion? If beauty is prohibited in church, 
why not exclude pretty girls and handsome 
men, and carry it still farther by ripping 
up the carpet and throwing the cushions 
bodily out the windows, thereby being rid 
both of the comfort of cushions and the 
beauty of colored windows? 
But the Postlude? I think we usually 
make a fatal mistake in our choice of a 
Postlude. If we try to drown the noise of 
the chattering congregation we deceive our¬ 
selves; it cannot be done. Why not ac¬ 
knowledge defeat and give it up? We 
object to a congregation’s gossip during 
the- Prelude and all other parts of the serv¬ 
ice, but if the church is to remain a power 
for good in the social world it must have 
time for things social, of which talking is 
chief. I usually give my congregation 
something in a mezzo piano or mezzo forte 
for a Postlude, and they can hear both the 
organ and, which is infinitely more impor¬ 
tant, themselves. And we are all happy. 
What if they do not listen to a good piece 
of music when it is given in that way? 
Does that injure the music any, or our 
sensitive pride? How many really listen 
to the sermon; that is, listen so they hear 
something they can repeat afterwards? 
Probably no more than can whistle the 
tune of the Prelude or Postlude. 
The crying need of the world to-day is 
to get down off our theoretical pedestals 
and dig into practical business, and the 
church is at the crux of the whole affair. 
The church has the greatest opportunity of 
all institutions, and we as organists have 
greater power for good or ill than even 
the minister has, unless he, by some insane 
ecclesiastical regulation, is permitted to 
domineer over us. Why should a minister 
domineer over an organist any more than 
over the'clerk of the Session or the treas¬ 
urer of the Deacon’s Fund? Some day a 
readjustment will be fully in sight, and in 
that day the organist will be the most im¬ 
portant individual in the entire church— 
and what a wise man he shall have to be. 
Until then let us be content to forget 
theories, hate the ugliness of unlovely 
music, music that is supposed to be beauti¬ 
ful and is only scientifically correct, 
abomination of abominations, and begin to 
attract people to church for the sake of 
beautiful, lively, jovial, delightful music, 
which won’t hurt them a bit and may, per¬ 
haps, point them upward to the Creator 
of all beauty. 
Meeting the Needs of the Day in Church Music 
By W. D. Armstrong 
During times of war, there was an ap¬ 
parent decadence of music, and ignorance 
and superstition have impeded its prog¬ 
ress; yet, in spite of these difficulties, 
providentially it has risen out of the 
ashes of its former self and measuring 
its development by cycles, we see that it 
has kept pace with literature, painting, 
architecture and religion. 
America in the last decade has pro¬ 
duced several epoch-making hymnals for 
church use, among them being the New 
Hymnal, printed by the music commis¬ 
sion of the Protestant Episcopal Church. 
The preface says: “These hymns are in¬ 
tended to voice our yearning for larger 
social service, for deeper patriotism, for a 
more eager obligation to the winning and 
maintaining of a free world, for a higher 
enthusiasm toward the unity and extension 
of Christianity.” This is the spirit in 
which we can regain lost ground, and 
plant our banner far ahead on advanced 
fields. 
Changes in Service 
The changes that have come over the 
form of our church services, are due to 
the demand for more efficient results, and 
the condensing of long rituals to meet the 
needs of the day. 
The* church musician of the present time 
is much better equipped than his prede¬ 
cessor. The teaching of music in our pub¬ 
lic schools and the opportunity of hear¬ 
ing it has produced a class of musicians 
capable of doing big things quickly. Con¬ 
gregational singing is a custom to be en¬ 
couraged, as a singing people means a 
live church. 
New tunes for our old standard ones, is 
still, a mooted question. However, for the 
more festive occasions, we gladly welcome 
a brilliant and churchly setting of a hymn. 
Take for example the familiar The Son 
of God Goes Forth to War, which appears 
in three or four arrangements, the elabor¬ 
ate for special occasions, and the simple 
for general use. 
The instrumental parts of the church 
service supplied by the organ, are much 
brighter in character than in the past. 
They have moi;e movement and spirit. 
Ecclesiastical music finds its best outlet on 
festival occasions. How fortunate it is 
that these special days occur in the church 
year. It means an eager effort in select¬ 
ing and preparing the hymns, anthems, 
etc. The task of selecting this music is 
not an easy one, as the amount of material 
at hand is overwhelming. However, pub¬ 
lishers have catalogues of every type and 
class of music arranged in many forms. 
Combine4 Forces 
There seems to be an impression that 
there is a wide difference between the 
music of the church and the music of the 
Sunday School, when in reality there 
should be a close association of interests. 
The combining of the children’s exercises 
with those of the older folk is productive 
of good results. In some of the churches, 
it is the custom on particular occasions 
to have the choirmaster teach the con¬ 
gregations new hymns, a practice of great 
value. Our first impressions are lasting, 
and the first rendition of a new hymn de¬ 
cides its popularity, especially when the di¬ 
rector inspires his singers. 
Our church choirs have been the train¬ 
ing ground for our present organists, vo¬ 
calists and conductors. Many of our fa¬ 
mous men in church music received their 
first instruction and inspiration in the 
junior choirs. In summing up the subject, 
we discover that ecclesiastical music has a 
preeminent place in our lives, that it is a 
necessary adjunct to the church, and that 
the singing and playing of this type of 
music tends to broaden our existence 
Then we can sing with the Psalmist—“Let 
everything that hath breath praise the 
Lord.” 
What Their Names Mean 
Bach—Brook. 
Bos si—Box-wood. 
Englemann—Angel man. 
Mahler—A painter. 
Monteverde—Green mountain. 
Piceini—Little ones. 
Rosenthal—Rose Valley. 
Rubinstein—Rubystone. 
Schumann—Shoe-man. 
Strauss—A bouquet. 
Verdi—Green. 
Waldteufel—Wood Devil. 
Gluck—Luck. 
New Time Saving 
Methods in Business 
They result from 
the purchase of an 
UNDERWOOD 
BOOKKEEPING 
MACHINE 
It will demonstrate 
how your office 
can cut down its 
overhead. 
UNDERWOOL TYPEWRITER CO., INC. 
Waterman Piano School,241 Super ba Theater Bldg.,LoaAngeles.CaL 
STUDY HARMONY 
and COMPOSITION 
by MAIL r«^r<:r',Tr1' 
** A^mptefcoiiclse^ind practical 
course. Send for prospectus and 
rates. Composers* MSB.corrected. 
ALFRED WOOLER, Mus. Doe. 
A 322 W. Utica St., Buffalo. N. Y. 
SIR EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
Concert Pianist, Lecturer, Composer and 
Author, has been secured as a member 
of the Faculty of the Conservatory of 
Music of Hood College, Frederick, 
Maryland, for the coming year. 
Kill The Hair Root 
n. Easy, painless, harm 
I Keeps Skin Smooth, Firm, Fresh 
— Youthful Looking 
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Letters from Busy Music Workers 
THE STAJl METHOD as high as he can. Then I call the same 
which might help some other teacher. I ca"etL Other touches are learned in simi- 
give a zero (marked in blue pencil) for a lar ™ays‘ , f , , , t t ,, th 
poor lesson; a red star (Dennison's stick- F°r ^hofthehand I tell them 
ers) for a fair lesson; a silver star for tha* ’°njf an; ! 
NEW YORK ■ffitSa- 
SALVINI jHStt-- 
VIRGIL 
BRYANT 
CONVERSE COLl EGESS't? 
AMERICAN 
Sutor’s 
Note Spelling Book 
ARNOLD 
brown -js-assag; 
BURROWES'SSJS, 
CHICAGOSSSESSSffi! 
CINCINNATI ' .Srs 
COLUMBIA1^fBuc. 
DAHM PETERSEN“ 
DETROIT tggdfe. 
DETROIT SSSSSsSsa*. 
^Then we take them out walking. When ^ »« ulMUtc sleppen 
I want high finger actional tell the children ortmte floor to he the same in every 
stepsmusThe highteTet acrosTit.^I call sixtee“ePTXn we "did ffithJVw 
out the father and at the same time the whole note. 
r (1) and he steps or lifts 5. J. E. £ 
SliUNDERSSS^a^ 
TOMLINSON OZIH!! 
WESTERN 
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Question and Answer Department 
Conducted, by Arthur de Guichard 
Profitable Vacation Courses 
WITH THE 
Standard a~I 
\M 
History 
of Music >W\ 
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE 
Price $1.50 
Eight Delightful Weeks of History Study 
On the Porch. In the Garden. By the Shore. Anywhere 
jrtjiiiss.-A'rat 
M w“‘- “ 
3d Week. J. S. Bach, G. F. Handel, F. J. Haydn, W. A. Mozart. 
S5.isi =vs 
Standard 
SSSS?235 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
As the late war developed the 
GREATEST SURGEONS of the WORLD 
So the Dunning System is developing the 
GREATEST MUSIC TEACHERS 
Ask How It Is Done From the 
nearest you, whose name will be given in the 
the Etude or other musical journals. 
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Department for Violinists 
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE 
“If All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together.”—R. SCHUMANN 
Getting Ready for the Violin Recital 
By George Barker, Jr. 
Allow at least two weeks for even the 
least important engagement. It will take 
that long for new strings to become ad¬ 
justed. Have tested reserve “E” and 
“G” strings on hand. 
If possible, play at least one composi¬ 
tion better than anyone else. Two num¬ 
bers are sufficient but if you cannot do 
more, play one well and beautifully and 
if necessary, play it again. Rehearse at 
least once in the place of the recital. 
Do not play anything which taxes one 
half of your regular ability, which is all 
that can be safely counted upon in recital. 
“You must be able to play the thing stand¬ 
ing on your head,” old Dr. Baetens used 
Have a new piece for every appearance, 
even though you may not use it. Have 
pieces ready for the “G” string alone, 
should the others break. 
Use reserve and art in tuning. Even 
from the outset the audience is forming 
an opinion. 
Better a mistake than the appearance of 
anxiety and effort. 
Raise the performance above the com¬ 
monplace by supreme workmanship. 
Get full of the pieces that you are go¬ 
ing to play. Live them. Experience 
them. Make them a part of you. 
Practice in a dress suit, even in an over¬ 
coat with tight collar and cuffs, with cold 
hands or perspiring fingers, with and with¬ 
out an accompanist, with piano, organ, 
orchestra or band. Become used to every 
possible disadvantage. 
Stand well. Avoid the appearance of 
stiffness. Hold the bow easily and natur¬ 
ally in the palm of the hand. Lift the 
violin to position as naturally as you 
would a spoon. Lift the bow likewise. 
Have the clothing fit loosely and comfort¬ 
ably. Have the physical and mental 
machinery in perfect order. The violin 
must also be in perfect order. Notice 
keys, tailpiece, strings. 
Perfect the opening measures. They 
must be supremely well done. Practice 
them slowly and cleanly for an h6ur listen¬ 
ing always for the weak places and think¬ 
ing how the performance njight better be 
expressed: how Ysaye might play it, or 
Elman, or Heifetz. 
Practice the climaxes with infinite 
patience and care, and the final measures 
most painstakingly of all. Play the last 
phrase for an hour every day, as in con¬ 
cert, and three times as broadly as may 
be necessary. 
Play the composition slowly and care¬ 
fully with the music, before every appear¬ 
ance, thinking of all the points. 
Make each phrase a finished song. 
Finish each sound, shade it, color it. 
Take plenty of time. Bring out the 
melody with gracious refinement. The 
first and last measures are the ones the 
people remember. 
Work with the accompanist until the 
conceptions are patterned after the same 
ideal and the two instruments sing as one. 
Get all the support that is necessary. Show 
a real advancement over all previous ap¬ 
pearances. 
Practice the rests as carefully as the 
other parts. Count them out patiently, 
thinking of the accompaniment. 
Imitate the well trained voice. Articu¬ 
late. Put the violin down and sing until 
the singer’s feeling comes into the bow. 
The violin must be held solidly and the 
fingerboard must be firm. The left hand 
must track and the fingers cover the an¬ 
ticipated tones. Each finger must be re¬ 
laxed except the one or ones in active use. 
Invent technical exercises to meet the 
requirements. Make them more difficult 
than the obstacles encountered in the 
music, so that on returning to the original 
difficulty, it may seem comparatively 
simple and easy. Each measure will sug¬ 
gest innumerable exercises in various 
positions with various bowings. 
Lay the bow on the strings in perfect 
repose. Let it remain inanimate until 
needed. Pass the left hand from the 
strings to the bridge without disturbing 
the bow. 
In every emergency, guard the bow. The 
bow is to the violinist what breath is to 
the singer. Use the greatest care in pre¬ 
paring the bow, which must be neither 
too loose nor too tight. Attend to the re¬ 
hairing, the grip, and do not allow rosin 
to accumulate. 
The right forearm must be vigorously 
and recklessly free and relaxed while the 
upper arm remains quiet. Practice for an 
even and musical tone production with 
from one hair to the full flat mass. Hear 
every hundredth part of an inch as it 
comes in contact with the strings. Prac¬ 
tice long bowing diligently with and with¬ 
out finger exercises, for an hour before a 
concert. 
Imagine the bow glued to the strings. 
Allow it to give and take. Let it lie re¬ 
laxed. Keep it moving. Jerks are as 
annoying as a poorly run motor car. 
Never exhaust the bow. The bow must 
never sweep a string. Avoid all double 
vibrations. Put on the mute and prac¬ 
tice the motions for hours. It is all in the 
bow. A continuous up-and-down without 
perceptible change. The secret of a clear 
tone is in the bow. A bow of steel. 
Do not permit the bow to leave the 
strings more than once or twice in a piece 
as occasion may demand. Acquire a com¬ 
plete relaxation of all the unused muscles. 
Employ a pressure equal only to the 
weight of the stick. Exert no slightest 
pressure on the bow, to cause a scraping 
or grating. Make the bowing eminently 
skillful. Eliminate all motions which tend 
to disturb the bow action and tranquillity. 
Simplify. Do not make the exactions of 
the bow. Do some of its work. Let the 
arm out and draw it back a thousand 
times until it runs as smoothly as oil. 
Make smooth, coaxing changes. 
The fingering must be perfectly thought 
out and well ordered to give the mind its 
freedom to direct the bow with distinc- 
Take one phrase at a time and get all 
there is in it. Count the exact note values. 
Make each phrase fresh and new. Miss 
nothing. 
Trill evenly in the same place every 
time. Do not push the strings to one side 
while playing. Play all runs slowly at 
first, but correctly. A run is a hurried 
walk. 
Keep the thumb loose against the violin 
neck. You may brace the violin in tun¬ 
ing. Keep the first finger down as much 
as possible. Never slide with the same 
finger with which the final tone is made. 
Where convenient for great tone, hug the 
fingers together. 
Stretch the 4th on E string to harmonic' 
until it is as easy as an open string. '' 
Practice sliding into the harmonic. 
Acquire a perfect firm left hand. Af 
position like iron. Make as few shifts as 
possible. Simplify the mechanical action. 
Vibrato must not be overdone. Must 
not be always used. The piano has no 
marked vibrato. Be careful. Practice 
the controlled vibrato. Make the vibrato 
a part of the tone; neither too fast nor 
too slow. Use it like italics where it may 
best serve a purpose. A slow vibrato is 
an abomination, phlegmatic and senti¬ 
mental. 
Sing out the climax like an Italian 
Opera Singer. Climax not in the figures, 
not in the tremolo, but in the bow. Spend 
a half hour on one hair. Make one tone 
as charming as the whole concerto. 
Learn a whole page of Bach. 
Put on a new D. String five days be¬ 
fore the concert. 
Use your best taste, judgment, discrim¬ 
ination, in your selections. Play only 
what you can infuse with life and pro¬ 
fessional finish. 
This is the path to a successful recital. 
Play with Your Ear 
By W. A. Deal 
The writer has lately hit upon an epi¬ 
gram which is proving of such benefit in 
his own work that he is anxious to pass 
it along to others who may benefit by it. 
It is the half-humorous injunction to bud¬ 
ding students to “play the fiddle with their 
ear.” 
The most prevailing shortcoming of 
young players is an inability to “play 
in tune” — a lack pf sense of pitch, 
with hardly ever any nice discrimination 
in intonation. One can almost truly say 
“there are no good teachers;” for I have 
tested many such players and have found 
that they really can finely distinguish all 
variations in pitch, and that the bad play¬ 
ing is due entirely to carelessness. This 
must have been primarily the fault of the 
teacher. 
An instance of lack of thoroughness in 
this line, which is one of many of almost 
as great a degree, is that of a young lady 
who applied for lessons and who played 
with quite excellent technic (otherwise) 
but whose F naturals were sometimes as 
high as her F sharps, and who could have, 
without hurting her musical feelings, 
played C sharp and G natural as a perfect 
fifth with one finger. She played a couple 
of deBeriot Airs Varie and the Scene de 
Ballet by same composer. She took a 
couple of lessons but quit in disgust when 
I insisted upon conscientious practice in 
scales, tetrachords and arpeggios. 
But, for those who wish to improve, and 
for children this injunction to “play wtih 
the ear,” i. e., to let the ear guide the 
placing of the fingers, has proven of in¬ 
estimable value in quick results. 
Material for Wrist Bowing 
Some Practical Exercises 
A correspondent, signing himself ^ “be¬ 
ginner” in violin playing, complains that 
he cannot find much material in the first 
violin methods for the practice of wrist 
bowing, and asks where such material can 
be found. 
Like everything else in violin technic 
this wrist bowing, or hand bowing from 
the wrist, as it should be called, should 
be practiced in its simplest possible form, 
i e., on the open strings, four or eight 
times on each note, as in the following 
example: 
When onen strings are used the mind 
is not distracted by watching the music, 
and undivided attention can be given to 
watching the swings of the hand from the 
wrist. It is of great importance in this 
bowing to raise and lower the elbow in 
accordance with which string is being 
played on. In bowing on the E string 
the elbow is comparatively close to the 
side; on the. A, a few inches elevated; on 
the D, still more elevated, and on the G, 
the elbow is held quite high. This change 
in the position of the elbow is of the 
greatest importance, as on it depends the 
wrist working at the angle of greatest 
freedom in relation to the arm. 
The wrist bowing should be practiced 
on the open strings at the middle and point 
of the bow, and finally at the frog, where 
it is the most difficult, owing to the fact 
that the weight of the bow must be count¬ 
erbalanced by the pressure of the little 
finger on the stick. 
Having mastered the wrist bowing rea- 
the ETUDE 
sonably well on the open strings, this bow¬ 
ing can next be best studied on the scales, 
using first eight, then four, then two, and 
finally single bows on each note, as in the 
following example, where four notes are 
given. 
The scales should be played in this 
ner from memory, so that the eye will be 
free to watch the action of the wrist and 
elbow. As soon as the scales can be 
played with the wrist bowing at the point, 
middle and frog, miscellaneous exercises 
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can be taken up. Sevcik’s Bowings con¬ 
tain an immense amount of good material 
for wrist work. The second etude in 
Kreutzer is valuable for developing the 
wrist. The various standard violin studies 
contain many studies which can be used 
for wrist bowing. In fact, any exercise 
or piece in sixteenths or eighths can be 
used for the purpose. Pieces of the Per- 
peutual Motion type, of which there are 
a great many, are excellent for the prac¬ 
tice of wrist bowing. The advanced violin 
student will find the Perpetual Motion by 
Paganini and the one by Ries especially 
good. 
Abundant Material 
A correspondent writes: "If a pupil 
is studying the Sevcik method, and 
DeBeriot combined, is it necessary to go 
through Alard, Dancla, Schubert, Schoen 
methods, etc., or, before progressing any 
further, study these methods one by one; 
or would that be a waste of time, and be 
covering practically the same ground over 
and over ? Is it necessary for the teacher 
to know every method ever printed?” 
The main thing in mapping out a sys¬ 
tematic course for a violin studeht, is that 
he shall at all times have technical and 
musical material suitable to his stage of 
progress. The field of violin literature 
adapted to the needs of violin students is 
so large, that many different courses could 
be prepared, either of which would do the 
work. Many excellent works for master¬ 
ing violin technic in all its branches are 
available, which cover practically the same 
ground. 
There are, however, certain works 
which have become classics for the study 
of the violin, and which should be includ¬ 
ed in every violin course. Among such 
works might be named: Kayser, Studies, 
Op. 20; Mazas, Special and Brilliant 
Studies. Op. 36; Dont, Studies, Op. 38; 
Kreutzer, 42 Studies (Caprices); Gavin- 
ies, 24 Studies; Fiorillo, Studies (Cap¬ 
rices); Rode 24 Caprices; Bach Six Son¬ 
atas for Violin Alone Wieniawski, Op. 18, 
Etude-Caprices; Paganini, 24 Caprices; 
Sevcik, School of Violin Technics, and 
other works. 
There is a large number of “first books,” 
none of which is mentioned in the above 
list; also, many purely technical works 
designed to develop the mechanical side 
of violin playing. 
The above works are so thoroughly 
violinistic, especially those of Kreutzer, 
Fiorillo, Rode, Bach and Paganini, that 
every student who aims at a complete 
mastery of the violin should “make them 
his daily bread,” as Robert Schumann said 
of the works of Bach, in his Rules for 
Young Musicians. 
It certainly is not l ecessary for a vio¬ 
lin student to study several works which' 
cover practically the same ground. In 
the case of a violin teacher, it is somewhat 
different, however. Every teacher who 
wishes to master his profession thoroughly 
should make himself familiar with prac¬ 
tically the entire literature of the violin. 
He should acquaint himself with all the 
principal methods, technical works, con¬ 
certos, and miscellaneous pieces. The 
writer of every violin method sees the 
problems of violin playing, and the best 
way to surmount them, from a different 
angle, and there is hardly a published 
work for the violin, but will give the 
teacher at least a few valuable sugges- 
The student must, of course study the 
leading concertos and miscellaneous pieces 
for the violin as a part of his education, 
as soon as he is able to surmount their 
difficulties. 
MADO Shoulder Rest 
Can be used with any style or model 
of double screw chin rest; either large 
or small top, ebony or hard rubber. 
It is of the strongest construction, 
simply and scientifically planned, giving 
the best and proper shoulder support 
to the violin. The pad is large and of 
the correct shape. 
THE MADO SHOULDER REST 
does not injure the violin or interfere 
with its tone in any way. It is fiee 
from metal spur or projection, protect¬ 
ing the lining of the case against tear¬ 
ing and prevents the violin from rock¬ 
ing while in the case. 
Price, $1.00 Postage Paid 
Musicians’ Supply Company, 60 Lagrange St., BOSTON 11, MASS. 
Saxophone Book Free 
complete catalog will be mailed free. (26) 
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO. 
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments 
3226 Bueacher Block, Elkhart, Indiana 
Make Your Violin Sing 
By George Gilbert 
Notice, to All Kinds of Violinists 
it write fully what yc 
;s taken in part payment 
Corresponde 
HUGU5T GEMUNDER 82 50N5 
Eatab.1846 2nd St., N. Y. 
thly, Eatab¬ le Magazine 
Violin Strings 
ETUDE BRAND 
Used by the Leading Artists of the 
Philadelphia Orchestra 
Etude “E" String, 3 lengths-$0.20 nel 
Etude “A” String, 2 lengths.20 net 
Etude “D” String, 2 lengths.20 net 
Etude “G” String, 1 length.20 net 
Bundle Lots (30 assorted Strings) 4.25 net 
‘Prices Given Are 3tCet—Sh[o Discount 
THEO. PRESSER CO. Philadelphia, Pa. 
NO TEACHER 
desired without first writing our service department. 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
When the modern violin was devel¬ 
oped from its predecessors, giving it great¬ 
er range, power and refinement of tone, 
what was it that called for the better¬ 
ments? This, the secular instrument of 
the wayside singers and strollers was 
found capable of use by the church and 
was brought to perfection in order that 
it might accompany and sustain the human 
voice. It was preeminently formed u~ 
come 
Now, all the improvements that have 
been made in violin literature and execu¬ 
tion have not changed the fact that the best 
violin music is that which is melodic in 
content. We endure the stunt playing of 
the great concerto because we know that 
we shall hear the sweet, expressive theme. 
If the concerto were all stunt work, with 
no theme, we should not go to hear the 
artist play it. We carry away from the 
VIOLINS: 
It as ree i e tl ^ mdodies and we hum them 
were with toir roughly mentally or aloud far days but 
stretched across the’chord, o, dteir ares, - » « ~ « S 
because olden viols were weakly con sages n y & 
—$ ju double-stopping, and. so on. 
the broad, flowing, richly mod- 
ears 
„ heart holds. 
If you have the executive ability to do 
difficult passages, you must have the abil- 
a as a ity to make melody. Practice in scales, 
of the old choirs arpeggios, difficult bowings of all sorts, 
_•, MELLOW, SOULFUL- 
ON CREDIT. Easy terms for 
wonderful instruments. GET 
DETAILS TO-DAY. 
GUSTAV V. HENNING 
2424 Gaylord Street_DENVER, COL. 
AKADEMIE & ETERNELLE 
SIIR Strings 
LA FAVORITA & ELITE 
Gut Strings 
For Sale by Leading Importers and Jobber. 
Sole Distributor, M. E. SCHOENING CO., Inc. 
structed, because positions 
were unknown, the old-time fiddles - - ... 
made in all sorts of sues, to fit all sorts ulated ^ erne^th^ 
of voices. The olden chapel-masters had that 
made half-size, quarter-size, three-quarter- 
size, full-size, fiddles. Violas, de gambas, 
’celli, and so on, followed as a matter of 
course, till all the voices 
Master Pieces 
for the 
VIOLIN 
With Piano Accompaniment 
Ananged and Edited 
By 
ARTHUR HARTMANN 
13025 Adagio and Allegro, Archangelo Corelli .60 
14593 Andante Religioso, . . . F. Thome .60 
14684 Berceuse.S. Barmotine .SO 
13026 Capriccietto, . . . Alfonso Cipollone .60 
13782 La Cinquantaine, . . Gabriel-Marie .SO 
13027 { } 
Rossini-Paganin i .75 
13220 Serenade,.F. Schubert .60 
13753 Romance, . . . Johan S. Sveudsen .75 
13711 Italian Cradle Song, . . A. Cipollone .60 
13961 Petite Berceuse.E. Schutt .40 
14297 Valse, Op. 39, No. 8, P. I. Tschaikowski .40 
14298 Rakoczi March.40 
14489 Neapolitan Dance Song, 
P. I. Tschaikowski .50 
14685 Italian Song, . . P. I. Tschaikowski .30 
14898 Playera Op. 5, No. 5, Spanish Dance, 
E. Granados .75 
17107 Poeme,.Z. Fibich .40 
16826 Reverie.E. Schutt .60 
15156 Mi Teresita, . . . Teresa Carreno .60 
15205 Orientale.Nicolas Amani .40 
15206 Tambourin, . Jean Phillipe Rameau .40 
Here is a splendid series of violin solos, selected 
played in recitals with great su cess by Mr . Hart- All are edited in 
g manner. We will 
be pleased to send any of t 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
1712 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa. 
had their appropriate members of the viol 
family. The pyrotechnics of modern vi¬ 
olin playing were unknown, for the most 
help to form a good singing tone, but they 
are, after all, or should be, but a means to 
an end—the development of a broad, firm, 
sonorous, and if needed, a delicately — 
trom the intestines ot muraerea vugmo, artistrv Make your vi¬ 
tal*., or serpents. The prime purpose of secret of v.ohn w “ ttVaTliade 
the violin, as the ancient world of mustc ohn sing, then. That is wiiat 
for. looked at it, was fi 
TWENTY-FIVE MELODIES FOR EYE, EAR AND HAND 
TRAINING. By Mathilde Bilbro. Price, 75 cents 
These little pieces may be regarded as second grade studies. They are intended to aid 
in establishing the position of the hand upon the keyboard, attaining freedom, training 
the eye, especially in leger lines, in staff positions and cultivating a musical ear. These 
studies are all tuneful and interesting to practice. Altogether this set of study pieces 
promises to become popular with teachers as well as students wejl in the second grade. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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Difficult Passages 
TO A SUCCESSFUL and SAT- 'tZJTZTS 
Order Teaching 
Material Early 
Abundant Reasons and Convincing 
ments can be Advanced in Favor c 
ORDER EARLY PLAN 
But the thinking teacher has long realized 
the wisdom of ordering next seas 
plies well in advance, and therefore to 
teachers nothing more than a reminder is 
;essary at this time. 
QUICKEST MAIL 
ORDER MUSIC 
SUPPLY HOUSE 
FOR SCHOOLS, 
COLLEGES, 
TEACHERS AND 
LOVERS OF MUSIC 
THEODORE 
PRESSER 
COMPANY 
1710 - 1712 - 1714 
CHESTNUT ST. 
PHILA., PA. 
PUBLISHERS 
OF AND DEAL¬ 
ERS IN SHEET 
MUSIC AND 
MUSIC BOOKS. 
MUSICAL MER¬ 
CHANDISE, TALK¬ 
ING machin.es 
AND RECORDS. 
isf# 
fiierinis*herto2htefonilbly1doWn^on ho^to S^him'a good^foundation, In 
the note A. The slide must be so rapidly early youth, his technic can Ire developed 
and neatly done that the note E is not and added to in later life, even if a period 
heard at all. The breaking of the slide of several years* has elapsed, between the 
from E to A eliminates the sickly effect time he left off his early instruction and 
which a slide the entire distance would commenced later on. Once well estab- 
WRITE NOW AND— 
nberof pupils e: 
is ^ toh<be which^ddtsTnd^iriying to get any- 
Give the date the material should reach you. 
RESULT— 
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DUNNING SYSTEM “nXt“dy 
The Demand for Dunning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied._Why? 
NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS: 
Do You Read Music Easily? 
WINIFRED STONE HEATON,_170 So. Virgil Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 
IN THE HUSH OF THE TWILIGHT HOUR 
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NEW WORKS. 
Advance of Publication Offers— 
Composition for Beginners— 
Earlier Duets—Kinross.... 
Elementary Piano Music—Neely. . 
First PosT*— .. ; Pieces for Violin and 
Great Singers on the Art of Singing— 
Cooke  
Introductory Polyphonic Studies...... 
Melodies for Teacher and Pupil (4 
Hands)—Mrs. H. B. Hudson. 
New Pipe Organ Collection. 
Original Four Hand Pieces.. 
Preparatory School to Bach—Liftl. . . . 
Preparatory School to the Sonatina— 
Liftl .. • ■ • School of the Pianoforte, Part III— 
Theodore Presser  
Secular Duets  
Twelve Well Known Nursery Rhymes— 
M. Greenwald. 
Violin Studies—Kreutzer .. 
Wedding and Funeral Music for the 
Profitable Summer Reading 
and Self-Study 
' “Wait until Summer comes—then I will 
have time to read it.” How many times 
do we all make that promise to ourselves 
and how often do we permit the Summer 
to dwindle away like a cake of ice in the 
sun with nothing accomplished? For the 
average teacher and the average student, 
the Summer offers much more time for 
reading and self-study. Again there are 
davs when one has little more energy than 
that required to sit quietly in a hammock 
and read. Usually we have presented 
our readers at this time with a special list 
of works adapted for Summer reading, 
but upon looking over the lengthy list of 
books and music given in The Etude dur¬ 
ing the past few months we find that there 
is such a wealth of material that we wish 
you would turn to these columns and 
select the book best adapted to your 
needs. However, there are a certain few 
which you should not miss in your self- 
study plans for the Summer. You will 
receive a rich revenue from any special 
time you may spend upon the following 
works as far as your needs require them. 
History and Biography 
First Studies in Music Biography, by 
Thomas Tapper. Price, $1.75. 
The Standard History of Music, by 
James Francis Cooke. Price, $1.50. 
A Complete History of Music, by W. J. 
Baltzell. Price, $2.00. 
Music Masters, Old and New, by James 
Francis Cooke. Price, $1.25. 
Theory 
Theory Explained to Music Students, 
by Dr. H. A. Clarke. Price, 50 cents. 
Evans’ Primer of Facts about Music. 
Price, 60 cents. 
The Beginner’s Harmony, by Preston 
Ware Orem. Price, $1.25. 
Methods 
Leschetizky Method, The Modern Pian¬ 
ist, by Marie Prentner. Price, $1.75. 
The Adult Beginner’s Book (Suggestive 
Studies in Piano Playing), by Caroline I. 
Norcross. Price, $1.75. 
Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios, by 
James Francis Cooke. Price, $1.50. 
Piano Technic and Interpretation 
Tou-h and Technic, by Dr. Win. Mason, 
in Four Volumes. Each, $1.00. 
The Preparatory School of Technic, by 
I. Philipp. Price, $1.25. 
The Complete School of Technic, by 
I. Philipp. Price, $2.00. 
Descriptive Analyses of Pianoforte 
Works, by E. B. Perry. Price, $2.00. 
Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces, by 
E. B. Perry. Price, $2.00. 
Well-Known Piano Solos and How to 
Play Them, by C. W. Wilkinson. Price, 
$2.00. 
Pedal Book, by Dr. J. M. Blose. Price, 
$1.00. 
Studies in Phrasing, in 3 Volumes, by 
W. S. B. Mathews. Price, $1.50 each. 
Great Pianists on Pianoforte Playing, 
by James Francis Cooke. Price, $2.25. 
Piano P.laying with Piano Questions 
Answered, by Josef Hofmann. Price, 
$2.00. 
Fiction 
Old Fogy, by James Huneker. Price,' 
$1.25. 
Musical Sketches, by Elise Polko. Price, 
$1.50. 
The First Violin, by Jessie Fothergill. 
Price, $1.00. 
Reminiscences of a Musician’s Vacation 
Abroad, by Louis C. Elson. Price, 75 
Summer New Music 
In the many thousands of our teachers 
who receive our new Piano, Vocal, Violin 
or Octavo publications during the busier 
winter teaching months, there are many 
who continue to teach during the summer 
months, or a large part of the summer 
months, to as great extent as the differ¬ 
ence in the season demands. In some lo¬ 
cations there is more teaching done during 
the summer months than in the winter 
and we make this appeal to those teachers 
who continue teaching in the summer. 
A very large number of our teachers 
receiving the winter new music have 
notified us to continue to send to them 
summer packages, two or three, before 
the fall season opens. Many have not so 
notified us and they will not receive the 
packages. To those few we want to say 
that a postal card will bring these two or 
three piano or vocal packages during 
June, July, August and September, under 
the same liberal terms as on all other 
“On Sale” music from this house. A 
postal card will stop the sending of the 
packages. There is no responsibility to 
the customer excepting the amount of 
transportation. 
Phonographs and 
Records 
It is now generally conceded that a good 
Talking Machine will afford real pleasure 
and entertainment to a greater number of 
people, at considerably less cost, than any 
other known musical instrument. For 
convenient little machines to take on the 
summer outing, to the country bungalow, 
the camp, the seashore, lake or mountain 
resort, we offer a half dozen different 
compact, light-weight styles, including 
the Victrola, Cirola, and others, at $25, 
$35, $50 and $75, express paid. Our sup¬ 
ply of Victor and Brunswick machines 
and records is now more complete than 
ever, due to the efforts of the manufac¬ 
turers to replace the numbers that have 
been missing. Orders for records amount¬ 
ing to $3.50 or more we send postpaid 
anywhere in the U. S., guaranteeing safe 
delivery. Some special summer bargains 
in machines now being offered. Ask for 
catalogues, prices and full particulars. 
Now is the right time to add the records 
to your cabinet that you have been seek¬ 
ing. 
“On Sale” Returns and 
Yearly Settlements 
As this article is being written state¬ 
ments of our patrons’ On Sale and Reg¬ 
ular Monthly Accounts for the season 
ending June first are being mailed and it 
is our hope and desire that most ot our 
patrons have planned to meet the requests 
made in this column in the May and June 
issues of The Etude and that' this month 
CeOf course, some of our patrons do not 
find it convenient to make their yearly 
settlements until the close of the summer 
months. In such cases extensions are gen¬ 
erally granted, but to secure these addi¬ 
tional concessions it is necessary that the 
patrdns correspond with our Accounting 
Department, specifying when and how 
settlement of the On Sale Account can be 
made and also including a check or money 
order for the amount of their regular 
monthly account. Items charged to the 
latter account, without exception, are due 
for rettlement in full the first of every 
month following the receipt of the 
monthly statement and are not subject to 
return privileges, although we will cheer¬ 
fully and promptly correct any error 
called to our attention. 
Although we try hard to make our pa¬ 
trons understand how vitally important it 
is to properly label their return On Sale 
music, we especially, at this season of the 
year, receive hundreds of parcels that do 
not show the name and address of the 
sender. Result—proper credit cannot be 
given and misunderstandings crop up that 
seriously affect the spirit of good will 
which had previously been manifested be¬ 
tween these patrons and ourselves. 
To avoid these conditions all our pa¬ 
trons need do is to observe the following 
instructions relative to wrapping, marking 
and returning such On Sale material that 
has not been used and which the patron 
does not think worth while to carry over 
to the following season: Select for re¬ 
soiled and marked copies cannot be ac¬ 
cepted for ^redit; wrap in heavy paper 
AND BETWEEN CARDBOARD OR CARDBOARD 
PAPER SUCH AS MAIL ORDER HOUSES AND 
DEPARTMENT STORES USE INSIDE THEIR 
PARCELS IF AT ALL POSSIBLE TO SECURE IT; 
TIE SECURELY WITH STRONG TWINE AND 
PASTE ON THE OUTSIDE WRAPPER THE 
GUMMED LABEL MAILED WITH THE JlTNE 
STATEMENT. THIS LABEL HAS A SPACE AS¬ 
SIGNED FOR THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE 
PATRON AND AS WELL GIVES FULL INSTRUC¬ 
TIONS AS TO THE CHEAPEST FORWARDING 
RATES, WHICH SHOULD, OF COURSE, BE PRE- 
Promptly upon receipt of returns a re¬ 
vised statement is mailed, and unless 
other arrangements have been made by 
correspondence, payment is expected as 
early as possible after receipt of the 
statement. In such instances where spe¬ 
cial arrangements have been made for de¬ 
ferred settlements it is expected that the 
patron will pay for the teaching material 
carried over from the previous season as 
it is disposed of, thus avoiding the incon¬ 
venience of having two accounts to settle 
instead of one at the close of the follow¬ 
ing season. 
School of the Pianoforte 
By Theo. Presser. Part III 
We take pleasure in announcing that 
we have in preparation the third volume 
of the series begun by Presser’s Begin¬ 
ner’s Book and continued in the Student’s 
Book. Each of the works just mentioned 
has had a wonderful success and the 
many teachers who have used them will 
doubtless wish to continue on with the 
new volume. This begins where the 
Student’s Book leaves off, and goes right 
on by easy and progressive stages. The 
material used is of the same attractive 
character as is to be found in the two 
preceding volumes and it has been se¬ 
lected and arranged with the same care. 
Each new step is introduced in a clear 
and logical manner so that the work of 
both teacher and student becomes a posi¬ 
tive pleasure. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid. 
Order Early for 
Next Season 
For several years it has been our cus¬ 
tom to encourage teachers to send in their 
orders for “On Sale” supplies early 
enough to effect delivery befdre the actual 
teaching season begins. As an inducement 
we offer to share the transportation ex¬ 
penses on any order for fall sun-'_;- : in 
our hands not later than August 15th, 
provided the order is written on the spe¬ 
cial blank prepared for that purpose or 
so worded that it will not be treated as 
an order for current supplies for summer 
use. We also expecp the customer to 
specify the date at which it would be most 
convenient to receive the music—this is 
important. 
It has always been our policy to save 
our patrons every unnecessary expense 
and to make dealing with us as satisfac¬ 
tory and economical as possible. So we 
earnestly hope that every teacher who ex¬ 
pects to resume work in the fall will feel 
at liberty to take advantage of this offer 
and not put off ordering until it is too 
late to get the best service. 
Early orders such as these may be ex¬ 
pressed in simple terms; we need only to 
be told how many pupils are expected in . 
each grade, the branches taught (piano, 
violin, voice, etc.), and the date the ma¬ 
terial is to be delivered at the teacher’s 
home or studio. A postal card sent to us 
with this information will relieve the 
teacher of any concern as to a fall supply 
of teaching material and will also effect a 
50 per cent, saving on the transportation 
charges. 
Summer Business Hours 
Before this issue reaches our subscrib¬ 
ers, we will have initiated our summer 
schedule of business hours. Being a mail¬ 
order house and desiring to give ihe be t 
of service, our winter schedule i carried 
on for a longer term than is usual in any 
other business, but for obvious reasons, 
during the summer, we stop earlier every 
day and on Saturdays at noon. This 
means a slight delay in the filling of some 
orders and we ask indulgence of our pa¬ 
trons in the interest of our employees, 
and further, that from nearby points, 
where it is possible to gauge the time of 
delivery, that orders be mailed to us so 
that we will receive them in the morning 
mails. In this way there will be no de¬ 
lay. 
Speaking from the general point of view 
of mail-order music buying, we cannot but 
draw the attention of our patrons to the 
fact that with the post office doing their 
duty, as has been done and is done most 
of the time, it is possible for a package 
of music to be returned within thirty-six 
hours from as far North as Toronto, 
Canada, and as far South as Atlanta, 
and as far West as Cincinnati. 
Child’s Own Book—Grieg 
The Liszt number in this series having 
been completed we now take pleasure in 
announcing that the next volume will be 
devoted to Grieg. The picturesque career 
of this composer and his wonderfully 
characteristic music furnish admirable 
material for a work of this nature. This 
new volume should prove one of the most 
interesting of the series, which, started 
with Bach and Beethoven, now enters the 
domain of modem music with Grieg. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 12 cents, postpaid. 
Twelve Well-known 
Nursery Rhymes 
By Greenwald 
This collection by Mr. Greenwald is en¬ 
tirely different from his preceding works. 
He employs twelve traditional nursery 
rhymes with their original tunes but he 
has supplied new accompaniments, so ar¬ 
ranged that the pieces may be used either 
as vocal or instrumental numbers. The 
texts, of course, are given in full, and in 
addition complete directions are given for 
acting out the songs or playing them 
as games. Each song has an appropriate 
illustration showing how it is to be ten¬ 
dered. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid. 
the etude 
a Volume of Original 
four-hand Pieces 
We believe this compilation will prove 
t acceptable to the many lovers of 
duet playing. Many players tire of using 
arrangements and m time come to prefer 
nieces8 originally written for four hands. 
Lis book will be made up entirely of 
iust such pieces, gems culled from many 
source* The best modern composers are 
represented together with a due propor¬ 
tion of works from classic and standard 
writers. The duets will range in difficulty 
fr0In intermediate to moderately ad- 
^Thef special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 60 cents, postpaid. 
Composition for Beginners 
By Anna Heuermann Hamilton 
Those helpless beginners, who have a 
little musical idea of their own and are 
at sea as to just how to express it and 
get it on paper, will find in this book the 
help for which they have been longing. 
Nothing like it has been on the market. 
Leaving technicalities to the discussion of 
those learned bunks intended for the tal¬ 
ented and more or less trained musicians, 
it presents tin- subject of musical com¬ 
position, beginning with such simple ma¬ 
terials as arc u ually made the means of 
mastering tin rudiments of language. 
Both the self-h.ip student and the teacher 
of beginners v II find here one of their 
best friends. 
Special advance of publication price, 
60 cents, postpaid. 
Elementary 
By Herbert 
The author oi 
of the ad 
technical mater 
system of wcigl 
introduced in 
book. One of 
a lengthy series 
in which Un¬ 
taught. Just 11 
plan and yet 
methods it will 
their teaching ] 
The advance 
cents. 
Piano Instructions 
G. Neely 
f this work.is an exponent 
I ideas of Breithaupt, but 
rcessful in employing his 
ial in such a way that this 
lit and pressure playing is 
an elementary instruction 
the attractive features is 
of interesting little pieces 
principles of touch are 
realise the book is new in 
identified with accepted 
have many purchasers who 
do anything to improve 
dans with fresh material, 
of publication-price is 50 
Melodies for Teacher and 
Pupil (4 Hands) 
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson 
A new work carrying out the same idea 
so successfully exemplified by Mrs. Hud¬ 
son in her .1 II C of Piano Music. Just 
as in the last mentioned work, capital let¬ 
ters are used in the new book instead of 
the ordinary notation. But this device is 
confined only to the pupil’s part, The 
Primo. This part, of course, is very easy 
throughout but it is always melodious. 
The teacher's part, the Secondo, is printed 
in the usual notation. This is a decided 
novelty in the way of a duet book, serving 
to introduce the student to ensemble play¬ 
ing at the earliest possible period. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 80 cents, postpaid. 
Secular Vocal Duets 
This new compilation is well under way. 
It will consist of some of the best and 
most successful duets taken from our 
catalog, a companion volume to our very 
successful collection of sacred duets. 
These duets are for all combinations of 
voices, many of them, however, being in¬ 
terchangeable. Some of the most popular 
composers are represented, including 
standard, modern and contemporary writ¬ 
es. All the duets are of melodious and 
singable character, chiefly of intermediate 
grade. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 60 cents, postpaid. 
Introductory Polyphonic 
studies for the Pianoforte 
newt work is very nearly ready but 
off,./0 ,C0I!tmuing the special introductory 
offer during the current month. The 
practice of polyphonic music, even of the 
simplest character, differs absolutely from 
the usual technical routine since it re¬ 
quires independence both of the thought 
and of the fingers. Such practice cannot 
De taken up too soon and it is the inten¬ 
tion that this book shall be used as a 
preparation for the easiest works of Bach 
and other works of similar character, 
-the material used is selected from mam- 
sources but it has all been especially 
adapted and arranged. 
lhe special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid. 
Wedding and Funeral Music 
for the Pipe Organ 
By Kraft 
We have been unavoidably delayed in 
the preparation of this volume, but it is 
progressing rapidly now and we hope to 
have it out in a short time. All the con¬ 
ventional numbers usually played at these 
occasions are included in the book, to¬ 
gether with much other useful and appro¬ 
priate material. All the pieces have been 
arranged with the utmost care so as to 
make them playable and effective and at 
the same time of intermediate grade. 
This book will prove a boon to the busy 
organist who is often called upon to play 
at short notice. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 60 cents, postpaid. 
Violin Studies 
By Kreutzer 
The name Kreutzer is the most im¬ 
portant one in violin literature. “This 
celebrated player, teacher and friend of 
Beethoven marked a new epoch in violin 
playing when he produced his now famous 
studies. These studies are still standard 
and are practically indispensable. Our 
new edition has been prepared with the 
utmost care by Mr. Frederick Hahn. All 
other editions have been carefully com¬ 
pared and this new volume is being pro¬ 
duced ill the very best possible manner. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid. 
Album of Favorite First 
Position Pieces for 
Violin and Piano 
This book is now on the press but the 
special introductory offer will be continued 
during the current month. There are 
more than twenty pieces in this collection, 
each piece given complete and with a sep¬ 
arate violin part. All the pieces are in 
the first position and every one of them 
is a proven success. All are by modern 
or contemporary writers. The pieces are 
well contrasted in character so as to af¬ 
ford opportunity for the study of tone 
production and for various styles of bow¬ 
ing The pieces are so tuneful that they 
wili tend to lighten the task of the teacher 
and to relieve the monotony of the first 
stages of violin study. . 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid. 
Preparatory School to Bach 
By Franz T. Liftl 
This-new volume should not be con¬ 
founded with any of the other works pre¬ 
paratory to Bach. It is slightly easier 
than The First Study of Bach, by Leef- 
son a book which has been long and fav¬ 
orably known. The material, of course, is 
entirely different. These two books may 
be used in conjunction, the Liftl book 
first In addition to examples from Bach, 
the new book will contain numbers by 
Corelli, Mozart and others. . 
The special introductory price in ad-* 
vance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid. 
Great Singers on the 
Art of Singing 
By J. F. Cooke 
Printing conditions may delay this work 
slightly, but fortunately it is now all up 
in type and is awaiting the final touches. 
The book has a direct appeal to everyone 
interested in the art of singing. Many of 
the great vocalists of the world have pos¬ 
sessed invaluable secrets which they have 
been glad to see reach type in some per¬ 
manent form. Most of . them, however, 
have been unable or hesitated to define 
their ideas to others, but Mr. James Fran¬ 
cis Cooke has . succeeded in getting these 
ideas down to a clear presentation through 
his practical experience as a writer and 
teacher of voice. Mr. Cooke has also writ¬ 
ten special chapters dealing with the prac¬ 
tical side of bringing the singer before the 
public. Twenty-five of the most famous 
singers of modern times are represented 
in this book through individual chapters 
devoted to the advice or each singer. 
The advance of publication price is 
$1.00. 
The Earlier Duets 
By John Kinross 
These little four-hand pieces comprise 
the latter portion of what is known as the 
First Step of Curwen’s Pianoforte 
Method. In addition to these duets there 
are a number of pages of preparatory 
exercises such as might cover the first four 
or five piano lessons of any beginner. It 
' is a useful little volume to supplement any 
piano instructor or method. Much good 
may be obtained through the study of 
these tuneful little duets and the ma¬ 
terial that goes with them. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents, postpaid. 
New Pipe-Organ 
Collection 
This new collection is very nearly ready 
but the special introductory offer will be 
continued during the current month. 
Much care has been spent upon the selec¬ 
tion of the material and it is a collection 
which will prove suitable for all around 
use, containing pieces adapted for church, 
for recital and for picture play. These 
pieces are chiefly such as will not be 
found in any other collection. Many of 
them are original and others have been 
specially adapted and arranged for this 
work. The new book will prove a worthy 
successor to the Organ Player and Organ 
Repertoire, both of which are widely 
known and used. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 75 cents, postpaid. 
Preparatory School 
to the Sonatina 
By Franz T. Liftl 
A splendid new preparatory work, intro¬ 
ducing to the student in a pleasing and 
profitable manner the classic forms and 
style of playing. It is rather easier than 
most of the sonatina collections hitherto 
published and it may be used as a prep¬ 
aration for any of these. The book con¬ 
tains original sonatinas by Franz T. Liftl, 
together with material selected from the 
works of some of the classic writers, in¬ 
cluding Beethoven, Mozart, Clementi, 
Kuhlau, Pleyel, Weigl, Wanhal, Diabelli 
and others. The material has been se¬ 
lected with the utmost care and all the 
pieces are interesting. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid. 
New Publications Withdrawn 
from Special Offer 
The following works have appeared dur¬ 
ing the past month. The advance of pub¬ 
lication orders have been delivered and 
we ask a careful survey of these works 
and the introduction of them in the teach¬ 
er’s work if found meritorious. 
O • THE ETUDE offers 35 cents toward any of the above Special 
rremium p^T^nrksln^dvatic^of Publication (pages 480 and 
Offer — sent us, not your own. 
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The works being now on the market, 
they can he obtained at the regular pro¬ 
fessional discounts, either by cash order, 
postpaid, or on aecoimt, also “On Sale” ■ 
for examination. 
First Twelve Weeks At The Pianoforte, 
by R. C. Schirmer. 
This work is well suited to grown-up 
beginners. A dignified work by a prac¬ 
tical teacher. Nothing kindergarten about 
it. This can be well taken up by any 
private teacher. The retail price is $1.00. 
Juvenile Tone Stories, by Geo. F. 
Hamer. 
Grade about 2%—price complete, 60 
cents. These six pieces are also offered 
separately in sheet music form. Here are 
six delightful little pieces, each illustra¬ 
tive of its type. These are just the kind 
of pieces that every teacher is looking for. 
We ask particular attention to this vol-. 
Franz—Twelve Melodious Studies for the 
Pianoforte—Etudes Faciles. 
A set of studies extremely useful tor 
students just finishing the second grade. 
They are melodious and serve for study 
in interpretation, rhythm and technic. 
Every teacher will be particularly pleased 
with this volume. The price is $1:00. 
What Are You Going to Read 
During July and August? 
For our friends who desire to take ad¬ 
vantage of our Magazine Service Depart¬ 
ment, we offer the following publications 
at special saving prices. Each summer 
hundreds of Etude subscribers use our re¬ 
liable service. It is a convenience, and in 
many instances enables subscribers to save 
from 20 to 30 per cent. 
The facilities of our service department 
are at your command. 
THE ETUDE. 
. $2.00 1 $4.00 
• 2 50 f You Safe 50e 
THE ETUDE.. 
• 2«° \ $2.10 
• 50 f You J,,. 40c 
THE ETUDE. 
Little Folks .. 
Mothers* Magazine  
: !:!5S 1 $3.75 
. .50 ) You Safe 75c 
THE ETUDE.. 
Delineator . 
• 2-°o l $4.25 
• 2 50 1 You Save 25c 
THE ETUDE. 
Today’s Housewife . 
McCall’s ...... 
• f-SS l $3.50 
. 1.50 j You Save 1.CO 
THE ETUDE. 
Boys’ Life . 
•so® l $3.25 
• 2 00 j You Save 75c 
THE ETUDE. 
Modern Priscilla . 
1 H.-vi-vv. 
: loo l $5.50 
. 3.00 1 You Save 1.50 
THE ETUDE.. 
Good Housekeeping . 
• 2oo 1 $4.25 
- 2.50 |.You Save 25c 
THE ETUDE. . . 
Hearst’s Interaational. 
• 2.00 ) $4.75 
■ 3.00 [ you Save 25c 
THE ETUDE.. T.7 
Woman’s Home Companion 
American Magazine. 
THE ETUDE. 
:!:!n $5-25 
. 2.50 ) You Save 1.25 
■2.00 t $3.50 
• 2.00 f You Save 50c Christian Herald .. 
THE ETUDE. 
Organist . 
• 2.00 1 $3.50 
• 2.00 j You Save 50c 
Send Your Own Renewal • 
and One New Subscription 
We have here fiction representing ro¬ 
mance, adventure, love and deeds of dar¬ 
ing. Most of them are new publications, 
but in each the reader will find all absorb¬ 
ing interest. 
Send us your own renewal and one new 
subscription. We will send you the book 
of your choice. 
The Boomerang, David Gray. 
The Mystery of the Hasty Arrow, 
When a Man Marries, or Seven Days, 
Rinehart. 
Gaston Alaf, Owen. 
The House of Pride, London. 
The Red Headed Outfield, Zane Gray. 
Jungle Falls of Tarzan, Burroughs. 
The Phantom Herd, Bower. 
The Untamed, Max Brand. 
The Winds of Chance, Rex Beach. 
Laughing Bill Hyde, Rex Beach. 
Wildfire, Zane Gray. 
Enchanted Hearts, Aldrich. 
The Film of Fear, Fredericks. 
The Lone Star Ranger, Zane Gray. 
The Heritage of the Desert, Zane Gray. 
The Claim Jumpers, Stewart Edward 
White. 
K, Mary Roberts Rinehart. 
(Continued on next page.) 
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Renewal Offer 
(Continued) 
Seventeen, Booth Tarkington. 
The Gods of Mars, Burroughs. 
God’s Country and the Woman, Cur- 
The Mystery of the 13th Floor, Thayer. 
The Promise, Hendry. 
Mr. Crex of Monte Carlo, E. R. Oppen- 
heim. 
The Yellow Caw, Rohmer. 
The Woman Thou Gavest Me, Hall 
Caine. 
Desert Gold, Zane Gray. 
The Last Trail, Zane Gray. 
Riders of the Pur-ple Sage, Zane Gray. 
Steele of the Royal Mounted, James 
Curwood. 
Great Heart, E. M. Dell. 
The Coming of the Law, Seltzer. 
Tarzan and the Jewels, of Opar, Bur- 
T°The Spirit of the Border, Zane Gray. 
Emvty Pockets, Hughes. 
Barbarians, Chambers. 
Webster Man’s Man, P. B. Kyne. 
The Desert of Wheat, Zane Gray. 
Anderson Crow, Detective, McCutcheon. 
Cappy Ricks, Peter B. Kyne. 
The Perfume of the Lady in Black, 
Gaston Leroux. 
Suspense, Isabel Ostrander. 
Sherry, Geo. Barr McCutcheon. 
The White Horse of the Red Haired 
Girl, Gambier. 
The Blue Streak, Hines. 
Jerry of the Islands, Jadk London. 
Kazan, J ames Curwood. 
Michael, Jack London. 
Moon Face, Jack London. 
Back to God’s Country, James Curwood. 
Virtuous Wives, Owen Johnson. 
MUSIC TEACHERS! 
Here are Etude Premiums for the 
Summer 
These timelv awards are yours for a 
little etfort. You may find here the very 
thing you have been wishing for. Earn 
these rewards and at the same time help 
spread the musical interest in your com¬ 
munity. 
Cartridge Premo Camero No. 2. Six 
exposures, photo size, 2y4 x 3% inches. 
Awarded for six subscriptions. 
Thermo Bottle, Pint Size. Practical 
and sanitary. Awarded for six subscrip¬ 
tions. 
Ladies’ Silk Hosiery. Full fashioned, 
finest quality thread silk. Black or white. 
Four subscriptions. 
Tennis Racket. Made by Wright and 
Ditson, Hub Model, standard size. Five 
subscriptions. 
10K Gold Birthstone Rings. Tell us 
your birth month. We will send you the 
proper stone. Four subscriptions. 
Powder Pufs. Just the thing for sum- 
■ mer. One subscription. 
Waterproof Apron. Combines the at¬ 
tractiveness of gingham with the practical 
feature of being waterproof. One sub¬ 
scription. 
Every Teacher 
of Children Should 
Possess These Books 
Happy Hours in Recital Land 
Biographical Sketches 
Arranged by C. Nitzky Stern and Adele Sutor 
adapted to any childrei 
ESTb X Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann 
and Mendelssohn. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO., 
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St.. - Phila., Pa. 
SOUTHERN 
u Means Refined Gold 
40 college graduates—student bod 
itic spirit. Student Self-Goven 
Modern equipment. % acres. 32 building^in- 
poot^HcaiSfufriSSTinth® foothills of the 
"'ue Ridge Mountains. 
BRENAU Box T Gainesville, Ga. 
PEABODY 
ESTABLISHED 1857 
CONSERVATORY 
BALTIMORE, MD. 
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director 
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in Americ 
BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY^, =■ 
One of the oldest and best Music Schools in the United States 452S Olivo Street, St. Louis, Mo. 
Atlanta Conservatory of Music 
IE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
IN THE SOUTH 
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere 
Students may enter at any time. Send for 
Catalog. GEO. F. LINDNER, Director 
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia 
School of Music 
OF 
SHENANDOAH COLLEGIATE 
INSTITUTE 
LEADING SCHOOL OF MUSIC IN THE SOUTH 
[or Booklet FREE. S.C.I. BOX lid. DAYTON,VA^ 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians 
WITH 
New American Supplement 
SIX LARGE VOLUMES, BOUND IN CLOTH, ILLUSTRATED 
of the average music lover’s poclcetbook This is the best and latest edition. Write for detailed description. 
PRICE $20.00—Easy Payment Terms Cheerfully Granted. 
THEO.PRESSERCO.,rSi™ffi"™STNul“:PHILA.,PA. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director 
CHICAGO 
TWENTY-FIRST SEASON OPENS SEPTEMBER 5th 
Registration Days, September 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
SCHOOL YEAR, 44 WEEKS 
This is a remarkable advantage for prolonged study during the student year. 
RESIDENT FACULTY OF 60 EMINENT MUSICIANS 
Many of whom are known throughout the musical world for the brilliancy of their attainments as artists and teachers 
EVERY BRANCH OF MUSIC 
Normal Training 
For piano teachers and those pre¬ 
paring to teach 
Normal Lectures 
Interpretation 
Keyboard Harmony 
Improvisation 
History of Music 
Dalcroze Eurythmics 
Observation—Childrens’ 
Tea hing Material 
. Is and Lectures 
Piano 
Classes for Artist 
Students 
Interpretation 
Repertoire 
Accompanying 
Teaching Material 
History and Ap¬ 
preciation 
Observation — 
C h i 1 d r en’s 
Recitals and Lec- 
Theory 
Harmony — Ele- 
Advanced 
Melodic Construc- 
Analysis 
Composition 
Keyboard 
Improvisation 
Ha 
Voice 
Coaching 
Interpretation 
Repertoire 
Sight Singing 
Concert Work 
Oratorio 
Lyceum and Chau¬ 
tauqua 
Church Singing 
Community. Sing¬ 
ing 
Chorus Singing 
Lectures and Re¬ 
citals 
Violin 
Advanced work 
for Orchestra 
and Professional 
Players 
Practical lessons 
for Teachers 
Ensemble 
Orchestra Con¬ 
ducting 
Lectures 
History and Ap¬ 
preciation 
Public School Music 
Methods 
Methods 
Psychology 
Practice Teaching 
Choral Conducting 
Sight Singing 
Ear Training 
Orchestra Conducting 
Harmony 
Child Voice 
Rote Song 
History and Appreciation 
Complete booklet mailed on request. 
Box 46 
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC Sout"hAvcnue 
CHICAGO’S FOREMOST SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
36th Session Commences September 12, 1921 
Offers supenorcourses ^ by'audiori^State'of n^nois^Thorough 
prepamtion^'fofconcert, opera and teaching positions. Many special features, rentals, lectures. 
P cfwo Excellent Dormitories Offer Accommodations at Moderate Rates 
UNSURPASSED FACULTY OF NINETY-FIVE ARTIST-INSTRUCTORS 
Among them might be mentioned: 
PIANO —Heniot Levy, Allen Spencer, Vic¬ 
tor Garwood, Silvio Scionti, Louise Roby , 
Kurt Wanieck, Earl Blair. 
VOICE-Karleton Hackett, R?f^'nn6’ ’ 
Warren K. Howe, Charles La Berg . 
VIOLIN —Herbert Butler, Adolf Weidig, 
Ramon Girvin. 
ORGAN—William Middelschulte, Frank Van 
Dusen, Herbert E. Hyde. 
MUSICAL THEORY, COMPOSITION- 
Adolf Weidig, Arthur O. Andersen, John 
Palmer, Leo Sowerby. 
VIOLONCELLO—Robert Ambrosius, Adolf 
Hoffman. 
and many others. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC—O. E. Robin- 
HARP—Enrico Tramonti. 
SCHOOL OF ACTING AND EXPRES¬ 
SION—Letitia Kempster Bamum, A. 
Louise Suess. Stage Training, Public Read¬ 
ing, Physical Expression, Dancing. 
GUEST INSTRUCTORS, 1921 - Josef Lhevinne, David Bispham , , 
. . Conservatory Recitals (by members of the faculty and advanced pupils); Te_achers Normal 
T- /f Jr, rrv, f/T {TP f • r"cl‘>d;ngat‘frecture°St"dent? Orchestra; Vocal Sight Reading Class and A Cape 11a Choir. 25 free competitive Free Advantages* blank.) A Musical Bureau for securing posmons. 
scholarships. (Examinations from Sept. 0 e r m anJ Chautauqua engagements secured 
. . F,e . Catalog mailed free on application - Moderate Tuition Rates 
^xtJfrVATORY, 571 Kimball Hall, Wabash Ave. and Jackson Blvd., Chicago 
AMERICAN CONbfcRVAi;^ p’resjde1!t__ Karlem Hackett, Adolf Weidig, Heniot Levy, Associate Directors 
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Chicago Musical College 
FELIX BOROWSKI, President Dr. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus CARL D. KINSEY, Vice-President and Manager 
The Leading and Largest College of Music and Dramatic Art of America 
FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 12 
Faculty of More than 100 Teachers including the following noted artists: (Alphabetically Arranged) 
PIANO VOCAL 
MAURICE ARONSON 
MOSES BOGUSLAWSKI 
BARTON BACHMANN 
EDWARD COLLINS 
HARRY DETWEILER 
GLENN DILLARD GUNN 
MAX KRAMM 
ALEXANDER RAAB 
RUDOLPH REUTER 
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR 
C. GORDON WEDERTZ 
BELLE FORBES CUTTER 
STANLEY DEACON 
EDOUARD DU FRESNE 
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON 
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN 
JOHN B. MILLER 
ADOLF MUHLMANN 
EDOARDO SACERDOTE 
BURTON THATCHER 
VIOLIN 
RICHARD CZERWONKY 
LOUISE FERRARIS 
MAX FISCHEL 
FREDERIK FREDERIKSEN 
MAURICE GOLDBLATT 
RAY HUNTINGTON 
LEON SAMETINI 
ORGAN 
CLARENCE EDDY 
ERIC DE LAMARTER 
HELEN W. ROSS 
C. GORDO N WEDERTZ 
HARMONY, COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON AND FUGUE 
FELIX BOROWSKI LOUIS VICTOR SAAR HAROLD B. MARYOTT LAURA D. HARRIS BARTON BACHMANN 
TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES REPERTOIRE AND INTERPRETATION 
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano) CLASSES 
GLENN DILLARD GUNN (Piano) 
HAROLD B. MARYOTT (Vocal) MAX FISCHEL (Violin) 
WALTON PYRE (Expression and Dramatic Art) 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
HAROLD B. MARYOTT ADOLF MUHLMANN EDOARDO SACERDOTE 
DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION 
WALTON PYRE MINNA MAE LEWIS AH Orchestral Instruments Taught 
BURTON THATCHER 
SCHOOL OF OPERA 
FREE SCHOLARSHIPS OF THE TOTAL VALUE OF $20,000 
73 Free and 140 Partial Scholarships to be awarded Sept. 1. Application blank on request. Mason & Hamlin Grand Piano, presented for competition in the Post Gradua¬ 
tion Class by the Mason & Hamlin Co. Conover Grand Piano, presented for competition in the Post Graduation, Graduation and Senior Diploma Classes by the Cable Piano 
Company. Valuable Violin presented for competition in the Violin Department by Lyon and Healy. Entire Musical Education for competition in the Vocal Department. 
These prizes will be competed for in Orchestra Hall, Chicago, before world-renowned musicians as judges and with Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Opera Scholarships. 
15 prizes of $300 each; 15 of $ 100; 15 of $50 in the classes; also Diamond. Gold and Silver Medals 
DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS 
56th YEAR 620 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 
(Next to Blackatone Hotel) 
Chicago College of Music 
ESTHER HARRIS DUA, President 
27th YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 5th, 1921 
Offers courses and private lessons in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Public 
School Music, Dancing, School of Opera, Orchestral Instruments, Expression, 
Dramatic Art, Normal Training for teachers in all branches. 
Certificates, Diplomas, Degrees, Medals. Public Recitals, Orchestral 
Concerts and many free advantages. 
40 Free and 160 Partial Scholarships. Special Prizes of two W. W. Kimball 
Grand Pianos and valuable Violin to tie awarded to best players. Chicago 
Recital to be given best singer. 
Address for free catalog, DEPT. 23 
1234 KIMBALL BUILDING A. G. dua. Manager CHICAGO, ILL. 
Lake Forest University 
School of Music 
Courses in all branches of music, 
including piano, voice, violin, theory, 
harp, wind instruments, etc. Special 
“Public School Music” course fitting 
young women for positions. 
Faculty of collegiate standing and 
international training. 
Delightful dormitory for girls on col¬ 
lege campus. , 
Lake Forest is situated within easy 
access of Chicago and its advantages, 
such as the Art Institute, Chicago Sym¬ 
phony Concerts, Chicago Grand Opera, 
performances of' solo artists and of 
musical societies. Governed by influential Board of Trust 
WRITE FOR CATALOG 
LAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Box M. E. Lake Forest, Illinois 
The COSMOPOLITAN 
SCHOOL of MUSIC 
and DRAMATIC ART 
16th Floor Kimball Building. Chicago, Ill. 
DR. CARVER WILLIAMS, President 
An eminent faculty of 60 artists offers to 
prospective students courses of study 
based upon the best modern educational 
principles, also courses in collegiate studies 
for students unable to attend university. 
For information, address Dept. E 
E. L. STEPHEN, Manager 
Bradley Conservatory of Music 
Franklin Stead, Director 
A11 Branches of Music 
Languages 
Peoria 
Dramatic Art 
Illinois 
Private Teachers who can qualify for Associate Faculty Membership in the Western Conservatory ~ 7 advantages for their pupils at home. 
. H. SCOTT, Kimball Hall, Chicago. 
Please mention THE ETUDE i 
YCEU/A I < 
OBSERVATORY 
( INCORPORATED),^ 
A School of Music and Dramatic Art 
COURSES IN ALL BRANCHES 
MASTER FACULTY INCLUDING: 
Elias Day, President and Director of Dramatic Department 
Theodore Harrison, Director of Music Department and Teacher of Voice 
Lucille Stevenson, Vocal Department 
Alexander Zukovsky, Violin Department 
Jeanne Boyd, Theory Deparment 
Katharine Howard-Ward, Organ and Piano Department 
Our two and three year courses leading to degrees, diplomas 
and teachers certificates enable our graduates to obtain splendid 
positions in the concert and teaching field. 
_ Over five hundred of our students are now filling successful 
positions throught the country. 
Fall Term Opens September 12, 1921 
Dormitories and studios in our own beautiful building in the 
heart of new art center, two blocks from Lake Michigan, North 
side. 
Write Secretary for free catalog. 
JEANNE HOWARD, 1160 N. Dearborn St., 
Box E Chicago, Illinois. 
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SlparaisoUm: ERSITY PENNSYLVANIA, OHIO AND MIDDLE WEST 
Known for Democracy, Economy, Hard Work 
CONSERVATORY 
FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 6™ 
One and Two Year Course, in Piano, Voice, Violin Oman 
Public School Music, leading to diplomas recognized by the state. 
Send for free catalog. Dormitory accomodations 
MACPHAIL SCHOOL 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
100 teachers ONE OF THE LARGEST IN AMERICA 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
WARREN, OHIO 
THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL 
BRANCHES OF MUSIC 
Address LYNN B. DANA, President Desk E, WARREN, OHIO 
|j~Found < I 878 Theodore Thomas. First Musical Director || 
The College of Music of Cincinnati 
I ELM STREET ADJOINING MUSIC HALL 
Music, Dramatic Art and Languages in all branches taught 
excln !\ ely by experienced artist teachers. Dormitory for 
young ladies. Advantages equal to most famous European 
institutions. For catalog, address, J. H. Thuman, Manager. 
PERCY FULLINWIDER, Violinist 
Head of Violin Department 
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY 
Appleton, Wis. 
A MASTER TEACHER 
Unusual opportunity for the serious student of violin. 
Write for free catalog and information. 
CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean 
-hTTb Philadelphia 
Musical Academy 
51st Reason :.**«■•.» v a fr*w vaoanrb** for ad¬ 
vanced pupils under eminent artist-teachers. Theory, Instrumental and vocal. Students’Symphony Orches¬ 
tras and recitals launches in West Phllft.ntvlTioga. 
ManiSn,>DltlHt l<! m"g HAWSf>11 LBWI® MtTRPH7, 
Minneapolis School of Music, 
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART 
WILLIAM H. PONTIUS CHARLES M. HOLT Director, Dept, of Music Director, Dramatic Art 
60-62 Eleventh St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, 
r ARREST SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN THE WEST 
all branches of music and dramatic art 
60 Artist Teachers Year Boolt Free on ReqTleBt 
Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music 
6 YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN 
gSS£ SrlS^vl^'a^'^e^rf public 
Tcfaj*UvinxleexD«M«ii'lM5fp^0^^1^> Tuiti°n and ** eMePtKmaUy '°W' 
—V OF MUSKOX 9, yPSILANTI, MICHIGAN 
HUNTINGTON COLLEGE COI 
Murtc Department of Huntington CoUege. Ewlowro 
of advantages at very low cost. Aim is to educate, n 
Courses Offered: YJOUN. mNO.vo. 
ySERVATORY 
d, with absolutely no ex|*Me,^Boj3an^o^r 8tan(J)ng 
erica/ Work Applicable to Then Needs 
r„T_ mo BETTER ANYWHERE 
T 512 - - HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 
1_ TOR SUMMER SCHOOLS_SEE_P^ 
52ND YEAR CLARA BAUR, Foundren 
Conducted according to methods of most progressive European conservatories 
Elocution—MUSIC—Languages 
49th 
Year MUSIC Opens Sept. 2ist 
THE Conservatory occupies a beautiful building devoted 
exclusively to its own use. In the building, are forty- 
eight practice rooms, each containing a piano. In addition, 
there are large studios and special rooms for Harmony. 
For recitals, ensemble work, etc., there is a Recital Hall, 
thoroughly furnished with every appliance for such work. 
A complete and broad musical education based upon the best 
modern American and European principles, is offered in: 
PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN, ALL ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS 
Musical Theory, Harmony, Counterpoint, 
Composition, Musical History, Appreciation 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC, EAR TRAINING, SIGHT SINGING 
CHORUS and OPERATIC CLASSES 
FULLY EQUIPPED’ORCHESTRA OF 40 50 MEMBERS UNDER 
AN EXPERIENCED SYMPHONY CONDUCTOR 
WITH EUROPEAN REPUTATION 
LYCEUM ART COURSE 
Thorough preparation for Platform and Stage in 
VIOLIN, VOICE, PIANO, ALL ORCHESTRAL 
INSTRUMENTS and in DRAMATIC ART 
SPECIAL COACHING FOR PROFESSIONAL 
MUSICIANS, ACTORS and READERS 
DEGREES, DIPLOMAS, TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATES 
LYCEUM and CHAUTAUQUA engagements secured 
The Faculty consists of highly educated and experienced 
Musicians of International recognition 
MODERATE TERMS 
STUDENTS MAY ENTER ANY TIME 
The Conservatory is located so near Chicago that it must 
compete with the best work done there, so that Valparaiso 
students have every advantage that they could possibly 
have in the city and at an expense not one-fifth as great. 
The low cost of all courses has not been brought about by 
sacrificing a high grade of instruction, but by applying 
business principles to the 
Cost of Living 
so that the most satisfactory accommodations for board 
and room may be had at $80.00 per quarter of 12 weeks 
For Free Catalog Address 
J. E. ROSSELER, President 
Box 6, University Hall, Valpariso, Ind. 
TEE ETUDE 
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Schools and Colleges < 
^DETROIT, NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND 
h48th Year DETROIT 
CONSERVATORY of 
MUSIC 
Offers to earnest students courses of study based upon the best modern 
and educational principles. Renowned faculty of 70. Students 
orchestra, concerts find recitals. Diplomas and Degrees conferred. 
Teachers’certificates. Desirable boardingaccommodations. 
Fall Term Opens Sept. 12, 1921 
UNRIVALED FREE ADVANTAGES 
Francis L. York, M.A., President 
Elizabeth Johnson,Vice-President 
Finest Conservatory in theWest 
Johnson, Louise Unsworth Cragg, Blanch Strong, 
iSIHlIlil 'SESSeMS- 
Organ—Francis L. York, M. A.; AUe D. Zuidema, Mus. Doc. - 
Cello Ludwig Nast. 
G Theory, H<rnnony..8CompMMonj-An^ D.^ ZuMema^Mus. Doc.-Po: 
Mandolin and Cuital—Alexander G. Poll. 
Normal Training far Piano Teachers—Francis L. York. 
Public School Music and Draining-Miss Hermine Lorch, Paul Honore. 
School of Expression—Miss Lilly Adela Darling. 
Examinations Free. For Catalog 
and Other Information, Address 
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, 5035 Woodward Aye., Box 7—Detroit, Mich. 
BURROWES COURSE of music study 
Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction 
Happy Pupils—Satisfied Parents—Prosperous Teachers. Classes are doubled by use of this method 
aiso^deBcr^ptive'lfterature £?£ KATHARINE BURROWES 
3209 NORTHWESTERN AVE. - - - DETROIT, MICH. 
DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
—GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS, Pre: 
reache°?inceiudmgd12aof ^srri&dth e Detroit Symphony Orchest 
school in Detroit with its oWn Dormitory for Women 
Students May Register at Any Tit 
A School wl 
60 Artist T  
The only sc 
. Piano, Pedagogy, Pjablic 
School Music 
William F. Sherman Leslie Hodgson 
Francis Moore M. F. Burl 
k Organ, Composition 
R. Huntington Woodman 
nd Catalogue 
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean\ 
MAY I. DITTO, Cor. Secretary 
212 West Fifty-ninth Street 
New York City 
The Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten 
Oldest and most practical system. Write for 
Summer Schools See Page 426 
Crane Normal Institute of Music 
Training School for Supervisors of Music 
BOTH SEXES 
POTSDAM, NEW YORK 
Now Is the Time! 
Teachers, Schools arid 
Colleges of Music should 
announce now the advant¬ 
ages they have for the 
music student during the 
1921-1922 Season. 
The Etude is a medium 
that is helpful to all in the 
music profession, and the 
publicity service it can 
render schools of music is 
unexcelled. ADVERTISE NOW! 
Interested in Piano Playing? 
Then you should know of 
The Virgil Method, Vols. I and II 
How When and Where to Pedal 
175 Piano Pieces and Studies (Grades I to IV) 
All by Mrs. A. M. Virgil 
You should know also 
The splendid instruments fpr Piano Practice called 
The Virgil Tekniklavier) & , V(Both full Piano size) 
The Bergman Clavier ) 
Four and Two Octave Keyboards in Suitcases 
The Child’s Pedal (A pedal and footrest for the child) 
Also the well known 
VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY 
120 West 72d St. NEW YORK CITY 
. [New England 
Conservatory 
OF MUSIC 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Located in the Music Center of America The Free Privileges 
so necessary to a musical education. Its complete ties of ensemble practice and appearing befor 
organization and splendid equipment offer excep- audiences, and the daily associations are invalu 
r ^ dents. able advantages to the music student. 
i students. 
m A Complete Orchestra 
mch of Music, applied and 
__fo  stu -  
Dormitories for women
Comph 
Owing to l 
In ourNor 
demand as 
graduate 
is Ralph L. Flanden 
Institute of Musical Art 
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
Frank Damrosch, Director 
An endowed school of music conducted 
solely in the interest of higher musical 
education and providing complete and 
comprehensive courses. 
SPECIAL PREPARATORY CENTRES in different 
parts of New York City and Brooklyn for children 
between seven and twelve years of age. 
For catalogues address 
SKIDMORE 
SCHOOL OF ARTS 
CHARLES HENRY KEYES,Ph.D., President 
A Women’s college offering broad general and 
cultural courses while providing splendid oppor¬ 
tunity for specialization. Applied science com¬ 
bined with technical study qualifies for leading 
callings open to women. Wide selection pro¬ 
vided—Fine and Applied Art, Home Economics, 
Music, Physical Education, Secretarial Science 
and General Course, with related subjects. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
University of Rochester 
Eastman Schoo 
of Music 
Founded by George Eastman 
ALF KLINGENBERG, Director 
AN ENDOWED MUSIC SCHOOL FOR 
PROFESSIONAL AND CUL¬ 
TURAL STUDY 
Faculty list includes /for next 
year: T. H. YorkeTrotter, Joseph 
Bonnet, Harold Gleason, Arthur 
Alexander, Arthur Hartmann, 
Pierre Augieras, Raymond Wilson, 
Adelin Fermin, Gerald Maas, 
George Barlow Penny. 
INTFRNATIONA1 musical and edu- lix I CHINA 1 lUfNAL cational agency 
MRS. BABCOCK 
QFFERS Teaching Positions, Col¬ 
leges, Conservatories, Schools. 
Also Church aod Concert Engagements 
CARNEGIE HALL. NEW YORK 
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Chronological List of 
Musicians 
By Julia E. Williams 
This month we study about the mu¬ 
sicians who lived during the first part of 
the nineteenth century. Some of these 
musicians w n very famous teachers as 
well as comp' ers, and did much to de¬ 
velop our nm ! rn technic. Copy this list 
in your note i ook with the others, and 
notice how rinse this list brings us to the 
present day. 
1810- 1856. Robert Schumann, German. 
Composed many beautiful piano pieces, 
songs, quinti tn s and four symphonies. 
1811- 1886. Franz Liszt, Hungarian. 
The world's greatest pianist of his day. 
Composed l ' <-n Hungarian Rhapsodies, 
several symphonic poems, oratorios and 
songs. Was a friend of Wagner and 
transcribed parts of some of the Wagner 
operas for the- piano. 
1811- 18S7. Felix Le Couppey, French. 
Teacher of piano and harmony at the 
Paris Conservatory and composed many 
piano etudes. 
1812- 1888. Freiherr von Flotow, Ger¬ 
man. Comp.'m d o|>eras, one of which was 
the popular Martha. 
1812-1882. Richard Wagner, German. 
One of the greatest of .opera composers 
and wrote the words as well as the music. 
Nearly all ot the stories of his operas are 
taken from Scandinavian Mythology and 
legends. Operas include Lohengrin, Tann- 
liauser, Tris: in and Isolde, Gotterdammer- 
ung, Siegfri i. Das Rhemgold, Die IVal¬ 
lure and Parsifal. 
1815-1888. Stephen Heller, Hungarian. 
Teacher of piano and composer of many 
beautiful studies. 
1818-1892. Charles Gounod, French. 
Composer of Faust and many pieces of 
church music. 
1822-1882. Cesar Franck, Belgian. The 
greatest of modern French teachers and 
one of the best organists and composers 
since the time of Bach. His pupils called 
him the “Angelic Doctor.” 
1830-1894. Anton Rubinstein, Rus¬ 
sian. Pianist and composer and founder 
of the Petrograd Conservatory of Music. 
Made a tour of America in 1872, giving 
215 concerts. 
1830-1915. Theodore Leschetizky, 
Austrian. Famous as a teacher of many 
of the present-day concert artists. 
Riddle 
By Evangeline Close 
I belong to a pump, but not to a spring, 
1 belong to a cup and some bells that you 
V ring- 
ou find me on teapots hut not on the tea; 
1 also wrote music from low to high C. 
8. Answer—Handel. 
Something About Strings 
Unce two people (grown people, too) 
were at an orchestra concert, and one 
asked the other, “What is the difference 
between a cello and a bass vioft” The 
other one said, “Oh, they are exactly alike, 
only you sit down to one and stand, up to ‘ 
the other." Now just imagine 1 You 
know better than that, don’t you? 
You know all about the “string” family 
or string choir, and you know that it con- 
sits of violins (first and second), violas, 
violin cellos and bass viols. 
The violin is a very old instrument. In 
ages past they used to make queer little 
instruments of wood or metal, and string 
them with grass or silk; and little by lit¬ 
tle they improved these queer instruments 
until they began to look like our violins. 
Even if you do not play a violin yourself, 
you know that it has four strings—the first 
one, G below middle C, the next one, D, 
then A and E. You see it is tuned in per¬ 
fect fifths. 
The violA is almost exactly like it, only 
it is a wee bit larger and its strings are 
tuned just a fifth lower than the violin. 
Then viola music uses a different clef than 
ordinary piano music. Do you remember 
how, in the olden times, there were eleven 
lines in the staff, and it was so confusing 
that they had to leave the middle one out 
and only use it when they needed it? Well, 
the viola uses this clef, and its middle line 
is middle which is really the mid¬ 
dle part of fer the old eleven-line staff. 
The cello is tuned an octave below the 
viola, so it has three strings, 
Ex. 2 
It has a long point that is put on the 
floor, and the instrument is held between 
the knees of the player, who is seated. It 
has a very mellow, beautiful tone. 
The bass viol; or double bass, is a very 
large instrument—entirely too large for the 
player to handle if seated, so he stands up 
to play it. It is tuned as a rule to 
Ex. 3 
It has a very deep, low tone, and generally 
plays the bass part of the orchestra or of 
any group of the instruments, and sounds 
an octave below the notes as written. 
So, you see, there is some difference be¬ 
tween a violin and a bass viol, and if any¬ 
one ever asks you about them you will not 
say you do not know, or that you think 
they are just alike, only you sit down to 
play one and stand up to play the other! 
What Plays the Piano? 
What plays the piano? 
“I,” said the key, 
“Can you play without met 
I play the piano." 
What plays the piano? 
"I," said the strings, 
Most important things— 
“I play the piano.” 
What plays the piano? 
“I," said the pedals, 
“Give me the medals, 
I play the piano.” 
What plays the piano? 
"I,” said a finger, 
“On all keys I linger, 
I play the piano." 
What plays the piano? 
“I,” said the hand, 
"O’er the keys I expand, 
I play the piano.” 
What plays the piano? 
"I,” said the wrist, 
With a proud little tzvist, 
“I play the piano.” 
What plays the piano? 
"I,” said the Brain, 
“Every muscle I train, 
“I play the piano.” 
A Clef Family Row Listening or Hearing 
Said the Trebel Clef 
To the other Clef, 
“You sound so low and grub. 
The Bass Clef said, 
As he shook his head, 
“I sound quite high enough.” 
To the Trebel Clef 
Said the other Clef, 
“You sound so high and shrill.” 
The Trebel bowed 
And said alond, 
“I’m perfect on a trill.” 
W hen you attend a concert or hear any¬ 
one play or sing do you listen to the music 
or just hear it? In the first place, did it 
ever occur to you that there is a differ¬ 
ence, because there is you know—quite a 
big difference. 
You really cannot help hearing things, 
that is if they are near or “within ear-' 
shot,” as the saying is. We cannot turn 
off our ears by closing them, as we can 
with our sight by closing our eyes, but we 
do not always listen because listening is 
paying attention, and we do not always 
pay attention. 
But when we listen to music we want to 
pay attention, and let it sink in, and attend 
to what we are hearing. Think about it, 
and about the composer who wrote it, and 
let the music say something to you. It 
will if you listen, but it will not if you 
just hear it. 
It’s nice to be happy, 
And nice to be glad, 
And .when you play music 
You just can’t be mad. 
It’s nice to be joyful 
And nice to be good, 
And music will make you 
Feel just as you should. 
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CELEBRATED 
RECITAL 
SONGS 
IgSgSi' 
^3 
student and teacher. Contains three 
complete analytical lessons upon three 
iSHIsrS'i 
all in keys affording the most convenient 
tfally an^attractivefy bouncL S^ta,‘- 
HOW TO OBTAIN THIS 
NOTABLE COLLECTION 
OF SONGS FOR $1.50 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
1710-1712-1714 
PHILADELPHIA, 
A Page of A wards and Specials for July 
of interest to music teachers and pupils 
OURING the Summer months, THE ETUDE will play an important part in molding Musical 
Interest in thousands of communities. It will keep your pupils in close touch with the sig¬ 
nificant developments in the realm of music, and develop many a prospective pupil for next fall. 
The four magazines shown below are real values at their regular price—but at these special 
introductory rates, they are real bargains Here is an opportunity for thrifty buyers to effect 
a marked saving during July. 
CARTRIDGE PREMO 
CAMERAS No. 2 
Every boy* or girl will be proud 
to own one of these little cameras. 
Compact, simple to operate. Six 
exposures, photo size, 2% x 3% 
Awarded for 6 Subscriptions 
Celebrated 
Recital Songs 
By David Bispham 
From a repertoire of fifty 
operas, one hundred oratorios 
and over one thousand five 
hundred of the finest songs, 
the famous artist-teacher has 
culled the very best works for 
this collection and arranged 
them in recital form. 
Awarded for 3 Subscriptions 
7-PIECE DECORATED BLUE BIRD 
LEMONADE SET 
Made of thin tinted clear glass, deco¬ 
rated with blue birds in natural 
colors. Gold band around top of 
each piece. Set consists of half¬ 
gallon pitcher and six tumblers. 
Awarded for 4 Subscriptions 
4-Pc. ALUMINUM SET 
Every housewife should have this 
high grade aluminum ware in her 
kitchen. An ideal combination. 6 
Qt. Covered kettle, 2 Qt. Double 
Boiler, 2 Qt. Pudding Pan, 4 Qt. 
Sauce Pan. 
Awarded for 4 Subscriptions 
LADIES’ SILK 
HOSIERY 
Full fashioned, re-inforced toe, heel 
and top. Finest quality thread silk, 
Black or White. 
Awarded for 4 Subscriptions 
TENNIS RACKET 
Wright & Ditson 
Hub Model, standard size, strong 
frame and high quality gut strings. 
Mahogany throat piece. One of 
the most popular rackets made. 
Awarded for S Subscriptions 
EXTRAORDINARY 
OFFER! 
Library of Piano Compositions 
By Modern and Romantic Composers 
In these volumes will be found some of the most popular 
modern editions of pianoforte music, including drawing¬ 
room music and works in the characteristic styles. Modern 
French and Russian Composers being well represented. 
Many of the brightest gems of piano music will be found 
among these volumes. 
GODDARD 
Favorite Compositions 
CHAMINADE 
Favorite Compositions 
BRAHMS 
Hungarian Dances 
TSCHAIKOWSKY 
13 Selected Compositions 
Awarded for 6 Subscriptions 
MOSZKOWSKI 
Favorites 
LISZT 
Concert Album 
RACHMANINOFF 
Album of Compositions 
$3.2s 
THERMOS 
BOTTLE 
Just the thing for out-o-door 
trips. Pint size, substantially 
made, practical and sanitary. 
Keeps contents hot thirty 
hours, cold eighty hours. 
Awarded for S Subscriptions 
Songs from the 
Yellowstone 
By Thurlow Lieurance 
In this set of songs the 
writer has taken a new de¬ 
parture. Although the the¬ 
matic material is chiefly orig¬ 
inal with Mr. Lieurance, there 
are introduced occasionally 
some interesting snatches of 
Indian Melody. 
Awarded for 2 Subscriptions 
I 
S.}«$2.82 
For your special type of skin— 
there is a special treatment 
Skins differ widely—are you using the right treatment 
for your special type of skin? 
IF your skin is a constant problem—if you 
cannot keep it smooth and flawless—then 
you may be sure it is because you are not using 
the right treatment for your special type of skin. 
Skins differ widely. A naturally oily skin 
needs a special form of cleansing to counteract 
the tendency to an excess of oil. A pale, sallow 
skin needs a treatment that will stimulate the 
pores and blood vessels. 
No matter what your type of skin happens to 
be—by the right treatment you can overcome 
its defects. For your skin is constantly chang¬ 
ing—each day old skin dies and new takes its 
place. Give this new skin the special care suited 
to its needs—and see how beautifully soft and 
fine and clear you can make it! 
For an oily skin use this special treatment 
every night: 
First cleanse your skin thoroughly by washing 
it in the usual way with Woodbury’s Facial 
Soap and warm water. Wipe off the surplus 
moisture, but leave the skin slightly damp. Now 
with warm water work up a heavy lather of 
Woodbury’s Facial Soap in your hands. Apply it 
to your face and rub it into the pores thoroughly, 
with an upward and outward motion. Rinse 
with warm water, then with cold. If possible, rub 
your face for a few minutes with a piece of ice. 
“Your Treatment for One Week” 
Send 25c for a miniature set of Woodbury’s skin preparations, 
containing your complete Woodbury treatment for one week. In 
it you will find the treatment booklet, “A Skin You Love to 
Touch a trial size cake of Woodbury’s Facial Soap; a sample 
tube of the new Woodbury Facial Cream; and samples of Wood¬ 
bury’s Cold Cream and Facial Powder. Write today for this 
special outfit. Address The Andrew Jergens Co., 5607 Spring 
Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. If you live in Canada, address The 
Andrew Jergens Co., Limited, 5607 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario. 
For a pale, sallow skin use this new steam 
treatment: 
One or two nights a week, fill your washbowl 
full of hot water—almost boiling hot. Bend 
over the top of the bowl and cover your head 
and the basin with a heavy bath towel, so that 
no steam can escape. Steam your face for thirty 
seconds. Now lather a hot cloth with Woodbury’s 
Facial Soap. With this, wash your face thor¬ 
oughly, rubbing the lather well into the skin 
with an upward and outward motion. Rinse 
thoroughly, first with warm water, then with 
cold, and finish by rubbing with a piece of ice. 
In addition to the special treatments given 
here for two types of skin—ap oily skin and a 
pale, sallow skin—you will find other special 
treatments for all the different types of skin in the 
famous booklet, “A Skin You Love to Touch.” 
This booklet is wrapped around every cake of 
Woodbury’s Facial Soap. 
Get a cake of Woodbury’s today at any drug store 
or toilet goods counter—find the 
treatment recommended for 
your skin and begin using it to¬ 
night. A 25c cake lasts for a 
month or six weeks of any 
treatment, and for general 
cleansing use. The Andrew 
Jergens Co., Cincinnati, New 
York, and Perth, Ontario. 
If you have the type of skin that 
is subject to blackheads—find 
the special treatment you need 
on page 3 of the booklet, “A Skin 
Tou Love to Touch.” 
If your skin is of the tender, 
sensitive type—learn the right 
treatment for it on page 6 of 
the booklet, “A Skin Tou Love 
to Touch.” 
